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ABSTRACT 

f i s  investigation sought to snidy the phenomenological experience of participation in a 

Celtic folk dance class and to determine the relationship between participation in an exercise 

program based on Celtic folk dances and stress reduction. This research was conducted as part of 

the Northern interior Health Region Women's Mid-Life project which is part of the B.C Women's 

Health in Mid-Life Project (WHIM). A dual methodological approach - descriptive 

phenomenology and quantitative testing - was used to investigate the indepth experience of midlife 

women pariicipating in a beginner level Celtic folk dance class. 

Women (n=25) ages 33 to 65 participatecl in seven introductory level classes based on 

Scottish Country Dances and uish Set Dances. Participants completed a demographic 

questionnaire during the h t  class. Tbe 40 item Speilberger's State Trait Anxiety inventory-Form 

Y (STAI), a commonly used instnunent in research on exercise and stress, was completed prp- and 

pst-  class during the F i t  and sixth weeks. Feedback h the participants (n 4 7 )  on the STA 

results was obtained during a gmup activity conducted at the beginning of the seventh class. Al1 

phcipants also filled in a brief guided journal d e r  each class. Five women who fit predetermined 

cnteria - 1) age 45 to 65,2) present for at Ieast 6 of the 7 classes, and 3) indicated above average 

stress levels on the preliminary questionnaires - participateci in audiotaped interviews designed to 

explore iheir phenomenological experience of the dance classes. 

Phenomenological analysis of the interviews, guided joumals and group activity yielded a 

thematic structure around the two core themes "increase in Stress" ("Social Stress", "Stress 

from the Dancing","External Stress", "Challenge") and "Decrease in Stress9'( "The Group of 

Women", "Movement and Music", "Change of Focus","Fun and Laughter"). The core 

phenomenon that emerged was d e s c n i  in the voice of one of the wornen as, "A Little Bit of 

Weight is Taken Off'. Two other themes emerged as keys to balancing and managing the stress 

implicit in the dance class, 'Wew Leamùig and Mastery" and "Leadership". 

The researcher proposes that participation in a physical activity program, based on Celtic 

f'k daoces, is a ptuiiially eK+tive methcd for managing stnss. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND CLARIFICATION OF TERMS 

Introduction 

"Mature women dancing" sneers Kate Mundy as her sistea enthusiastically chatter about 

plans to joui the dancing at the Lughnasa festivities. The sarcastic tone of her voice and her 

disapproving demeanour make it clear that this is not someching that "mature" women do; so, 

despite their wild enthusiasm and love of dancing, the five single sistea do not go. This scene h m  

the movie "Dancing at Lughnasa" (O'Conner, 1998) is set in pre-World War iI ireland, but the 

attitude circumscribing the choice of activities deemed acceptable for mature women, combined with 

the social and cultural realities of women's lives, continues to lirnit the possibiiities for a potentially 

more hea1W lifestyle for women as they enter mid-life. In spite of the achowledged physical 

and psychological benefits that accrue through regular participation in physical activity. "few 

women are active enough to bene fit theû health" (VertUisky, 1998, p. 8 1 ). Accordhg to Vertinsky, 

it is important to cntically evaluate the challenges inherent in achieving mial equity 
in oppodties for healthy physical activity for al1 women. As we gain new 
understandings about how health gains cm be achieved by reducing social inequity 
rather than providing more medical care, we can see how involvement in hedthy 
exeicise is ciosely entwined with the social and economic statu of women, 
disempowenng stereotypes of the female body and the issue of control over 
women's bodies. (p. 82). 

Wells (in Vertinsky, 1998) asserts that hadequate exercise is a major health issue for 

women today. in spite of the disintegrating barriers to female participation in athletic activities and 

extensive government campaigns to encourage participation, women in every age group are less 

active than men. Vertinslcy reports that "in Cana&, only 15% of women over the age of 10 repoit 

an activity level sufficiently frequent and intense to develop fitness" (p. 84) and participation rates 

decrease as age increases. Not oniy are women less active than men, they are also more stresseci. A 

recent report Erom Roper Starch Worldwide (Stress Anects Women, 1999) informs us that women 

al1 over the world, across economic and social categories, suffer more stress in their lives than men. 

The report adds, 'We world needs to develop stress-busters to ease the lives of these women"(p. 

16). 

This research project is motivated by my love of dance and firm belief in the psychological 
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benefits to be denved h m  physical exercise. I am a woman in Md-life who is cmntly involved 

in promothg and teaching Celtic folk dances and who also participates in dancing for the "sanity 

break" it provides. I am also weli acquainted with stress as my life includes combining MCtime 

employment as a social worker with University studies, family responsibilities and teaching dance 

classes. 1 am a person who seeks out stress as a motivation for action and change and who 

manages my responses to stress through physical activity. 

This research has speciai meaning for me as it combines facets of al1 my pst-seeondary 

education. in 1967,I graduated h m  a Physical Education degree program which 1 undeitook 

because of my abiding conviction in the important d e  physical activity plays in a holistic. healthy 

lifestyle. I stniggled to teach physical education h m  a cooperative, egalitanan philosophy in an 

athietic milieu that valued cornpetition and distnbuted a disproportionate arnount of resources to 

boys and athletic tearns. I attempted to impart basic skills and enjoyment of physical activity to ail 

children, talented or othefwise, in order that they could pmue a physically active lifestyle 

throughout their lives. I also demanded equal gym Mie and resources for girls and recreational 

sports. Thirty years later, in 1997.1 received my BSW. In this degree program my egalitarian 

values were N m e d .  L also developed a grrater understanding of structures that maintain the 

society in which we live, where a disproportionate poxtion of the resources and rewards (including 

leisure the) are controlled by the few. My cuirent interest in stress management along with 

promotion of physical activity (through dance) as a key component of psychological health arises 

fiom my ibird degree program, Education (Counsellhg). 

Objective 

This research favses on lifestyle change as an intemention for managing stress. The 

investigation sought to study the experience of participation in a Celtic folk dance ciass and to 

detemiine the relationship between participation in an exercise pmgrarn based on Celtic folk dances 

and stress reduction. in order to undergo this study I conducted 7 dance classes at an introductory 

level. My thesis presents participation in a physicai activity program, based on Celtic folk dances, 
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as a potentialiy effective method of stress management that is well suited to women at this stage of 

life. Und recently midüfe women have been paid little attention by the research community 

(Walker, 1993). What research has been done in the areas of mid-life women and stress 

management has not included the voices of the women participants. Vertinsky (1998) suggests that 

"it is essential to listen more carehilly to what women ... say about their own experiences in their 

lived bodies and how they see hem as providing a location for health and healihful practices" (p. 

99). As the baby-boomers appmach their fifties, the population of women in midlife is rapidly 

growing and along with these burgeonùig numbers, interest is increasing in the health concerns of 

women in this group. L ifesty le interventions, directeci toward preventative health care during 

midlife, could conceivably ameliorate or postpone rnany genatric problems. However, changes in 

iifestyle mut be accompanied by chaiîenging systemic cultural barrien that shape and Iimit female 

participation in physical activity. 

nirough this research 1 investigated a specific strategy of stress management - exe~ise in 

the fom of Celtic folk dance - as a therapeutic alternative for rnanaging stress for women in mid- 

life. As well as providing an introduction to this study, Chapter One provides Clarification for the 

ternis 'mid-life", "stress', "Celtic" and "Celtic folk dance". Chapter Two provides a review of 

the literature fiom several areas - women in mid-life; stress, coping and stress management; 

music, exercise and dance, women and leisuie - as a backdrop for this study. in this second 

chapter, 1 also present a rationale for Celtic fok dance as a particularly suitabk activity for women 

in mid-life as welî as a justification for considering dance as a feminist issue. Chapter Three 

provides the philosophical bais for my study and delineates the methodology and the method 1 

adopted. A dual methodological appmch - descriptive phenomenology and quantitative testing - 
was used to investigate the in depth experience of mid-life women pdcipating in a beginner level 

Celtic foUc dance class and to give recognition to and build on, the body of quantitative research that 

has already k e n  doue in the area of exercise and stress. Data h m  interviews, guided joumals and 

a group activity were exarnined using a phenomewlogical method of analysis suggested by Giorgi 

(1985)- Particular attention was given to experience that sugested a comtion wiih the concepts 
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of stress and stress management. Along with the phenomenological component, analysis of 

Speilberger's (1983) State-Trait Anxiety inventory (STAI) (Fonn Y) using paired -tests was used 

to document changes in anxiety, a cornmonly accepted measure of stress, over the course of two 

classes. The resuits of this testing were given to the participants for their feedback. Chapters Four 

and Five present the results from this investigation. Chapter Four docume~ts the outcorne of the 

phenomenological analysis and offers a thematic structure based on the lived experience of the 

women while and immediately after they danced. The voices of the women are used to illustrate and 

support this thematic structure. The results h m  STAI testing-were d y z e d  using SPSS. The 

results of this analysis dong with the feedback h m  the dancers on these results cm be found in 

Chapter Five. A discussion and recornmendations based on the fmdings fiom this research are 

oflered in the concluding chapter. 

1 hope that my researc h will 1) broaden out understanding of rnid-li fe women's experience 

of dancing; 2) add to the existing body of knowledge in the fields of dance, exercise and stress; 3) 

expend the choices of exercise activities for stress management; and 4) encourage a health 

promotion program based on wellness 

Vertinslty (1998) identifies a number of issues that preclude women's participation in 

physical activity as a health promotion strategy. These include both misconceptions about the 

physical abilities of women and cultural assumptiom about d e s  and appropriate activities for 

women. 1 am hoping that thmugh this research, 1 may bring attention CO the need for community 

programs and facilities that wüi address the needs and interests of women in rnid-life and broaden 

the choices of physical activities for women. 

Clarincation of Terms 

Midlife 

This study took place within the context of the "Women's Health in Midlife Years 

Roject" O ( P i 1 o t  materials, L999) - "'an initiative designed to assist women in B.C. to make 

infomed choices about managine key mid-üfe health issues". The defition of mid-life begins 
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with the age range identifmi by this project - 45 to 65 years. 

Mid-Life is commonly equated with menopause, however, midlife is mon than just a 

reproductive stage of life. For many women it can be a time for personal development and pursuit 

of p n a l  goals. A woman's attitude toward this pend of her life is determined by a number of 

factors including societal and personal belie fs. Within North Amencan culture menopause has 

ken a taboo topic and the worih of older women has been denied Older women become invisible 

or are encouraged to remain forever Young. Within other cultures and times this is not always the 

case. Northrup ( 1995) infoms us that in Celtic culture the maid is seen as the flower, the mother as 

the M t  and the oider wornan, or crone, as the seed. "The seed is the part that contains the 

knowledge and the potential of al1 the other parts within it" (p. 43 1). The older woman is given the 

mle of reseeding the comrnunity with her mith and wisdom. 

Stress 

Since the term "stress" was coined by Haas Selye in 1936 to refer to "the reaction of the 

organism to m e  sort of outside threat" (Singer & Davidson, 199 1. p. 37), the concept of stress 

has evoived to encompass a large variety of phenornena. Roskies (199 1) infoms us that there is no 

precise definition of the terni stress or stress problems and there is lack of agreement as to what 

exactly stress means. Lazanis (Monat & Lazanis, 199 1) suggests that the term "stress" be used 

as a collective terni to describe a field of study. This is the marner in which the tenn "stress" is 

used for the purposes of this study. 

Celtic 

In the present day, the term "Celtic" has become synonymous with ireland although the 

influence of Celtic culture can be foiad thughout Britain, ireland, Man, Wales, Cornwall, Britany 

in France, and Nova Scotia in Canada For over five hundred years the Celts were a major culturai 

presence throughout Europe (Spangenberg, 1999; Wallace, 1996; Wangsbickler, 1997). Cehic 

domination was temiinated by R o m  conquest, however, evidence suggests that Ireland remaineci 
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untouched by the Romans and retained a Celtic identity weil hto the fifth century AD (Pierce, 1989; 

Wallace, 1996; Wangsbickler, 1997) when Christianity spread into ireland. According to Pierce 

much of this Celtic identity remains in irelaad to this &y. The terni Celtic also refea to a language 

group in the indo-European family. The Celtic family of languages is divided into two branches - 
insular Celtic languages and Continental Celtic ianguages (Pierce, 1989). Celtic hsular languages 

are spokea thmughout Britaui, ireland, Isle of Man and Britany. There are many native speakers of 

both Irish and Scottish Gaelic in Ireland, Scotland and Nova Scotia and Breton is spoken in 

Britany. The term Celtic =fers to both a culhiral and linguistic heritage. For the purposes of this 

project, it refers to the Celtic cultural influence on fok dance f o m  as they were developed in 

ireland and Scotiand and have been disseminated to other countries. 

Celtic Folk Dance 

According to Silver (198 l), îhe function of a dance identifies it as folk dance. Foik dance 

differs fiom theatre or art dance in that the 'Wcipants of fok dance [are] physically involved in a 

communal activity" (p. 4). Active physical involvement as a part of a gmup is the key aspect of 

folk dance but not the only aspect. There is also a suggestion of ethnicity, or linkage to the socio- 

culturai tradition of a group with a seme of identity based on origin (Silver, 198 1; Hanna, 1988a). 

Typically, folk dances are executed in various formations, such as open ciccles, closed circles, 

squares, hes,  trios and pairs. Participants hold han&, have arms amund each others waists, link 

shoulders, or link elbows. Dancers leam to hold theu actions together with die rest of the group to 

create a unified whole. There are many opportunities for social interaction and dances frequently 

hcluded changhg partnefs (Silver, 1981). The term, Celtic folk dance, includes but is not limiteci 

to. the ceil& country and set dances of the Irish and Scottish people. Ceili (ceilidh) dances are simple 

popular dames commonly danced at parties and may be couple dances, mimd dances, line dances 

and progressive line dances (Harrison, 1998). Scottish Country Dancing and Irish Set Dancing 

are derived h m  f o m  of dancing that were at one time popular throughout Euope. These f o m  of 

dancing were imported by dance masters and adapted to the music and styles of the local people. 
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These three types of dancing will form the basis for the pmposed program. 

Chapter One has presented an inimduction and overview for my thesis research on the 

experience of mid-life women as they engage in the fok dances tiom ireland and Scotlmd. The 

following chapter presents a review of the literature that f o m  the fiamework for this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO: FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY 

Introduction 

Litenture for ibis study spans the fields of menopause, stress and stress management, 

exercise psychology and physiology, music and dance. This review begim with a discussion of the 

connection between women, menopause and stress. Research which suggests that symptoms of 

menopause are due more to life circumstances than hormonal factors is inaoduced. A bnef 

overview of the fields of stress research and stress management strategies is then preseated. Dance 

combines elements of both music and exercise, thus research h these two areas can be applied to 

dance. Stress theoy and research fiom al1 three fields will be reviewed. This is followed by a 

section on laughter and stress, as laughter is an integral component of Celtic folk dancing. A 

concluding section of the iiterahue review pmvides a discussion of the ingredients in Celtic fok 

dance that may make it especially appropriate for women in mid-life and an argument that 

participation in activities such as dance should be a "femuiist issue". 

Mid-Life and Stress 

The recently released Hem and Stmke Foundation's (2000) Annual Report Card on 

Canadian's Healih reported that 43% of Canadians over ihirty years of age report king stressed on . 

a frequent basis. This report ranked workplace stress as the most common source of stress, with 

f b l y  and money womes not far behind. Tirne pressures were reported as the prime contributhg 

factor. The report suggested that both men and women may be cutting out important aspects of 

their Me, such as hobbies and recreation, in an effort to meet the demands of work and home. 

While little difference seems to exist between the genders in feeling pressured for tirne, "süess 

caused by attendhg to the needs of family membea was higher among women ihao men" (no 

page)* 

Women of any age are likely to expeience certain stressors more than men. In a 1989 

study, Lowe enumerated several stressors peculiar to Canadian women. According to Lowe, the 

nwjmity of~omen in C m &  sork a double &y and coflsliluently are facd wiiii Mancing work, 
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familial and personal demands. Many of the most stressful occupations - those that combine low 

status, monotony and lowdecision making - fail to women. Women also mak up the majority of 

employees in caring professions, such as health care, education and social services, where job bum- 

out is common. Additionally, in these leaner economic times, funding cut backs in the public sector 

place a burden on ihose who rely on these services. As seMces are cut back, women are called 

upon to take up the slack by filling caring roles. 

Mid-life is a time of shifting roles, mponsibility, and relationships, resulting in stressors 

peculiar to this life stage. Several major events are chmcteristic of the middle period of the 

lifespan. For women with families, this time coincides with children passing through their teen 

years or leaving, and sometimes, retuming home. The current gewration of mid-life women have 

been dubbed the "sandwich generation" as many are faced not only with caring for adult children 

but also aging and ailing parents. Women face their own moriality as their parents die and they 

becorne the older generation. At mid-life, those women who have devoted their lives to raishg 

children, look back at career, educational and creative pursuits that they may have abandoned 

(Kass-Annese, 1999). Some feel too old to take them up again. Mers  are resnterhg educational 

institutions whose programs and activities are directed toward the young. Women attempting to re- 

enter the labour force may not be marketable. Society does not provide oppomuiities for these 

wornen in the fom of affordable employment training programs and opportunities such as it does 

for its youth. 

The youth-oriented society in which we live sen& negative messages about aging and 

limitations of older women (Kass-Annese, 1999 ; Page, 1993). According to Page, the cultural 

meanings our society attaches to menopause are ample c a w  for stress. Some women feel their 

usefûlness is over when they can no longer fulfill the fùnction of bearers and caregivers of 

children. The conventional medical mindset views menopause as a deficiency disease and ihis 

naturai process is medicaiized and paihologued (Northp, 1995). Women are viewed as no longer 

able to produce or as declining in hction. In our ageist cultm women face a media barrage of 

negative messaga ahut  aging. N~rthnip phts to the m g e n  cornpies and the medical 
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community who plant seeds of fear in women that as mon as they go through menopause their 

bodies will rapidly decline and they d l  lose their attmctiveness. We do decline, but not totally as a 

result of aging. Decline is more a coasequence of our attitudes toward the capabilities of women at 

this t h e  of life, compounded by unhealthy üfesty le. As Kass- Annese ( 1999) points out, "Some 

anthropological studies have shown that, in cultures in which the elderly are revered and supporteâ, 

physical and emotionai health greatly surpasses that of the elderly in the Western world and that 

women have fewer symptoms associated with menopause"@. 38). 

Juggling home and work, going to school and raising a famiiy, feeling unfulfilled, tending to 

aghg parents, reparenting adult children, trying to tind one's own niche in life - any of these can be 

stressfiil. Page (1993) declares, that, given the life cimunstances surrounding mid-life women in 

North Amencan society, it is not surprishg to find signs of stress appearing in physical andfor 

emotionai foms. 

The pend of tirne preceding and following menopause is refeired to as the climacteric. 

"Some research has demonsnaied that, during the climacteric. women who have more stress in theu 

lives also have more 'climacteric complaints' than others" (Kass-Annese, 1999, p. 44). Many 

symptoms, such as insornnia, fatigue, shortness of breath, hem palpitations, hot flushes or chills. 

imtability, and memory difficulties, are comon to both stress ceactions and the climacteric (Kass- 

Annese, 1999) and are blamed on homonal changes rather than iife circumstances. 

Evidence suggests, however, that psychological syrnptoms associated with menopause may 

be related more to stressful factors such as farnily, environmental and economic circurnstances 

rather than endocrine changes. A sndy of middle-aged Australian women conducted by 

Demernein, Smith and Morse (1994) found tbat menopausal s ta tu  did not significantly affect 

weîî-being. Weîî-king was related to current health status and psychosocial and lifestyle variables 

rather than endocrine changes. Bromberger and Manhews' (1996) research with American women 

also discovered that, while the occurrence of stresstti events and high score on trait anxiety were 

predictors of depressive symptoms, change in menopausal status was not related to occurrence of 

depression. 
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Stress, Coping and Stress Management 

Stress 

Stress has been a part of human existence since earliest recorded history (Hanna, 1988a) 

but the name "stress" and the concept of coping with it are relatively new. The topic of stress 

deals with how people respond to changing and confiicting demands in their Lives. Potentid 

stressors can be found in the fabnc of everyday life - lifestyle transitions, workplace, f d l y  and 

comrnunity relations, crises, inadequate resources and disparity between aspirations and ability or 

opportunity. The vast majority of adults who complain about suffering fiom stress complain about 

jobs, family stresses, and a multitude of minor challenges and threats that occur npeatedly and 

frequently (Roskies, 199 1). Roskies reports that a number of empirical stuàies suggest that these 

"daily hassles" may be more important for adaptation and health than catastrophic events - 
especially if fkquent. This, says Roskies, helps explain why seemingly "normal" persons living 

in "normal" circurnstances complain about stress and develop stress related health problems. 

"Although a correlation between stress and health (miad and body) has been discussed for 

centuries by philosophes and scientists, it is only in the past few years that stress has been 

considered a defullte rkk factor for il1 health" (Kass-Annese, 1999, p. 38). Kass-Annese and 

Lowe (1989) estimate chat stress can be linLed duectly or indirectly to 50-80 % of al1 üiness. 

Research has determined that stress plays a major factor in a multitude of human health problerns 

including hypertension, cardiovascular disease, depression, gastrointestinal disorciers, headaches, 

low-back pain, suppression of the immune system and susceptibility to disease (Hanna, 1988a; 

Kass-Annese, 1999; Pelletier & Lutz, 199 1). Stress is not the cause of iil health but, in the body's 

attempt to adapt to stress, physiological coaditions arise that pre-dispose the body to disease. 

Stress aiso plays a d e  in health related behaviom, such as drinking alcohol, smoking, pressured 

liféstyle and lack of sleep - al1 ways of copiag that can be damaging to health (Monat & Lazanis, 

1991; Pelletier & Lutz, 1991). 

Stress Research Traditions 

Generally research on stress f d s  into two broad categories - physiological and 
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transactional. The physiological notion of stress is exernplitied by the research of Selye (Singer & 

Davidson, 1991). Although the focus of my iesearch is on the psychological aspects of stress, the 

connection between the psychological and the physiological is fundamental. 'The two systems are 

really aspects of the same unitary process" (Singer & Davidson, 1991, p. 46). It is important to 

have a basic understanding of the individual's physiological response to stress as negative health 

effects of stress, such as high blood pressure, hardening of the anenes, heart disease, ulcers and 

newous distuhances, can be due to the body's physiological response to stressors. Hms Selye, 

considered to be the father of modem stress theory, gave the field its name and provided one of k t  

systematic descriptions of the sequence of hormonal and tissue change dubbed the "stress 

response" in a model of stress he called General Adaptation Syndrome (GAS). This model 

consists of three phases. During the alarm phase the body prepares itself for action by releasing 

homones into the blood s t m m  that facilitate the release of energy in the form of glycogen and fiee 

fats, acids, speed up the heart rate and increase b l d  flow to the muscles and brain and, at the sarne 

tirne, decrease the blood flow to the stomach and intesîine. This reaction cannot be maintained 

continuously (Selye, 199 1) and is followed by a huther release of hormones designed to r e m  the 

body to nomial. Blood pressure and heart rate decrease, digestive processes resume and energy is 

conse1ved during the stage oj'resistance or adaptation. With continued stress resistance declines 

and the body reaches the stage of erhaustion. According to Selye, the body's response to 

st~ssors is ''non-specific" to a variety of dissimilar situations, including "emotional amusal, 

effort, fatgue, pain, ffear, concentration, humiliation, los of blood, and even great and uuexpexted 

success" (Selye, 199 1, p. 22). This concept of non-speciticity (reaction occurs in response to 

every stressor) bas implications in that the ''eff- of stress are cumulative, such that each episode 

leaves b e b d  a residue that may add up across stressfil exposures" (Singer & Davidson, p.38). 

The wisdom of Selye's work "lies in the recognition that ultuaately the effects of the struggle 

against the hvader might be more hannful üiao the direct effects of the noxious agent itself" 

(Roskies, 199 1, p. 4 13). 

The transactional tradition of stress tesearch defines stress as "the outcome of interactions 
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between the oiganism and the envionment. ... in the transactional mode], an event in the 

environment is considered to be a stressor only if the organism's appraisals of it, and of its own 

resources, suggests that it is threatening or disturbing" (Singer & Davidson, 1991, p. 37). î he  

individual's appraisal of the situation will be infiueoceà, among other things, by the situation, by 

past experiences, and by the peaon's resources. The transactional model allows researchers to 

understand and explain situations that are difficult to comprehend in the reactionary physiological 

model, such as the ability of individuals to withstand seemingly very diffcdt circumstances or the 

escalation of apparently minor problems hto stress. 

Co~inp with Stress 

Monat and Lazarus (199 1) describe coping as "an individual's efforts to master demands 

that are appraised as exceeding or taxing his or her resources" (p. 5). Folkman and Lazanis 

(1991) suggest a taxonomy of coping composed of two categones - problem focused and emotion 

focused. Problem focused strategies are d k t e d  at altering the person-environment relationship. 

Table 1 

Fol kman & Lazms Multidlhnensional Coping Process (Monat & lazanis, 199 1) 

Problem-Focused Emo tion- focused 

1) conhntive and interpersonai 1) distancing 

2) planfùl problem-solving 2) escape avoidance 

3) accepting responsibility or blame 

4) exercising self conml over 

expression of feelings 

5) seekhg social support 

6) positive nappraisal 
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Emotion-focused sîrategies refer '20 thoughts or actions whose goal is to relieve the emotional 

impact of stress" (Monat & Lazanis, 199 1, p. 6). Table 1 displays various types of coping as sub- 

categorks under problem- and emotion-focused coping. People rely on both problem-focused and 

emotion-focused forms of coping in managing the demands of stressful encouniers. Which coping 

style is used will be influenceci by the condition king faced, the options available, and the 

individual's personality. in most situations individuals use both styles of coping ai different thes. 

Neither style is inherently supenor to the other, although, traditionally, emotion focused coping 

(particuiarly defense mechanisms such as denial) have been looked on by some researchers as 

pathological or maladaptive (Folkman & Lazarus, 1991). The key factor, as identified by Fohan 

and Lazanis, in determining the coping effeaiveness is whether or not the choice of coping strategy 

fits the possibilities for coping in the encounter. 

Stress Management 

Stress management involves a wide variety of techniques employed to reduce stress or to 

alleviate its hamihi1 effects. It can be a fom of therapy aimed at reducing problernatic emotional 

States and behaviour for a wide variety of clients. It can also be used to prevent pathology in 

individuals who are currently at risk, such as individuals in the rnidst of life transitions, victims of 

trauma, and people employed in stressful occupations. For these Uidividuals the aiin of stress 

management would be to reduce emotional distress and head off detenorathg functioning. The 

wide array of situations and clientele to which stress management is appropriate leads Roskie 

(1991) to comment that "the most instinctive characteristic of stress management as a treatment is 

its universality; there is no one for whom treatment is unaeedeâ or inappropriate" (p. 4 12). 

Because of its widespread popuianty it is temptiag to dismiss stress management as a fad. Roskie, 

however, points out that research has shown it to be a "fhitîùl" way to mat human distress. 

Monat and Lamus (199 1) categorize stress management interventions into the three basic 

categones - EnWonmenVLifestyle, Personality/Perceptiom, and Biological Response. Within the 

Environment/Liféstyle categoty, they include strategies such as t h e  management, proper nutrition., 
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exercise, and cessation of h a d  coping strategies such as smoking and drinking. Assertiveness 

irainuig, thought stopping and stress Uioculation are contained in the Personality/Perception 

category. The Biological Response category involves strategies such as progressive muscle 

relaxation, meditation and biofeedbcak exercises. The effectiveness of some of these methods have 

not been thoroughly tested and ongoing research is necessary to determine the effectiveness of the 

various techniques and to determine d e r  which situations and for whom they are useful (Monat 

& L m s ) .  

Music, Exercise, Dance and Stress Management 

The use of music, physical exercise, and dance as stress management sirategies falls within 

the environmentaVLifesty1e category. Only a limited amount of research has been conducted on the 

music-stress relationship but results indicate music is effective for stress management particularly 

in medical situations (Maranto, 1993a; 1993b). That exercise is a wfd intervention for stress 

management is part of commonly accepteci wisdom. ïhere is üttie empirical research in the area of 

dance although dancelmovement therapy and other forms of therapeutic dance are used in a 

diversity of settings and with a variety of populations. The following section preseats an ovewiew 

of the stress research in the areas of music, exercise and dance. 

Research on Music and Stress Reduction 

The use of music to treat various physiological and psychologicai problems extends 

thughout history, but, as Thaut wrote in 1989, there is s a  "very little quantifid data about the 

effkacy and mode of action of music-based treatment techniques" (p. 155). Music cm be used 

either as the primary fom of intervention to reduce anxiety, or it can be used in a supponive mle 

with some other stress management technique such as Unagery or one of the abbreviated 

progressive relaxation techniques. 

The limited literature dealing with affkctive respoases to music has been predomiaantly 

concemed with the power of music to influence mood. The tindings to date (Maranto. 
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1993a;1993b) suggest that : 1) music bas the abiiity to infiuence mood and affective responses, 2) 

music training appears to influence mood intensity and mood response to music, 

3) aadings on the Uifluence of gender on mood responses to music are contradictory, 4) the 

existing mood of the listener affects subsequent reactions to music and preference for the music 

may interact with the mood in ternis of music's potential to alter moud, 5) music has been shown to 

alter mood significantly both in positive and negative ways, 6) psychological and cognitive 

responses to music are unique for each individual, and, 7) music may have an enhancing or 

dllalliishing effect when combined with other methods of treatrnent. 

Most studies using music to treat anxiety have been conducted either on college students or 

on patients in connection with medical procedures. That the results of these studies are inconsistent 

may be due to lack of standardized methodologies or may be due to lack of universal definition of 

"relaxing" music. Research suggests that the type of music used for relaxation and the music 

preference of the subjects may Muence the potential for anxiety reduction (Maranto, 1993a). 

While renilts have generally been contradictory, the vast majority of studies report music has 

significant positive effects as a treatment for anxiety pcior to nirgery, in general hospital or intensive 

c m  uni& and labour and delivery m m s  (Maranto, 1993a; 1993 b). Consistent positive resul ts have 

aiso been found in the application of music in relief of anxiety during dental pmcedures and in pain 

relief (Maranto, 1993a). Studies combiniog or contrashg music with other relaxation strategies 

have shown that music appears to enbance techniques involving progressive relaxation, autogeaic 

methods, Unagery and suggestion. Music's effectiveness c o m p d  to other modes of relaxation 

ûaining varies (Mmto, 1993a). 

Four research studies demonstrate the contradictory results of research in the use of music 

for stress management. Rohner and Miller (1980) found that music (sedative or stimdatiag) had 

no effect on anxiety. Russel (1992) and Thaut (1980), on the other band, found that music did 

decrease anxiety. Research done by Davies and Thaut (1989) indicates that the choice of music by 

the individuai plays a major d e  in the effectiveness of the music for anxiety reduction. 

Rohner and Miller (1980) examined the possibility of using music for relaxation with high 
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anxiety University students using four different types of music: famiüar sedative, unfarniliar 

sedative, familiar stimulating, and unfamiiiar stimulating. Resuits proved to be statisticaliy 

iasignificanl implying that music has no reducing eff- on state anxiety. However there did seem 

to be a trend noted for sedative music to bave some anxiety reducing effects on high state anxiety 

subjects. A confounding factor in this research was that classical music was used. Because the 

subjects were university students, this rnay not have differentiated subjects adequately in ternis of 

familiarity and unfàmiliarity. 

Russel ( 1992) compared the effectiveness of the foliowing listenhg activities for reducing 

anxiety in highly anxious univeaity students - familiar sedative music, guided imagery, guided 

imagey augmented by familiar sedative music and a cognitive behaviour intervention tape - ushg 

the experimental design of pretest-pst test wiih control gmup. Students who received the music 

plus irnagery treatment showed significantly lowered state anxiety than did the students of any other 

group, however, al1 gmups (including the control) showed significant decreases in state anxiety 

from pretest to p s t  test. Trait anxiety scores also decreased significantly for al1 groups except the 

cognitive behavioral gmup. 

Thaut (1 989) measured music-evoked experiences in music therapy through selFreprts of 

50 male prisoner-patients, ages 18 to 45, in a correctionai psychiatnc hospital. Interventions 

consisted of music group therapy, instrumental group improvisation and music accompanied by 

progressive musele relaxation. Significant diffeiences were found between pre- and p s t -  test 

ratings on a relaxation-rating sale developeâ by the researcher. 

Davis and T'haut ( 1989) sought to measure the physioiogical and psychological responses 

to prefened, relaxhg music. innoductory psychology students and individuais From the 

commuuity listeneci to relaxing music of their own choosing. The wide variety of music chosen - 
classical, soft rock, hard rock, folk, Christian, jazz - defied more traditiod classifications of music 

as sedative or sthulative. Listening to preferred music was found to be associateci with significant 

decreases in state d e t y  dong with enhanceci relaxation. 
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Research on Exercise and Stress Reduction 

According to the Canadian Heart and Smke Foundation (1997), "physical activity is one of 

the most effective stress remedies around" (p. 29). Research has coasistently demonstrated the 

potential psychological benefits of exercise. investigators have found that boch acute exercise and 

chronic exercise can result in reduction in psychological stress, especidiy anxiety and depression 

(Berger & Owen, 19%; Fillingim & Blumenthal, 1993; Long & Haney, l988a; l988b). Long and 

Haney (1988a: 1988b) found that participation in a jogging program appears to be as effective for 

stress reduction as participation in a progressive muscle relaxation program. Rudolf and Kim 

(1996) demonstrated the potential mood benefits of aerobic dance and soccer. Berger and Owen's 

(1988) research indicates the effectiveness of Hatha yoga for stress reduction. in a 1988 study, 

Berger, Friedman and Eaton found that jogging and practice of the relaxation response were more 

effective in reducing stress thati a p p  discussion, although dl were more effective than a contm1 

group. Repeatedly, exercise has been show to k as effeaive as other stress-management 

techniques such as progressive muscle relaxation or stress inoculation in a variety of pcpulations 

(Berger, 1994). An added advantage to the use of exercise for stms management is its highly 

substantiated health and fitness side effects. 

Exercise, however, does not inevitably lead to stress reduction. While the majocity of 

research on exercise and stress supports the supposition that exercise reduces stress, there have 

been some cont.radictory results that hint there are other factors in play. For example, Berger and 

Owen (1986; 1988; 1992) have obtained non-coafimiuig evidence for participants in swimmiog, 

fencing and body coaditionhg. 

Berger and Owen (1988) suggested that, rather than testing the exercises one-by-one to 

determine their effwtiveaess for reducing strns, a taxonomy should be developed to help 

distinguish physical activities that are most stress reducing. They proposed a taxonomy which 

coosisted of the following four characteristics that facilitate the psychological knefits of exercise: 

aerobic, non-competitive, predictable (to aiiow the participant to tme out the environment and focus 

on their own thoughts), and rhythmical or repetitive (to aüow for introspection). In addition to these 
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characteristics, the exercise must be pleasurable, regular, of moderate intensity and of at lest 20 to 

30 minutes in duration. Berger and Owen's (1988) study pmduced noa-confirming evidence for 

the pmposed taxonomy. The participants of a hatha yoga class, not an aerobic activity, reported 

feeling significantly better after exercise - less tense, depressed, angiy and confused This, dong 

with Goldwater and Collis* (in Berger and Owen) fuiding tbat low-intensity exercise led to 

significant reductions in anxiety, suggests that the aerobic component of Berger and Owen's 

taxonomy requires M e r  investigation. 

The evidence that aerobic exercise is effective in decreasing the hannfii1 effects of stress is 

increasing (Long & Haney, 1988). Yet, although the need for aerobic quality is frequently cited, 

there is hale research investigating this charaeteristic (Berger & Owen, 1988). Fillingim and 

Blumenthai (1993) describe aerobic activity as repetitive movements of large muscle groups in 

which the energy is derived h m  aeiobic metaboiism, such as in jogging, biking, swunming, and 

waiking. "The main critenon of aerobic exercise is that it be conthuous and of sufficient intensity 

to elevate the heart rate to a panicular level' (Fülingh & Blumenthal, 1993 p. 453). There are 

numemus indications that aerobic exercise is not an essential ingredient for stress reduction. In one 

study (McPhem et al. in Long & Haney, 1988) both conditioning and a recreationai cornparison 

gioup showed significant reductions in anxiety. hcireasingly, research also supports the use of 

low-intensity exercise such a walking, Hatha yoga, and bicychg (Berger, 1994). in general, snwlies 

show that both acute and chronic exmise, mild to moderate in intensity, enhance mood in n o d  

and clinical populations (Filliogim & Blumeothal, 1993) but ''the aerobic benefits of exercise 

appear not to be entirely responsible for these effects; mood changes have occurred with non- 

aembic exercise, and the mood changes foliowing aerobic exmise ofien occur before any aerobic 

adaptation would be expected" (p. 452). 

Hughs , Casal, and Lem (in Long & Haney, 1988) found that subjects exercising alone 

reported minimal changes in psychological hinctioning despite achieving improved fimess levels. 

This suggests that social aspects, as weil as m e  other unknown psychological mechanism, may be 

responsible for the improved m d  states tbat accompany aembic exercise in groups. 
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Landers (1994) conducted an abbreviated review of the literature on the effects of exercise 

on reduction in anxiety, depression and stress reactivity in order to determine if. in fact, there is an 

empical relationship between exercise and stress reduction. He found 159 studies on anxiety 

reduction following acute (one time only) or chronic (ngular) exercise. Eighty-two percent of the 

reviews on this topic concluded that there is a srnall to moderate reduction in state/trait anxiety and 

physiological indicators of amiety. Studies done on the antidepressant effect of exercise 

"concluded that exercise was related to less depression and that it was a better antidepressant than 

were relaxation and other activities" (p. 129). The two reviews. of over 34 studies that examined 

stress reactivity concluded that exercise/fitness was related to less stress-reactivity. in spite of al1 

ihis Landers concluded, "It is tempting to believe that exercise is the mot cause of reductions in 

aaxiety, depression and stress-reactivity. However, it remains to be seen whether it is exercise per 

se or something associated with the exercise program (expectations, selGe%cacy, weight loss etc.) 

that affects these dependent variables" (p. 132). 

A 1996 snidy by Rostad and Long reviewed the research, published between the years of 

1978 and 1993, on exercise as a coping strategy for stress. Overall, the results give support for 

exercise as a coping strategy for stress. Based on this review, Rostad and Long made suggestions 

for fbture research. Amongst their recomrnen&tions were clear spification and implementation 

of prograrns in order to make them replicable and the w of Speilberger's State Trait Anxiety 

lnventory for ps ychologicd assessrnent in exercise and stress researc h. 

Folkman and Lazanis' (1991) theoretical approach to stress and coping can provide us with 

a useful approach to explore exercise as a cophg strategy (Rostad & Long, 1996). Exercise may 

be used as a coping strategy in several ways. As a way of celeashg excess tension, it can be looked 

at as a strategy for regulating emotions. Some types of exercise may facilitate problem solving by 

pmviding time to thuik througb a problem. Exercise aiso bas the potential to enhance personal 

resources by improving physical fitness and enhancing self-esteem 
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Research on Dance and Stress Reduction 

"Since early history, dance has k e n  one means to cope with stress.'' (Hanna, 1988% p. xi). 

According to Hama, dance can help ward off the debilitating effects of stress and reduce its impact 

through catharsis, tension dissipation, and physical and psychological relaxation. Thus dancing has 

become an important part of some health or wellness pmgrams. 

Why dance rather than use other foms of exercise or passive approaches to handle stress? 

There is no question ihat there are alternative methods to alleviate or prevent stress. Passive 

methods such as meditation, and progressive muscle relaxation break the train of everyday thought 

along with reducing the activity of the sympathetic newous system. Active methods such as 

exercise also deveiop physical fimess, provide an outlet for built up tension, lead to reduced anxiety, 

and help develop higher tolerance levels for stress. Like dance, exercise uses up the potentially 

h d  biochemicals when it mobilizes against stress. Hanna (1988a) suggests that dance is more 

than physical exercise for fitness. Dance is a nsuh of physical and mental processes and a form of 

human communication. It permits emotionai and intellechial exploration in addition to aesthetic 

involvement and movement satisfaction. Dance is also usually accompanied by music which offers 

people gratification and bctions in ways similar to dance to d u c e  stress. Thus one may enhance 

the other. 

It has been the "fathen of stress" who have dictated the progress and direction of research 

in this area and have developed the theory and techniques. Techniques, such as progressive muscle 

relaxation and stress inoculation have an individual focus. According to Dornar and Dreher (1996), 

"men tend to gxavitate toward directive techniques with clear cut instructions, such as progressive 

muscle relaxation" (p. 4 1). Women have traàitionally relieci on social support and p u p  

comections for emotionai release and problem-solving (Belle, 199 1). The stress reduction 

propexties of dance and sorne other exercise formats may be due to their group format and thus, 

may have great applicabiiity to groups whose historic modes of stress relief have been through 

connection. It is pmbably no coincidence that many researchas in the use of exercises in groups 

for stress management are women. Dance can offer an alternative mode of physical exercise in a 
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gmup tbat might a p p d  to individuais not attracted to sport-type activities. 

There are few statisticaliybased and aaalyzed control studies that demonstrate specinc 

relatiooships between dance and stress '%owever, compelling supportive case material exists" 

( H a m ,  1988a, p. 7). Kuettel(l982) examined the relatioaship betxen participation in a dance 

therapy group and the expression of affect. This study fouad that subjects receiving dance therapy 

experienced less feelings of anxiety than the control groups. Feelings of depression were also less 

frequently reported by the participants in dance therapy groups. Lesté and Rust (1990) studied the 

effects of modem dance on anxiety while controllhg for physical exercise and music. This study 

found that participation in modem dance reduced aoxiety, but participation in control groups using 

physical exercise and music did not. Mclnman and Berger (1993) concluded their study on aerobic 

dance with the suggestion that "aerobic dance appears to be particularly effective in enhancing 

mood for female exercisers" (p. 137). Ritter and Low (1996) used meta-analysis to summarize the 

existiag literature on the physical and psychological effects of dance therapy. Psychological 

variables hcluded anxiety, fatigue, self-esteem, misi, deppession, sexual differentiation, fiiendliness, 

and anger. They found that dance/movement therapy (DMT) praduces the patest psychological 

changes in the areas of anxiety and depression. 

Silver's ( 198 1) researc h provides what appears to be the sole study on the psychological 

benefits of foik dance. She commented, "no empirical research has been found to date regarding 

the effect of foik dance techniques on dance clients of any type" (p. 52). in the ensuing years 

nothhg seerns to have cbanged. Silver investigated the effeets of participation in folk dance and 

exercise classes on sel f-concept and body-concept. Sel f-concept and body concept scores, for 

both dance and exercise gmups, at the end of the treatment period and four weeks later, 

demonstrated a smng impmvement compared with the contmls. As a part of this study, Silwr did 

a qualitative d y s i s  of participant's reasons for involvement in the class and benefits they felt they 

derived. Folk dancers wanted a group experience that would be sociaîiy stimulating and provide 

exercise in a fonn that would not feel Wre wodc Of the 26 folk dance participants, 6 reporteci 

tension rdease, 14 reported Cun and diversion and 16 reported positive social contact - al baiefits 
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associated with stress reduction. Silver concludeci that "Folk dance holds exciting possibilities 

with regard to therapy since this is an activity which can be conducted in a large group, aiiows for 

integration of individuals into the larger whole, provided oppominities for ortery and individuai 

creativity, and has not been stigmatized with the fear-provoking label of 'therapy'" @. 187). 

Eustress 

Even though the focus of my argument ihus Far has been on relief fiom the deleterious 

effects of stress, it would be negligent to ignore the positive benefits that can accrue h m  stress. 

Too much stress greatly detracts from one's quality of life but wme stress is highly desirable 

(Berger, 1994). Selye (1 974) identifid two types of stress: distress, which has a negative impact 

on health. and eustress, which Selye called the "pleasant stress of fulfilment". Selye emphasized 

the importance of eustress in health promotion. Lazarus also wrote about stress, distress and 

eustress. Lazarus (in Wells, 2000) suggested that the mental characteristics of an individual 

combine with environmental circumstances to shape cognitive appraisals. The individual's 

cognitive appraisal classifies the situation as either challenge (eustress) or thmt (distress). Positive 

stress has the potential to motivate, challenge, excite and energise. Selye (1974) derribed stress as 

the "spice of life" (p. 85) and Berger (1994) asserts that "some stress is needed to add excitement, 

stimulation and color to our lives" (p. 100). 

Stress is associated with ail types of activity and could only be avoided by doing nothing. 

We suffer h m  both excess stress and lack of s m s  @oredom). Selye (1974) emphasized the 

importance of meeting stress effectiveiy and enjoying it through leamhg more about it and 

developing a philosophy of life that includes effective management of stress. He advised that each 

person needs to identi& bis/her optimum stress level, that is, the par&.icular stress level at which the 

person feels most cornfortable, and then to regulate the arnount of stress in one's daily lives and to 

develop the skills necessary to control one's stress responses. According to Berger (1994), 

"physical activity is an ideal way to both raise and lower one's stress level" (p. 100). 

In his addRss to the 1992 American A c h y  of Kinesiology and Physical Education, 
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Meier (1994) pointed out that to view stress UDidimensiody as negative is Limitiag and excludes 

the important positive aspects of stress* Stress can provide relief from an otherwise boring 

existence. hdividuals regularly seek out the fun and excitement of stress in such activities as white 

water rafting, fair rides, or playing athletic garnes. In situations such as these, positive stress creates 

challenge and has the potential to stimulate personal p w t h  and development. Meier quotes Frank 

"A stressor should be identified as either negative or positive depending on 'whether the 

experience led the person toward higher levels of mental, social, or physical heal(h"'(p. 14 1). In his 

address, Meier charged professionais from the realm of sport and play to invite students, athletes 

and clients into a world of challenge, 'providing intrigue and facilitating exhilaration" @. 142). 

Meier went on in this addiess to suggest that the positive consequences of stress induction, rather 

than stress rcduction, couid be used as a promotional device to attract participants into the 

"challenging and stimulating world of physical activity and playfiil spori" (p. 143). 

People seek stresshl situations to relieve boredom or for a break hom other stressors. 

Stress c m  be enjoyable if it is accompanied by positive feelings of accomplishment and pleasure. 

Selye asserts that "Motivation - preferably an ambition to accornplish mething that really 

satisfies you and hurts no-one - is essential" (Selye, 1974, p.82) to experience feelings of eustress. 

McGuigan (1999) emphasizes the impoitance of control over a situation as a key to expefiencing 

stress as positive. He describes eusûess as "the attainrnent of an optimal level of stimulation 

characterized by a sense of accomplishment"(p.81). Accordhg to McGuigan, the more ofken we 

are in a state of eustress, the less often we can be in a state of distress. 

McGuigan (1999) States that, "ln particular, stresses rekted to what we cal1 'hop', 'love', 

and 'happiness' may have beneficial effects on health" (p.8 1). The classic illustration of the ability 

of some stresses to have a positive impact on health is the story of Nomian Cousuis (1979). in his 

book Anatumy of un Illness, Cousins descriilmi how he healed himself h m  a debilitating illness 

through the use of humour and laughter. McGuigan (1999) suggests that a possible reason for the 

healing effect of laughter lies in the fact tht, in the presence of this happy emotion, the body 

releases beta-endorpk that mimic the pain relieving and mood enhancing effects of drugs nich as 
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opium. Research undertaken by Lee Berk (Roach, 1997; Wooten, 1996) support the health-giving 

properties of laughter. Berk found that humour and laughter served to signifiicantly increase 

various meanires of immune function. Bennet (1998) investigated the healing properties of 

laughter with healthy adult women. Her fmdings also indicate that laughter has the potential to 

reduce stress and temporarily increase immune system activity. 

Wooten (1996) asserts, "Finding humor in a situation and laughing k l y  with others can 

be a powerfùl antidote to stress. Our sense of humor gives us the ability to find delight, expenence 

joy, and to release tensiony9 (oniine, no page). Our ability to pexeive a potentially stressfil 

situation as humorous and to laugh at it gives us a sense of control over the situation. Wooten 

recommends laughter as an effective selfsare tool for professionals in high stress caring 

professions. 

Summary 

The connection between stressfùl living and compromised health is abundantly clear. Mid- 

life women in our society are at a lifestage with abundant potential for smss due to personal, 

occupationai, physical political, social and cultural circumstances. This stress may create increased 

nsk for health problems. Physical activity has been shown to play an important role in stress 

management. 

Stress and coping literature supports the use of a variety of strategies - both emotion and 

problem foeused - in managhg stress. The usefulaess of the strategy is determineci by the 

situation and the coping nsources of the individual. Ojeda (1998) counsels the importance of 

developing good coping skills and suggests that exercise may be one of our best strategies. 

It is unclear h m  the literature exactly what d e  or combination of roles exercise plays in 

stress reduction. One suggestion is that the distraction, break, or "tixne-out" h m  the stresson of 

evqday life provided by exercise activities is a crucial factor (Hanna, 1988a; ~ I S S - ~ ~ E S ~ ~  1999; 

Morgan & Euickson, 1989). Researchers also point to the social aspects of exercke (Hanna, 

1988a; Berger & Owen, 1992). Exercise can also be a strategy for regulating emotions (Rostad & 
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Long, 1996) or releasing tension (Hanna, 1988a). Repetitive exercise activities provide individuals 

with the oppoctunity to think and problem solve (Berger & Owen, 1988; Rostad Br Long, 1996). It 

may be that exercise cm reduce the physiological effect of stress by triggering the relaxation 

response (Kass-Annese, 1999). It is also possible that exercise may enhance personal resources 

for coping by improved physical fitness and enhanceci seLf-esteem (Rostad & Long, 19%). An 

active lifestyle cm also replace negative coping behaviours diat jeopardize health. Whatever the 

mechanism or combination of mechanisms at play, we do know that individuals who engage in 

habitua1 activity report that exercise makes them feel good (Morgan & Ellickson, 1989). 

The health benefits of exercise are clear and not new. Even though the mental and physical 

health benefits of exercise are welî known, many women chose a sedentary lifestyle, often because 

of tune stress and the inability to make sel f-care a pnority. In addition, for those who do try to 

make a cornmitment to exercise, dropout rates are high (Fillingham & Blumenthal, 1992). "It is 

known that approximately 50% of the sedeniary individuais who adopt an exercise program retum 

to their sedentary lifestyle within several month" (Morgan & Ellickson, 1989, p. 170). 

Why Celtic Folk Dance for Mid-Ufe Womea? 

The problem of adherence leads me to the question of "#y is Celtic fok dance a 

particularly appropriate activity for rnid-life women?" This dance fom provides women with an 

option for physical activity that they may continue well into their later years. in a study by 

McInman and Berger (1993), 50% of the women had ôeen pariicipating in aerobic dance for more 

than a year and 43.75% had been involved for one month to a year. This suggests that women rnay 

continue with a dance program. An exercise pmgram must be an activity a person can incorporate 

into her or his life and to continue as a replar lifetime program (Ojeda, 1995). Scottish Country 

dance p p s  in large centres typicaily kclude women weU into their sixties and seventies and 

sometimes into their eighties 

Accordhg to Robertson and Hutna (1990), "The urge to dance in the human psyche [is] a 

universal impulse ... but today we watch dance being performeâ by youthfu, svelte and beautifùl 
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bodies who act as our m g a i e s .  Most of us no longer feel free enough to express our emotions 

in maypole or moms dances" (p.8). Participation in folk dance provides women with the 

opportunity to surrender to this natural impulse to move to music. Many women love to dance but 

are prevented fiom the opportunity by social morés that preveat dancing with membeis of the sarne 

sex. ui most social settings and social dance classes, women require a man to dance and are 

precluded fiom participation by lack of a willing partner. Folk dance participation does not v i r e  

a partner as women customarily fil1 the positions danced by men. 

An important component of Celtic folk dance is the music. Davis and T'haut ( 1989) 

demonstrated the importance of prefemd music for relaxation. The soaring popularity of Celtic 

music attests to desirability. The lilt of the harp, the SM of the pipes or the pulsating of an 

accordion aud fiddle will set your feet in motion. As Knight (1996) says, "Scottish music is 

wondemilly exhilarating, dancing to it is always a pleasure"(p.8). Wangsbickler (1997) describes 

his experience listening to a Celtic album in a music store. 

Other patrons in the store staried to look at me funny when 1 gave a hollar (sic) and 
starteci tapping my feet 1 swear that, had 1 not been tethered to the music counter by 
my headphones, 1 would have bmken (sic) out in a jig right there and then 
(electronic media, M) page). 

Another key feahue of Celtic folk dance is that it provides a pleasurable social activity. 

Berger and Owen (1988) stress the importance of enjoyment for stress reduction. [n Silver's 

(198 1) study on international folk dance and exercise, individuals who were seeking a social 

experience chose dance. As well the people who chose dance wanted exercise that did not feel like 

work. Fourteen participanîs in folk dance (n=26) reported experiencing "fun and diversion" as 

compared to four in the exercise class (0=25). 

Celtic fok dance, and paaicuiarly Scottish Counw dance, has a number of features that 

make it more appropriate for participation by women in mid-Me than some other f o m  of folk 

dance. Dances h m  many countries are particularly vigorous and include running bouncing and 

leaping steps which require a great deal of energy and are hard on older feet that are unuseci to 

pounding activity. Dance steps h m  some countries are quite intncate and complicateâ, requiring a 

great deal of skiil. Both Irish Set and Sconish Country dancing are dooe at a niid to moderate pace 
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that is within the abüity of individuals beginning an activity progrm. ln addition, steps are quite 

simple and can be leamed quickly so new-comers cm have an immediately rewarding experience. 

1s Dancing a Feminist hue? 

In spite of the fact that dancers, such as Isadora Duncan, Martha Graham and Ruth St. 

Denis were part of women's liberation movement at the tum of the centuxy (Hama, 1988b), 

feminists generally rank physical activity as low on theù list of prionties (Lensky, 1995). 

According to Lensky (1995), they "fail to see the links with key-feminist issues such as health, 

control over one's body, and equality of oppomuiity" (p.9). She adds, "feminists who are 

concemed with issues of women's mental and physical health need to recognize that women's 

generally low participation in regular physical activity has negative implications for ow overall 

health and well-being" (Lensky, p.6). The culturai, social and economic context of women's lives 

serve as determinants for female participation in physical activity in general and dance in particular. 

"Although there is nothùig about dance which is innately ferninine or effeminate, it has, 

withh Amencan society and through much of the Western world, become largely so in practice" 

(Kraus, 1969, p. 345). Dancing is popularly conceived of as a female activity and males who dance 

are ofien viewed as effeminate and possibly homosexual (Hanna, 1988b; Kraus, 1969; Thomson, 

1995). This belief that dance is effeminate is reinforceci by the fact that fernales are major 

participants in dance classes and companies (Thomson, 1995). Thus boys are hesitant to show an 

internt in the activity. According to Kraus (1%9), anotber factor resaicting male children h m  

leaming dance skiiis is the lack of cwducational physid education programs. implicit in this 

statement is the message that boys can not dance with boys. NeveU(l977) describes his experience 

with dance while growùig up. '4 wouidn't say I grew up hating dancing, but I would say that I 

grew up not reaily knowing what it is to dance because dancing was not something boys did" @A). 

He adds k t  boys do not dance for the enjoyment of dancing* but rather for some ulterior motive, 

ike holding a girl up close. Lack of interest and ab+ty on the part of boys and men, ultimately, bas 

the curious effect of resrricting recreatiod dancing for womeu. North American society is not 
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acceptiog of same sex couples dancing together and many women are prohibiteci frnn social 

dancing by the fact that their male parhier does not dance. "Women dancing with women brings 

al1 the stemtypes to the fore and often causes them to back away h m  enjoyment they could havey' 

(P. Vertinsky, personal cortespondence, August 25,1999). As wornen get older, the numbers of 

available male dancers decreases. Accordhg to P. Veninslcy , "One of the problems older women 

have is that many love bal1 m m  dancing but as they are widowed dont [sic] have partners anymore 

- our studies show that they are ofien unwelcome at social dances as men partners are scarce and 

their wives don? like sharing them! ! ! " (personal correspondence, August 25, 1999). 

Societies generally designate occupations according to sex. Males dominate the prestigious, 

well-paid jobs while occupations typically performed by wornen are seen as lower status and thus 

are lower paid (Hanna, 1 W8b; Thomson, 1995). The low prestige career of dancing (Hanna, 

L W b )  ranks wiih other poorly paid, fernale dominated occupations. While women are the dancers 

(workers) men are disproportionately recognized as the leading teachers, choreographers and 

managers ( H m a ,  1988b; Kraus, 1969). 

Bailet has a long and respecteci tradition (Kraus, 1969) and is considered by many to be 

highest fom of dance. The images projected by this dance forni, on stage or through the mass 

media, send negative social messages. According to Hanna (1988b), ballet contains recuning 

messages of male domination and protection of women through partnering as well as ihe "strong 

man supporthg and rnanipulating the woman on her pedesîai ofpointe>' (pxiv). She lists other 

persistent thernes in dance productions as: sexuaiity (love won or lost, recipmal dependency, and 

tension between partners), gender scripthg and differentiation thmugh movement styles that are 

recognizably male or fernale, and women as objects of male definition. Repeatedly the fernale is 

dehed as a body that belongs to somme. 

Women in our society are sociaiized in ways that pmmote body-hating attitudes. Females 

leam that &ers value them for heu physical attri'butes rather than intellect or achievement . The 

basic standard of heterosed attractiveness always includes thinness (Lensly, 1995). The 

excessively thin, oanow bipped, elongated, young body, which is the nom for dance companies 
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emulates the distorted western view of the ideal f d e  shape (Hanna, 1988b ; Thomson, 1995). 

"At the recreational level, too, the media's preoccupation with dance exercise classes led by 

ultrathin instructon does little to encourage women of average size or larger women, to join a 

fitness class" (Lensky, 1995, p. 8). The vast majonty of girls and women do not have perfect 

bodies as measured by mainstream fashion standards (Lensky, 1995). Issues of body image 

continue to interfere with girls' and women's enjoyment and cornmitment to physical activity 

(Blackwood et ai., 1995). B e c a w  of a lack of ease with their physical bodies, many females avoid 

activities, such as dance, that expose their bodies to the scmtîny of othen (Lensky, 1995). 

Leisure generally refers to &-tirne, recreational activity a d o r  meaningfbl expenences 

(Henderson, Bialeschki, Shaw & Freysinger, 1999). "Leisure researchers suggest that no aspect of 

hurnan behavior holds greater potential for self fulfilment than does leisure" (Henderson et al., 

1999, p. 19); however, studies of women's leisure Uûorm us that men and women are unequal in 

their oppominities to access leisure activities and that the gap women expeneuce in access to leisure 

time is due to the inferior stms women hold in our society. Women in al1 segments of çociety 

have less oppomuiity for leisure activities and less time and Rsources for leisure than men (Green 

& Hebron, 1988; Henderson et al., 1989; 1999; Woodward & Green,l988). The feminist 

concentration on employment has expanded job opportunities for women (Lensky. 1995), thus 

eahancing their financial well-king and capacity to pay for leisuie activities. At the same tirne, 

women's double or triple work&y constitutes a primaiy banier to participation in leisure t h e  

physical pursuits. According to Hendetson et al. (1999) the increases in the nurnber of women 

engaged in paid employment in ment years have been accompanied with an increase in time stress 

and stress-related disorders and a cornmensurate decline in tirne for leisure. Whüe paiâ 

employment has the potential to facilitate women's participation in leisure activities through 

provision of personal incomes and t h e  away h m  home, the double respnsibÜity women face due 

to paid employment and household/childcare responsibility create a situation where women shply 

do not have the time necessary to commit to regular leisure pursuits. To the w o m  juggling paid 

employment with childcare, domestic wodc and part-thne study or volunteer wodc , the idea of 
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entitlement to leisure may seem ludicrous (Lensky, 1995). According to Lensky, 

Regular physicai activity for physical and mental health fd s  into the category of 
'self-care' - a problematic one for many women, and for many feminists. Research 
has show tbat for many women, the socialized expectation to put others' needs 
before their own ovemdes theu sense of entitlernent to leisure. Self sacriilce 
combined with low self-estemn may lead women to believe that their personal neeàs 
for recreation are not worth conside~g, or chot seif4we is oniy important insofar as 
it enhances the happiness of their children or male partners" (p.8). 

Authors Grom the fields of women and health (Bepko & Krestin, 1990; Domar & 

Dreher, 1996) and women and leisure (Hendenon et al., 1989; 1999) cite women's feelings of 

lack of entitlement, combined with an ethic of caring, as major constraining factors in preventing 

women h m  choosing to engage in heaithfiil leisure puMUts. According to Domar and Dreher 

(19%), women are often too guilt ridden to take time for themselves for pleasures, health, 

growth and development. They comment, "many of us lack the healthy sense of entitlement 

that foms the foundation for selfssteem" (p. 1 1 1). Many women feel that t a b g  leisure t h e  

for themselves is selfish and th they must consider othen' leisure needs before their own. 

They cannot conceive of a lifestyle focused on self and are unwilling to pem*t themselves to 

spend time or money on themselves (Bepko & Kmtin, 1990). Oflen they support and facilitate 

the leisure interests of other family members and at the same time remah stuck in patterns of 

self-neglect in spite of high levels of awareness (Dornar & Dreher, 1996). Women derive 

positive feelings of self-worth and personal rewards h m  this ethic of cm; nevertheless, 

cornmitment to cariug for others and relationships creates a major constraint to persona1 leisure 

and self care. 

Literature in the field of leisure studies documents the impact male partners can have on 

the ability of women to take part in leisure activities. According to Hendemn et al. (1999), 

many men feel they have the right to approve or disappmve of their wives' leism activities - 
where they go, if they go, who they go with and what they do. Green and Hebron (1988) 

maintain that men are also assumed to k more autornatically entitled to leisure and the leisure 

needs of male partners cm dominate the leisure of women. Male leisure often relies on the 

femde partner providing the domestic labour a d o r  chiidcare necessary to sustain d e  and 
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family leisure activities. This can lead to restraints on the leisure of women. h m ' s  (1986) 

work supports this assertion that women are resrricted h m  lei- p w i t s  by the men they 

live with. Deem found that "even women who are able to challenge or resist some of the 

constraints siirrounding the possibilities ofachieving leisure outside the home and inside it, are 

limited by the extent to which male dominaoce pemeates socjety" (p.39). Male partners 

significanily control the extent of women's leisure by their willingness (or lack thereof) io 

assume household and childcare tasks, by their tolerance of wives going out on their own, by 

their approval or disapproval of various activities as appropriate, and by their own working 

hours. 

Social class is a b e r  to self care through physical activity for women (Lensky, 1995). 

A positive relationship exists between recreational experiences and hcome, and lack of 

economic resources impacts women more than men (Hendenon et al, 1999). Women who are 

disadvantaged economicaily or dependent on someone else may perceive lack of W o m  to 

take advantage of opporhinities for leisure. Pmrer women, with few Fiaancial resources, are 

unlikely to spend money on themselves. Women's incomes are generally Iower thm men's 

and those who are homemaken do not have independent incarnes. Often these women, who are 

dependent, are ductant to spend famiy money on their own leinire. As well, women with 

children have to factor childcare COSU into their leisuie expenses. 

Dancing IS a women's issue, and a gmup of mid-life women getting together to do folk 

dances is a pmfounâly political activity. It challenges our ageist cultural assumptions about the 

type of bodies that are acceptable as dancers and the age of women who are entitled to the 

exhilaration of moving to music. Women dancing together without men flaimts heterosexist 

attitudes about same sex people dancing together. It aliows women the opportunity to take a 

break h m  busy lives to make t h e  to care for themselves and have fua This shidy documents 

the experience of nich a group of women. 

This research sought to investigaie the phenomenological expience of a group of 

women dancers during and immediately foiiowing a beginner level Celtic folk dance class. 
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Particular attention was given to experiences thai appeared to be conuected to the concept of 

stress. The Literature supports my proposition that participation in a fok dance class couid be 

an appropriate and effective method of managing stress for nid-life wornen. Having 

established this support, this inquiry moves to the next chapter which outiines my philosophical 

position, methodology, research methods, data collection and analysis. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLCKY - A DUAL APPROACH 

Introduction 

Review of the exercise-stress management literatwe indicates a preponderance of 

quantitative studies seeking to demonstrate a causal relationship behveen exercise and stress 

reduction. The difficuity with U s  approach becomes clear as each study concludes that while a 

program of physical exercise generally leads to reduced levels of stress, we cannot know 

whether the reduced stress is due to exercise per se or to other factors such as participation in a 

group or a particular environment (Berger & Owen, 1992), the-to thuik through problems 

(Owen, 1994; Berger & Owen, 1988), distraction (Berger & Owen, 1988; Long & Haney, 

1988a), the attitudes or personal characteristics of the person who leads the program (Berry, 

1979) or some other undetermined factor. Folk dance presents even more elements to be 

considered - presence of music, laughter, social interaction and the combined effort to create a 

unified, cooperative whole. Berry discussed the difficulty of adapting a causal approach and 

suggested that, when dealhg with bbcomplex behavioral phenomena, such as dance, dance 

education and therapy, it is not always possible to isolate a single or even a few variables" 

(p. 480). Quantitative studies also presuppose an objective, expert stance on the part of the 

researcher. Thus, as researchen seek to explain why a particular activity contributed tol failed 

to contribute to reduced levels of stress, they f ~ l  to involve, in theu discussions, the very 

individuais who have experienced the phenomena, and thus have first hand knowledge. Another 

problem with the sole use of quantitative studies is the desirability of using random assignrnent, 

which is not dways feasible or practical. Berget (1994) supports the use of other methods to 

investigaie the exercise-stress management relationship: 

Somehow, present research efforts are incornpletc in capturing the stress- 
management benefits of exercise. Use of qualitative approaches ... may be useful. 
We nad  careful analysis of the current literatwe combined with imaginative, 
theoretical approaches as we continue the quest to understand the relationsbip 
between physical activity and stress (p. 1 1 1). 

The dearth of research on the psychologicaî benefits of folk dance has been commented 

upon eartier. An extensive Merahire search uncovered ody one tesearch saidy with the 
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psychological benefits of folk dance (Silver, 198 1) as its focus. This, is in spite of the fact that 

dance, in generai, is a popular recreational activity and interest and participation in Scottish Country 

dance, in particular, continues to grow. As well as enhancing the field of knowledge in the area of 

exercise-stress management, my study seeks to broaden the knowledge about the psychological 

benefits of folk dance. 

Philosophical Basis - Feminism and Phenomenology 

The philosophical basis for my research is located in two traditions - ferninism and 

phenomenology. As stated earlier, participation in dancing as a leisure pursuit for both mental and 

physical health is a feminist issue. F e d s t s  involve thernselves with analyses of gender issues 

and strive for social change to bcing about equality for women. This reseanih was guided by a 

femuiist philowphy. As 1 taught the ciass, I strove to promote values of mutuaiity, cooperation and 

sociability. The very essence of the folk dance is its communal nature. Al1 m u t  work together to 

creaie the whole. There are no individual perfomers. Sociability is promoted through eye contact, 

srniling at each other and helpful giving of hands. The use of smii-structured interviews has 

becorne the principle means by which ferninists have sought to achieve the active involvement of 

their nspondents in the consmiction of &ta about their lives (Reinham. 1992, p. 18). Open-end4 

semi-stnrcntred interviewhg maximizes the opportunity to elicit a full range of experiences and 

leaves open the possibility for new discovery. interviewhg also "offers mearchers access to 

people's ideas, thoughts and memories in their own words rather than the words of the iesearcher. 

Accordhg to Reinharz, this asset is partkubrly important for the study of women" (p. 18) who 

have for centuries been silenced or had their ideas interpreted for them. Inie~ewing is also 

consistent with a philosophical base that seives to develop co~ectedness and avoid controllhg 

ohers. 1 hoped tbat active involvement of the participants in discussion of the Speilberger's (1983) 

State-Trait Anxiety inventory (STAi) results woulâ contriie to an empowering experience, a key 

aspect of feminist research. Feminist research is also directed toward social change. This research 

is intended to give back to women the joy of dancing dong with the skills for a Lifelong heaithfid 
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activity, as well as to encomge women to make sekare a priority. It is also attempting to 

encourage a health promothg program based on prevention and wellness. 

FemUüst research is âriven by its philosophical stance and subject matter rather than 

methodology, and feminist researchers wiil use any method or grouping of methods necessary to 

answer the research question (Reinbarz, 1992). Accordhg to Reuiharz, multiple methods research, 

also somethes referred to as triangulation, is a fonn of research used by feminist researchers. She 

informs us that "There may be a greater proportion of triangulated feminist research" (p. 197) and 

adds that feminists chwse multiple methods for a variety of reasons including their cornmitment to 

thoroughness, the desire to be opensnded and a willingness to take n s k .  A multimethoâ approach 

increases the likelihood that researchers will have a clear picture of what they are studying and 

persuade others of the accuracy of their findings. Use of multiple methods cm also eahance 

understanding by adding layers of information and using one type of data io validate or refine 

another. Rellihan also suggests that "By combining methods, feminist researchers are paiticularly 

able to illuminate previously unexamined or misunderstd experiences" (p. 197). 

Phenomenology is a twentieth century philosophical movement, dedicated to describing 

structures of experience as they present themxlves to consciousness, without resorting to theory, 

deduction, or assurnptions. Phenomenoiogists 'maintain that any effort to understand human 

behavior mwt take into account that human kings are cognitive beings who actively perceive and 

make sense of the world amund hem have the capacity to abstract h m  their experience, ascribe 

meaning to their behavior and the world around hem, and aie affected by those meanings" (Palys, 

1997, p. 16). The philosophical temi, phenomenology, is used to emphasize a focus on people's 

subjective experiences of the world (Rubin & Babbie, 1993). Literally the wod phenomenology 

means the study of description of phenornena. Phenornenon nfers to anything that appears or 

presents itself to someone (Hammond, Howarth & Keat, 1995). 'Thus phenomenology involves 

the description of things as one experiences the& (Hammond et ai., p. 1). Hammond et al. 

descni  phenornena as those things which we perceive through the senses - seeing, hearing, 

touching - as well other conscious activity such as klieving, wishing, deciding, feeling emotions 
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and experiencing M y  actions. No acnial theory &ses fiom phenomenology as 

'bphenomeuology is concemed not with theories about phenomena, but wiih descriptions of their 

existence" (Sheets. 1970. p.34). Research approaches that descrii themselves as 

phenomenological make understanding human perceptions their focus (Pdys, 1997). 

Phenomenology developed as a reaction to the empirical tradition derived from the physical 

sciences that accrues pnvilege status to reality that is objectively measured (Harnmond, Howanh & 

kat ,  1995). The aim of this physical science, or positivistic, approach is to establish fuoctioaal 

relations among explaoatory concepts ideally these are expressed in mathematical fomi (Palys, 

1997). Phenomenologists believe imposing a quantitative meamment removes mearchers h m  

mily understanding human experience. They argue ihat any science of human behavior that does 

not take people's perceptions into account is iaeomplete (Palys. 1997). Positivists believe the use 

of mathematics make scienti tic statements more precise. They seek explanation of w hich variables 

most significantly affect human existence "Being able to identiQ these factors and to predict theu 

occurrence and magnitude becomes the acid test of understanding" (Palys, 1 997, p. 1 8). 

Phenomenologists reject the idea that statistical cnteria can ever define understanding. An 

important phenomenologicd principle is that understanding cornes h m  what Max Webber 

described as verstehen - intimate and empathetic understanding of those who we obsewe fiom 

their perspective - their feelings, their views of ~slity, and the specid meanings of what we observe 

to them (Palys, 1997 ; Rubin & Babbie, 1993). Phenomenologists reject the positivistic idea of 

narrowing human experience to meanirable &ta that can be perceived by the senses and objectively 

m e a d .  An objective of a phenomenological appmacb is to enlarge and deepen our 

understanding of a range of experiences in order to give the phenomenon a " 'fuller and f e r  

hearing' than traditional empiricism has accorded hem" (Speigelberg, 1994, p.680). 

The German philosopher, Edrnund Husserl, is generally considered to be the father of 

phenomenology (Hammond, Howarib & kat, 1995; Osborne, 19W). Husserl rejected the notion, 

expounded by empincal scientists, that the only real measures of thbgs are those that can be 

measured and quantifid He was interested in the way the world is a c M y  eXpenenced durhg the 
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pmess of daily living and believed that the ody na1 pmperties of things are those cbat we 

experience in everyday life (Hammond et al., 1995). Husserl "reasoned that if consciousness is 

our window on the worM, then an understanding of human knowledge would best be based upon an 

understanding of consciousness" (Osbome, 1990, p. 80). 'To the things themselves" - the 

banner slogan of the phenomenological movement, coined by Husserl, "bids us tum toward the 

phenornena which had been blocked h m  sight by the theoretical patterns in front of them" 

(Speigelberg, 1994, p.68 1). Husserl's significant cmtribution is the notion of intentionality which 

he used to refer to the idea that consciousness always has an object An individual exists CO- 

constitutionally with his or her world, that is, the person and world constitute an interdependent 

unity (Osborne, 1990). Osborne describes the implications of such an attitude for nsearch. The 

study of phenomenological experience is a good siarting place for understanding of what it is to be 

human as the focus of such an appmach is the comprehension of human experience rather than the 

generation of explanatory laws. Thus, phenomenological resuvch is descriptive. Exploration and 

description of human experience may lead to later hypothesis testing but should not be seen as an 

inferior preluntnary step. Phenomenological description is a science in its own right (Osborne, 

l99O). 

Descriptive Pbewmenology and Quantitative Tating 

This stuày attempted to combine qualitative research with a quantitative component. 1 

believed that, by use of such a design, my nsearch could pmtït h m  the positive components of 

each. While opting for a phenomenological appmch, 1 also wished to make use of the kiowledge 

gleaned h m  many years of existhg quantitative research in this area. Neuman (1997), Palys 

( 1997) and Beck ( 1993) suggest that qualitative and quantitative methods of research are w t  

mutually exclusive. They can be looked at as comptimentary parts of the same whole. Quantitative 

indkators may be incomplete and fail to incorporate certain perspectives, par&icuiarly the perspective 

of the participants. Qualitative studies can meal the subjective experiences of the participants in a 

shidy and give us what Max Webber descnid as verstehen - understanding of the feelings and 
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experiences of those we seek to study hm theù own point of view - an important 

phenomenological principle. Qualitative mearch can identiQ unexplored factors and suggest 

which of several factors are most important. In the case of this research, 1 hoped that the use of a 

phenomenological appmch would shed some light into the ambiguity created by quantitative 

studies which seek to demonstrate a causal relationship between exercise/dance and stress 

management. However, fundamental differences do exist between these two philosophically 

opposed research methodologies, and it must be made clear that, consistent with phenomenological 

philosophy, at no t h e  do 1 attempt to describe a causal relationship. 

Descri~tive Phenomenology 

Beny ( 1979) suggests the appropriateness of a phenomenological approach to investigate 

the relationship between experience (dance) and behaviour (stress reduction). 'The major thrust of 

ihis research was to discover what the dancers experienced while they were dancing and 

immediately aflerward. 1 hoped to comect the essence of this experience with the concept of stress. 

According to van Manen ( 1997). "Phenomenology aims at gaining a deeper understanding 

of the nature or meaning of our everyday expaience"(p.37). A phenornenological approach asks, 

"What is this expenence like?" By gaining insighdul descriptions of the way individuals 

expenence the world, we are afforded the possibility of insight into the world of the expenence. 

Phenomenology emphasizes a focus on people's subjective experiences and interpretations of the 

world (Rubin & Babbie, 1993). It seeb to discover the "essence" of a phenomenon, t h  is, nature 

or core of a phenomenon. I wanted to explore how mid-life women exphence Celtic folk dance 

with ail its components and to explore the relationship of this experience wiihin the context of the 

phenomenon we cal1 "stress". 

Accordhg to Osborne (1990), there is no such thing as the phenomewlogical method; 

however, Speigelberg (1982) suggests that ail phenomenologicai perspectives have the same 

characteristic core to their method He identifies the following three steps as common to ail 

phenomenoIogicd perspectives: " 1) Investigating a @ d a r  phenomenon, 2) investigating general 
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essences, and 3) Apprehendhg essential relationships among essences" (p. 682). 

investigating particular phenomena includes three operations whic h are closely relateci: the intuitive 

grasp of the phenomena, their analytic examination, and theù description. Phenomenologicai 

intuiting requires total concentration on the object being intuited without becoming so absorbed that 

one is no longer looking critically. Speigelberg suggests that there is nothing mystical about 

intuiting and the beginning phenomenologist can begin by "'opening his eyes', 'keeping hem 

open', 'not getting blinded', 'looking and listening"' (p. 682). He recommends that "some help 

in the attempt to grasp the uniqueness of specific phenomena cm be obtained by comparing them 

with related phenomena, giving special attention to similarities and differences" (p. 682) and by 

watching trained practitioners. Phenomenological analysis is the training of the elements and 

structure of the phenomena obtained by intuiting. It kcludes diremhg the phenomena as well as 

explonng relations and connections with adjoining phenomena. Phenomenological describing is 

based on a classification of the phenomena withia a framework. 'The main fiinction of a 

phenomenologicai description is to serve as a reüable guide to the listener's own actual or potential 

expenence of the phenornena" (p. 694). Description can never exhaust al1 the properties of a 

phenornenon. To the extent that it mwt necessarily be selective, it alieady entails a consideration of 

essences. 

Investigating general essences is the operation in which we pmceed h m  the particular to 

the universal. According to Speigelkrg (1982), "In order to apprehend the general essence we 

have to look ai the paniculars as examples, Le., as instances which stand for the general essence" 

(p. 697). Intuiting of particulars provides the basis for grasping the general essences. Speigelberg 

advises that one way of proceeding h m  particdar to general essences is to line up particular 

phenomena in a continuous series based on the order of their sunilarities. Certain groups of 

phenomena that appear to belong together wil i  seem to cluster amund cores. When @cular 

phenomena share such an affinity we can know they share some cornmon underlying pat?em or 

essence. "The intuitive apprehension of these gewral essences is obviously to be followed by the 

same operations of analysis and description as those we distinguished frnn Uituiting in the case of 
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particular phenornena" (p. 699). 

A phenomenological study hcludes more tiian analysis of the components of an entity. It 

also includes the discovery of certain relationships or connections pertaining to these relationships, 

that is, apprehending essential relationships among essences. Essential relationships can be either 

relationships within a single essence or relationships between several essences. The former is 

concemed with determining whether the components of an essence are essential to it. In the latter, 

essential relationships between several essences are established. 

1 followed the four stage process of analysis, described by Giorgi (1985) in his article 

"Sketch of a Psychological Phenomenological Methoo', to conduct the phenomenological 

analysis of the data obtained h m  the inteniews, the guided journals and the group activity. The 

fmt step of this process entailed reading the entire description in order to get a sense of the whole. 

Once a general sense had been grasped, the second step was to read through the text again with the 

a h  of discriminating "meanhg units" (Giorgi) h m  within a psychological perspective and with a 

focus on the phenornenon king researched. The thùd step was to express the psychological 

insight contained in the meaning units. The fml step is was to synthesize aN of the transfomied 

meaning uni& into a consistent statement of the participants' experiences. 

Ouantitative Com~onent - STAI 
The goal of my research was not to determine if participation in folk dance reduced stress; 

however, in view of my desire to comect the dance eqerience with the concept of stress 

management, 1 felt it would be uxfùi to dernonstrate that participation in the folk dance class did 

result ui altered stress Ievels, over the course of the evening, as measured by the most c o m o d y  

utilized instrument for diis purpose, Speilberger's State Trait Anxiety hventory (1 983). I went a 

step farther than other researchers in that 1 gave the redis to the dancers and asked them if the 

results were consistent with their experience and how they would explain the results thernselves. 

Rostad and Long (1996) recommend the use of Speilberger's State Trait Anxiety hventory 

(STAI) as a good assessrnent of an individual's phenomenological experience of stress, for 
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psychoiogical assessrnent in exercise and stress resemb. STAi consists of 40 items (20 

measuriag state anxiety and 20 meauring trait anxiety) measured on a 4 point sale  from "not at 

all" to ''very muc h so". 

For example: 

Not at AU Somewhat Moderately So Very Much So 
1 feel nervous 1 2 3 4 

Speilberger was probably the first to categorize anxiety as having either state or trait 

quaiities (Anshell, 1994). State anxiety is transitory and fluctuates over t h e  according to personal 

and situational circumsiances. Trait amiety is a "relatively stable and acquired behavioral 

disposition, ofien depicted as a personality trait" (Anshell, 1994, p.66). 

Method Used in This Study 

Contert 

This research was conducted as part of the Nonhem interior Health Region's (MHR) 

Comrnunity Based Heaith Education and Promotion initiative for Mid-Life Health in Women 

Living in Northern British Columbia, otherwise hown as the Mid-Life Roject. This initiative, 

which was undertaken between March, 1999 and March, 2000, was part of the B.C. Women's 

Health in Mid-Life Project (WHIM). The pmject is designed to assist women living in the North 

Central region of British Columbia to make informed decisions on heaith care issues associated 

with rnid-life, eartier defuied as ages 45 to 65, and to support women in this region to design and 

implement programs focusing on healthy choices and lifsty les. Activities were conducted in 

several comrnunities ihroughout the Northem interior. Those held in Rince George included 

weekly drop-in tirne where women could consult with a nurse, art sessions, joumalliog workshops, 

daily walking, story-teUing, an "unfashion" show and Celtic dance lessons. While mid-life is 

genedy accepted to be between the ages of 45 and 65, the NMR health promotion initiative saives 

to include women in the age m g  of 35 to 65, as it is felt that women need information about mid- 

Iife befm they reach it. 
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As part of rny research , women were given the o p p o d t y  to participate in seven 

introductocy level Cellic folk dance classes. The program was based on ceili dances, Scottish 

Country Dances, and lrish Set Dances and emphasized maximum physicai activity at a low to 

moâerate intensity. Dances Uicluded a variety of formations including square sets, Iines and circles. 

The h i c  steps as weîl as the distinctive styles for both types of dance was included to facilitate 

continuing participation in local Celtic dance g r o q s .  The classes were conducted in Si. Giles 

Church Hall during eight weeks in October and November 1999 with the financial support of the 

NiHR Mid-Life Projm. 

Partid~ant Recruitment 

Potential participants for this study were invited, through, advertisements (Appendix A) to 

attend an infionnation meeting. These advertisements were placed in the Prince George Citizen , the 

St. Giles Newsletter and "The Well", a Mid-Life Pmject publication. As well they were posted on 

bulletin boards at the Prince George Regionai Hospital and Nonhem lntenor Health Unit. An 

advertisanent was aiso faxed to public schools in Prince George and to the Hospice House. An 

announcement regardhg the information session and invitation to attend was made to the Caledonia 

Scottish Country dance group and to the Rince George Celtic Folk dance group. 

Information Meeting 

During the idormation meeting 1 introduced myself to the potentiai participants, discussed 

the focus of the research and d e s c n i  my quaüfications to conduct the study. I also explained the 

parameters mund participation. These included the request that participants attend ail dance 

classes, complete all forms and maLe regufar brief journal ennies afler each class. The dance 

program was offered fiee to women who wanted to participate in the research process. W ~ m e n  

who w t e d  to dance but did not want to participate in the research were asked to pay a nominal fee 

for hall mtal. AU who panicipated in the pmgram chose to beinvolved in the mearch. I 

considered the idea of having everyone pay a srnd fee and thm refùuding it to everyone who 
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attended to the end but rejected the idea because then the idea of freedom to dmp out at any time 

became meaningless. AIso, drop-outs wodd play a role in ensuring that the class approximated the 

experience of a typical folk dance classes. Those who elected to participate in the study were 

requested to fiIl out a consent fonn (Appeadix B) and a smey (Appendix C). They were given 

tirne to fill these out at the idormation meeting but were also given the option of retuming them at 

the k t  class. The survey was designed to d e t e d e  demopphic features of the group, stress 

levels, type of stresses individuals were coping with, expectatiom as to the effectiveness of dance 

for rnanaging stress, as well as pnor and current exercise, dance; and stress management experience. 

The women were show copies of the guided journal that they would be asked to complete at the 

end of evny class. These journal enaies (Appendix D) were designed to allow the women io make 

bnef notes that wouid assist in descnbhg their dance experience in the class d u ~ g  later interviews. 

Participants also were requested to be willing to take part in two interviews following the last dance 

class. The information session also included an hour of dancing simple, quick to leam dances so 

that the women would have an idea of the type of dancing they were committhg themselves to. 

Thne women called me before the information session to say they were interested in taking 

part in the study but codd not attend on the iafonnation night. 1 met with them Uidividually. As 

well, three other women heard about the study too laie to aitend on the information night so they 

came early to the fust dance class. Ofthe latter three, one did not rehun although her results are 

hcluded in the STAi results for the first occasion as she had filled in the Consent document and 

her resuits were part of the group results for the evening. 

Ethical Considerations 

Approval for this research was given by the University of Noxthern British Columbia Ethics 

Cornmittee. The Infonned Consent Document, which was part of the proposal submission to the 

Ethîcs Research Board, was disnibuted and explaineci at the information meeting. I drew attention 

to the fkedom to withdraw h m  the research at any t h e  and oie measiires that would be taken to 

ensure confidentiality. The confidentiality of the participants was protected through use of a coding 
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system that identified dancers by letter and number codes and use of pseudonyms. Codes 

comisted of the first two letters of the month of birth, the two digit date of birth and the first two 

letters of their mother's name. Thus someone with the biith date October 28, with a mother by the 

name of Dorothy would be OC28DO. The women were asked to print this code name on the 

Consent Fom.  These became the code key and are stored in a separate locked place h m  the 

other materials. Questionnaires, joumai entries and 1 other written items From the class were 

identified only by the code name. These materials are stored in a locked filhg case and will remah 

there for five years. These will be accessed only by myself andmy supenisor. The women who 

participated in the interviews were asked to chose their own pseudonym. At the tirne of the 

information session , the potential participants were also invited to discw, either at that tirne, der 

the meeting or during the following week over the telephone, any concems they had about jo-g 

the dance class, particularly in ternis of their own physical limitations or abüity to take part. 

Thughout this thesis the women who took part in the research will be r e f e d  to as either 

participants, in keeping with phenomenological and feminist philosophy (Osborne, 1990; Reinhan, 

1992 ) or as dancers, in recognition of the fact that the role of the women as dancers was vital to the 

research. For a short period of thne each week the women shed their roles as mothers, wives, 

grandrnothers, employees and became dancers. 

Women of al1 ages were invited to participate in the dance classes and be involved in al1 

elements of the study except the interviews. This was consistent with the NMR Mid-Life Project 

philosophy of including women in the age range of 35 to 65. It also ensureâ that the experience 

more nearly appmximated that of the local dance gmups which include individuals of aii ages. I 

planned to &ct participation in the phenomenological inteniews to women between the ages of 

45 to 65. As weil as fbifilling this age criterion to be intewiewed, the women had to be present for 

at least six of the seven classes. A third criterion for participation in the in t e~ews  was that the 

individual mut have indicated that stress was a problem on the initial questionnaires where the 
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participants rated the impact stress had on theu lives on a scak of 1 to 7. Only women who 

recorded a rathg of 4 or higher on diis initial questionmire (Appendix C) were inte~ewed. Only 

Four dancers hilfded these criteria so the age was extendeci to hclude one 43 year old üitimately 

five dancers were included in the phenomenological interview process. 

Twenty-five wornen cornpleted consent documents and demographic questionnaires. Of 

these 24 were present during the fmt class when the initial STAI testing was done. Sixteen women 

attenâed the sixth class, during which STAl was completed for the second time and 17 were present 

for chss seven when the group feedback activity took place. Atthe information meeting the women 

were asked, if they were not able to continue with the class, to let me know why. Of the women 

who gave an explanation for quitting (n=6), one left town, four had health problems and one 

suffered too bady h m  vertigo to continue. The others did not give reasons. 

The demographics for the group are based on the resdts of the questionnaires cornpleted 

during the information session. The dancers who took part in this program represented a wide 

spectrum of women. The variety of body shapes and range ofages defied societal stemtypes of 

the term "dancer". Of the 25 women who completed the questiomak, 15 were between the ages 

of 45 and 65 and 10 were between 33 and 44. Elevea had fidl t h e  paid employment and nine were 

unemployed (including three retired). The women, who were employed, represented a broad 

selection of occupations hcluding teacher, social worker, teacher's aide, receptionist, health records 

technician, Supported Chiki Care consultant, personnel assistant and secretary. These would all be 

desipated as either "helpingy' professions or occupations where the women fiil a supportive d e .  

Sixteen of the women were married, five were separated or divorced, one was widowed, two weE 

single and one gave no response to marital status. AU of the women, except one, had children and 

the ages of the children ranged h m  sh mon& to 39 years. The dancers varied in the arnount of 

exercise they reguiarly phcipated in h m  vigonwis gym workouts (n=7), thmugh moderate 

activity, prllnarüy wallcing, aqyatit and daecing @=l1) to none at ail (0=7). More than half of the 

participants (o=L4) reportai having not had any stress-management training prior to the dance 

class. Al1 but 4 had some expience with dance before registering for this program. 
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As part of the questionnaire, the women were asked to list the stressors in theV lives. Table 

3 summarizes their responses. Contrary to the Literature, which suggests coping with multiple d e s  

and responsibilities is a major issue for women, only a Little more than one third of the participants 

in this shdy identified this issue as a stressor and, of these, only one said 'Tuggling her tirnetable" 

was a major stress. T h e  areas generated the most stress for the participants -- family, work or 

lack of work and fuiances. Coping with f d y  members created the most stress for the women. 

The wide range of problems in this area included - husband's health, husband's work location, 

children's behaviour and schedules, single parenting, home schooling, divorce and fuancial 

responsibility for adult children. Work nlated issues - including relationships with colleagues, 

workload, meetings and iack of employment - created the second iargest category of 

Table 2 

Summaiy of Stressors ldenti fied by the Participants 

Major And Minor Stressors Major Stressors 
Combined 

Family Members 

Work Related 

Finances 

Personal 

Not Enough Timd Role Conflict 

Other 

Health 

None 

stressors. Financial problems were the ihird largest group of stressors. Paid employment does not 

seem to guarantee absence of money problems as six of the nhe women reporthg fiscal pmblems 

were employed. Few of the women reponed coping with health p 4 )  or personal issues (0=7). 
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Persona1 issues that were reporteci included weight/body Uaage @=l), tnisting self and having voice 

hmid with men @=II, isolation (n=l), decision making @=l) and lack of self confidence/iow self 

esteem (n=1). This, too, is contras, to literature which suggests that the self esteem of middle aged 

women s a e r s  in a Society which devalues aging. Other stressors reported were home 

organization, having tires slashed, social commitments, building a straw baie house, involvernent in 

an hiemational comrnunity and legal issues. 

Of interest is the fact that, within this group of women, which included 19 women between 

the ages of 40 and 55, none reported stress due to menopause or menopause related problems. 

ûniy one woman, who fiiied out the questionnaire but did not retum, listed menopusal mood 

swings as a stressor. 

Procedure 

Class Format 

Following the information session 1 conducted seven dance classes. The first six classes 

followed a similar fomt. The class began with announcements and a 10 munite wam-up followed 

by a simple mixer dance. At the beginning of the fint class haadouts on Heaithy Dancing, What 

to Wear, and Celtic Folk Dance (See Appendix G) were distributeci during the announcements. For 

the first three classes the simple mixer dance was followed by teaching one or two simple Scottish 

Country dances and reviewing previously leamed dances. Classes four through sut were devoted to 

teaching the figures of an Irish Set Dance and, again, reviewing previously leamed dances. See 

Appendix F for the actual program of dances. Every class ended with a short cool-clown focusing 

on stretchhg. At the end of each class the women spent a few minutes writing in the guided journal 

about how they were feeling at that moment, the dance experieace tbat day, and wbat stood out for 

them that &y. The latter was meant to elicit mponses regarding the class but, as this was not 

clearly stated, some women chose to comment on wbat stood out for them during the day pnor to 

the class At the end of the sixth class the daucers also filled out a short second questionnaire 

(Appendix Cl. The class format was altered for the final session. This class began with a gmup 
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activity, the results of which are incluâed in the data for analysis. Following this group activity, 

dances of the women's choice were reviewed and danced. 

Speilberner's State-Trait Anxietv Inventow 

Prior to and following the fmt and sixth classes the women completed Speilberger's State- 

Trait Anxiety inventory - Fom Y (STAI) (Speilberger, 1983). Testing and scoring was completed 

accocâing to the guidelines suggested in the manual accompiuiyhg the test. While the term 

"anxiety" was not used during the testin& as suggested by the manual, it was known that the focus 

of the research was on stress, so women were probably aware that it was a test for stress levels. The 

participants were given their own S'TA resuits, dong with the p u p  results as part of the gioup 

activity during the seventh class and their feedback was invited As discussed previously, these 

renilts were also used during the second part of the individual interviews. 

Group Activitv 

The final class begm with a group activity designed to obtain feedback h m  the group as a 

whole. initially this was conceived of as a group discussion; however, as p u p  discussions can 

end up king dominated by the vocal few and their opinions can nvay others, 1 decided to make the 

group activity a wririen activity to ensure that everyone would feel free to give her own honest 

cornments. I aiso wanted to ensure that 1 obtained as much feedback as possible in the designated 

one hou tirne frame. At the bebeginniog of this activity the participants were givm a one page 

handout ( See Appendix H for a sample) which containeci the foiiowing: An intraduction to STAI, 

state anxiety and trait anxiety, individual results, p u p  results and the nomis for adult women. I 

elabrateci on state and trait anxiety, then explained how to read the infionnation on the charts. The 

charts ailowed the participants to compare their own results with the class as a whole and with the 

n o m  established by Speilberger (1983). The women were inviteci to ask questions for clarity. 

Each woman was then given a number of "sticky" papers. The foliowiag questions were written 

on the top of flip chart papers in the order given: 
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1) How would you explain your state anxiety d t s  pre- and ps t -  class? 

2) How would you explain your trait anxiety resuits pre- and pst-  class? 

3) How would you explain the gmup resuits? 

4) What would you identify as the maior factor contributing to reduced stress? 

5) What other factors contributeci to reduced stress? 

I=Most important; 5=Least important 

6) Any other comments? Women - Stress - Dance 

These questions were presented one at a tirne and the women were given time to answer hem on the 

"sticky" papers and place their answers on the tlip charts. Once they were fuushed, the women 

read everyone's answers on the charts and were invited to comment. 

Interviews 

Four dancers who met the previously mentioned criteria - age 45 to 65 years, missed no 

more than one class, and indicated stress was a problem on the preliminary questiomaire - plus 

one 43 year old were selected to participate in the interviews. The interviews, which ranged from 50 

to 70 minutes in length, were conducted at m u W y  agreed upon locations. Three of the women 

chose to be inte~ewed in their own homes and two inteniews were conducted in my home. The 

in te~ews were recorded by an audio-tape transcn'bing machine. Pnor to beginning the interviews 

the women were ~rninded that (as per the signed agreement) they could discontinue the interview at 

any time or request that parts of the interview not be recorded. They were also told ibat they could 

choose to rwiew the haascnpts of the interview to make additions, deletions or changes. The 

women were! also told tbat it was important for my research to leam about the exphence of dance 

and stress h m  their points of view, since participants' experiences and interpretations are often 

excluded h m  ihis area of research. 1 also explained how the equipment worked and asked how 

each person was doing in an attempt to make ber cornfortable. The interview qyestions followed the 

format of the inteniew guide (Appendix E) beginning with the phenomenological question "How 

would you descni your dance experience?" AU of the questions were Wntten on file car& so the 
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women could read as well as hear the questions. They were asked to indicate when they were 

finished with a pa-~ticular topic by tumuig over the card Thus they exercised some control over the 

process. Basic inte~ewing skills, sucb as ernpathetic statements, requesting clarification and 

elaboration, Summafization, probes and rephrasing were used to encourageci the women to explore 

their expenences. The guided joumals and a list of the dances that had been learned were provided 

to wist the women to remember their experience during the classes. Mer  the 1st question was 

asked, the women were asked if they would like to add to theu description of the dance experience. 

While 1 attempted to make the interviews as conversational as possible, 1 consciously tried to refIlun 

from saying too much, or anyttiuig, that may direct the conversation. 

Ushg a transcribing machine, 1 transcribed the recorded interviews verbatim for analysis. 1 

then listened to each tape in its entirety to verify the accuracy of my transcription. The transcribed 

interviews were distributed to the women with an invitation to elabrate or rnake changes and to 

provide M e r  venfication of the accuracy of my transcription. 1 highiighted interesthg phrases 

for them to comment on and requested that they consider if they had any more io adci, particdarly 

to their experience of the dance. Feedback was received h m  ail five women. Following this 1 

completed a prelimhary analysis (which wiU be discussed later) and developed a thematic structure 

which, along with a brief summary of the themes, was again distributed to the women for theu 

feedback as to the congruency between their own experience and the thematic structure. Two of the 

dancers provided feedback on this structure. 

Treatment of the Data 

Van Manen (1997) describes three appmaches to discovering the thematic aspects from 

iived-expnience descriptions: 1) the holistic a p p c h ,  in which we attempt to capture the 

hdamental meanhg of the text as a whole; 2) the selective or highüghting approach, in which we 

highlight statements or phrases that seem essential or revealing or essential about the phenornenon 

king described; and 3) the detailed, line by line approach, in which we look at every sentence or 
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sentence cluster and ask what it reveals about the phenornenon. 1 chose the selective approach as 1 

was interested in statements or phrases ibat were revdng about folk dance, stress reduction and 

the interplay of factors that might lead to increases or decreases in stress. 

As previously mentioned, the f o m t  I used for conducting the phenomenological analytic 

process was informed by the procedure suggested by Giorgi (1985). 1 chose to begin with the data 

collected from the intewiews, before considering data fiom the pided journals and the group 

activity. From ihis prelunuiaiy analysis of the intemkws I got an overall sense of the experience 

and developed a prelimimy thematic stnicture. Because I had transcribed the interviews myself, 

be fore 1 even began the process of analysis, 1 had a good sense of the whole and 1 was conscious of 

key concepts, such as "fun", "laughter", "al1 women" and "respite". After reading the 

transcripts thoroughly nvice, 1 read again with the a h  of identifjing meaningful words and phrases 

that rnight illuminate the focus of this study. Essential phrases were highlighted and the lines were 

coded for ease of locating them Iater. 1 will describe this process using the words of one damer, 

Gwyneth as an example. Highlighted words are italicized. 

It was vc?y enjoyable. Okay. i've Iowd riirncing si= I was vev young. 1 
basically learned to dance kfom I learned to walk with my gran@ so its 
somciiing I've ahqys mal& noUy enjoyed. ILP an acekïent r e l k r  &fore I 
knew that t h  wcs stress. I used to do off ryprs of hncing. I used to teach 
dancing. The only thhg I have found reaily interesting is that no- e k  in my 
f i &  kances. So f 'm one of these closet dancm Like when thereps part is 
we don 't go or we si& My Lusband doa  not dance. Um my daughter's Whg 
to leam and my sons enjoy it a Little bit but its never been like in coudng dap 
we never went dancing und that wm the one thing thut I oliwys would have 
l i kd  to have &ne. So when this oggwhnily canc up I thought, why not, I'm 
not as young as 1 used to be. 1 enjoy dancing and the üm that ii wus afl women 
mol& sppdeâ to ne btcause Ife& dght now @ wt und to go dancing 
and to do it wiih a bunch of wmen who wrn &sicol& in the same agegrovp 
going through the same changes that 1 am that it could end up being sornething 
that was gooâ and it was v a y  g d  I mû@ en&& it. 1 got to Iookàng funvard 
to it. That corne the [sic] ... Well Mondays are Mondays. Coming Wednesdoy I 
would stwt to feel like , uOh boy, I'm glod tomomw 's thundrryn, and 
thu&oy dl d.y wodà 4 no maüm h m  baâ the dqy was, SOM doys thty gct 
stressfut jnst with work , nut n e c c s s ~  krd things but you jusî f i l  like l i e  
strmsed und so then I'd biau that 7:M Thndoy  n&At I was doncing and 
then 1 just fdr p o t .  And the hincing itserj; yes I mal& enjoyed thet. Its not 
something 19ve ever done. 

Each line was numbered: Gl, G2, G3, G4, etc. Once meaningfid phrases had been identifie4 I 
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went thugh them and summarized them with a single word or phrase that I felt encapsulated 

the substance contained in the highlighted text. An example, h m  the above text, is the phrase 

"leamed to dance befre 1 Ieamed to walk with my grundpa su its some~hing I've dways 

really realiy enjoyed." The essence of this phrase was encapsulated with "brings back positive 

memones h m  childhood". Another phrase, like in courting doys we never went dancing and 

tlior was the une thing hat I alwuys woufd huve likd to have dorte, was s u h e d  as "regret 

at lost opportunity". These essences were numbered GL, G2, G3, G4, etc so the original 

phrases couid be identified later and included with the mults. ~ h e  next stage for me was to 

Wnte the essences with their numbers onto papers and cut hem apart. Tentative thematic 

headings were written on large sheets of paper and the essences were sorted and clustered and 

reclustered hto groups that appeared io be related. For example, the phrases "making new 

ftiends", "regular contact with same people", "camaraderie", and "expression of caring about 

each other" were clustered under the heading "social". New headings were created and some 

clusters were collapsed with othen. From the final gioupings of clusters, 1 attempted to identiQ 

a pattern in the themes and constnrt a preüminary thematic stmcture that contained al1 the 

themes h m  the dancea who were inteniewed. The guided jounials and results of the group 

activity were then analyzed with a view bodi to locating phrases that would support the thematic 

stmcture as weli as for statements that add to the thematic structure or be contradictory. 

This aaalysis followed the same process as that of the interviews. The thematic smicture was 

revised to include information h m  these sources. As Osborne (1990) suggests, 1 presented 

this structure to the dancers who I had intervieweci for feedback as to its validity in describing 

their experience. Based on their feedback, 1 created the final thematic structure. 

Achievinp Oaality - Reliabilitv and Vaüdity 

1 begin my discussion ofreüability and validity in the context of phenomenological 

research by reiterating ihat phenomenological mehodology is based on different theoretical 

asmptions h m  those of the naturai sciences {Osborne, 1940). W~ereas narural jiizncc aims 
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at objectivity through explanation, contml and prediction, phenomenological research aims at 

"the elucidation of meaning and understanding of human existence from an individual's point 

of view" (Osborne, p.86). in conhast to n a d  science, which concentrates on statistical 

generalizability, phenomenological tesearch stiives for empathetic generalizabiüty. interpreted 

structure fiom the research participants should be found in other's expenence if it bas 

empathetic generdizability. Natural science focuses on objective, measurable reaiity, whereas, 

phenomenology examines the achiality of human expenence as the '4primordial" reality 

(Osbome, 1990). Natual xientific research seeks explanations. Phenomenological research is 

descriptive. 

Reliabilitv. The phenomenological researcher's approach to the question of reliability 

is based on the observation that " h m  perception is perspectival and concepnial" (Osborne, 

1990, p. 87). There rnay be several interpretatiom or perspectives on the same phenornenon. 

Since there are no absolute hterpretations of the data and interpretations can produce 

contradictory as weU as confiniag results, the best a researcher can do is "argue a particular 

interpretation as persuasively as possible, supported by references to the &ta, and leave the final 

judgement to the reader"(p. 87). 

Validity. Osborne (1 990) offers four ways to assess the validity of a 

phenommlopical tesearcher's interpretation. First, by bracketing the researcher's orientation 

to the phemmenon and carehilly describing the procedure and data anaiysis, the researcher 

provides the reader with the opportunity to understand her interpretatious of the data. 

Existential phenomenology recognizes the uuavoidable presence of the researcher in the 

formulation of the research question, determination of what will be chosen as data, and the &ta 

interpretation. Rather than m g  to avoid or eradicate the influence of the researcher, the 

researcher attempts to articulate biases and predispositions through a process of ngorous self- 

reflenion caiied baeketing (Osborne, 1390). By doing so thc reader wiii br: able ii, iake the 
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researcher's perspective into account when judging the interpretation. My position, as 1 have 

stated before, is one of a mi-d-life woman currentiy engaged in participating in and teaching 

dancing. 1 have a fbm conviction about the positive mental and physical beneh that will accrue 

fiom participation in physical activity, in general, and folk dancing, specificdly. As well, in the 

proces of complethg a literature review for my research proposal, 1 familiarized myself with 

current stress research in the areas of exercise, dance, music and women. 1 also acquainted 

myself with the fields of stress and stress management. My philosophical stance is feminist. 

lobason (1997) suggests two further strategies to avoid ailowing one's persona1 views 

and perspectives to affect how data are interpreted and how research is conducted. He identifies 

the key strategy as reflexivity, whereby the marcher activeiy engages in critical self-reflection 

about his or her potential biases and predispositions. Tbrough reflexivity, researchea become 

more self-aware so they can monitor and attempt to control thek biases. Another strategy , 

suggested by Johnson to d u c e  the effect of researcher bias is called negative case sampling, 

whereby the researcher purposeMy watches for samples that disconfum their expectations. 

During the course of data analysis I consistently and consciously sought data that were contrary 

to what 1 expected to h d .  The weekly guided journals were an important source of non- 

confimiing &ta and were instrumental in forcing the development of a more comprehensive 

thematic structure which encompassed both decreases and increases in stress as a result of 

participation in dancing. 

The second stmtegy Osborne (1990) suggests to strengthen the validity of the 

researcher's interpretation is to dialogue with the participants during coliection and 

interpretation of data. This become a means of checking on the congruence of the researcher's 

interpretation with the participants' account of the experience. On two occasions, during the 

pmess of this study, 1 solicitai feedback from the women who were intewiewed. Full 

transcripts of the interviews were given to hem for corrections, additions and changes. The 

thematic structure dong with a short description was aiso provideci for them and their important 

feedback was usd in the deveiopment of the fimi finaiemaac structure. 
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Accordhg to Osborne (1990), the most crucial means of validating interpretations of 

phenomenological data is the process of presenting coherent and convincing arguments. 

Johnson (1997) suggests that while wiiting the research report, use of low inference descriptors, 

nich as verbatim quotes, is a g d  way to help the reader experience for themselves the 

participants perspectives and personal meanings. Verbath quotations from the interviews, 

joumals and group activity are included throughout my Resuits section in order to fiord the 

reader direct insight into the dancers' viewpoints, thoughts, feelings and experiences. 

A f d  check on the validity of the inierpreted structure, according to Osbom (IWO),  is 

the extent to which it resonates with individuals who have experienced the phenornenon but 

were not in the study. The final thematic structure h m  this research was presented to wo 

dancers who did not participate in this research for their feedback. Both agreed that the 

thematic stnicture reflected their own experience. 

Johnson ( 1997) recommends that a f i f b  way to irnprove the interna1 validity of 

qualitative research is the use of methods trianguiation andior data ûianguiation. Methods 

triangulation can refer to different methods of research as well as difterent types of &ta 

collection procedures. During this research, 1 used multiple methods to collect &ta. Data used 

for d y s i s  were not resûicted solely to data obtained h m  the interviews, which were the 

primary data source. Data were also obtained h m  other sources including the Nded joumals 

filled in weekly by the dancers and the responses during the group activity. These 

aipplementary &ta sources played the important d e  of aliowing the voices of al1 the dancers to 

be h e d  and encouraged fAe expression thugh  anonymity, thus afTording me a more 

complete picture of the phenomenological expience of dance for the women. 

Quantitative Analvsis 

Data obtained h m  Speilberger's (1983) Siate Trait Anxiety inventory (STAI) was 

subjected to pamd ptestllig using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)(SPSS 

hc. 19%). Mean atYtiety ievels for ihe goup PR- riad p s t -  cIass werc &O obtained from this 
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analysis. The results of the ktesting and the means are displayed on bar graphs and tables in 

Chapter Five: Quantitative Results. The graphs and tables demonstrate the changes in anxiety 

(the measure of stress) pre- and pst- class for two occasions. As well, changes in trait anxiety 

h m  the fust class to the sixth are presented. This information was also compared to noms 

established by Speilberger (1983) to demonstrate an increase in the numbers of dancers whose 

scores fell below the 50th percentile afier dancing. Statistical significance of STAI mults was 

determined by comparing m s t  results to critical! values with an alpha level of .05. The intent 

of this study was not to demonstrate a causal link between dancing and reduced sûess. Rather, 

the intent was to explore the dance experience h m  the perspective of the dancers. Thus, more 

important than the statistical results is the feedback h m  the dancers as to the consistency of the 

results with their experience and their explanations for the results. This feedback was obtained 

dwing the individual interviews and h m  the p u p  activity. 

STAI - Reliabitity and Validltv. 

Speilberger's (1983) State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) provides a measure of 

anxiety levels. As was previously mention4 Rostad and Long (1996) recommend use of this 

instrument as it provides a good assessrnent of an individual's experience of stress. Thus, even . 

though my research was on stress, I am discussing aaxiety here. Anxiety can be rneasured by 

obsemations of oven behaviour, physiological indicatois and self npon. Accordhg to Raglin 

and Hanin ( 2ûûû), anxiety in sport seaings is most commonly assessed thmugh self-report. 

Assessrnent of behaviours cm be t h e  consumiDg and even misleading. Comonly used 

physiologicai assessments, for example heait rate, are wrnetirnes unrelated to anxiety and can 

be invasive. SeKreport measures of anxiety, such as STAi provide advantages over most 

physiological assessments; however they also have limitations. The validity and rehbility of 

seKreport measum can be affectai by verbal ability as well as level of seifawareness of the 

respondents. Responses may be invalidated by social desirability and expectations. Repeated 

assesmena over a short tune span can resuit in habituation, or stemtypicai responses. 
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"Despite these problems most researchers agree tbat appmpriately used, validated self-report 

measures provide accurate assessmeats of anxiety" (Raglin & Hanin, 2000, p. 94). Reliability 

is a measure of whether a part icd technique applied repeatedly to the same individuais wodd 

yield the same results. One way of assuring reliability is to use measwes that have proven theu 

reliabiüty in previous research. According to Rosiad and Long (1996), " The STAi is widely 

accepted in research and practice" (p. 2 l3), and these researchers recommend the use of this 

instrument in exercise and stress ~search. Validity is the extent to which a measure adequately 

reflects the real meanhg of the concept under consideration. STAl is a well-vaiidated measure 

of anxiety and as has been mentiowd, STAi is the most common psychological instrument 

used to me- stress in experiments using exercise. Revision of the scale was undertaken in 

1979 to develop a purer measure of anxiety. During the course of this research the participants 

were asked for feedback as to how weli the STAi results reflected their stress levels. 

External Validitv. The generalizabiiity of the results of this study must be tempered 

by a number of limitations regardhg the sample utilized and research design. Participants were 

volunteers and one might guess that only those women who wouid experience stress reduction 

h m  participation in dancing would offer to take part. It is important not to overestimate the 

genenilizability of subjects who are ~e~motivated, interested and choose to participate in a 

study. This, however, is an unavoidable limitation of Whially all research investigating the 

relationship ktween stress and exercise or dance. Most nsearch subjects for these stuàies 

have been students who had registereâ in a chosen activity. Even in studies such as that of 

Haney and Long (1988a), which involved raadom selection, the participants were volunteers 

who h e w  they could be assigned to a jogging group. As this study is liraiteci to women 

between the ages of 35 and 65, the quantitative d t s  are ody generaluable to similar 

populations. There was also no control group for cornparison. However, the qualitative results 

do support the quantitative findings. 
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Interna1 Validity. interna1 validity refm to the extent to which the ciifferences in 

anxiety levels can be amibuted to the experimental treatment which, in this case, is participation 

in the dance class. Since my research does not attempt to demonstrate a causal relationship, 

intemal validity is irrelevant to this study. As has been discussed already, it is meaningless to 

attribute reductions in stress to dance itself as there are too many alternative factors that might 

account for the observeâ results. Ow outcome of the study was identification of the factors that 

the dancers identified as conhibuthg to stress reduction in the dance class situation and how 

much weight was attributed to these factors by the participants. 

Contact with my research group over an extendeû period of time provided me with an 

extraorduiary oppomuiity to collect &ta in a variety of formats -interview ûanscripts, guided 

joumals, group activity charts, STAl results-and at several different times. The results of the 

phenomenological analysis of this &ta are presented in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL RESUILTS 

Introduction to the Results 

The results of my research are presented in this chapter as well as in Chapter Five, 

which contains the renilts fiom the Speilberger's (1983) State Trait Anxiety lnventory (STAi) 

testhg along with feedback fiom the dancers on tbis testing. Chapter Four is divided hto two 

sections. The fmt section introduces the five dancers who gave generously of theu thne to be 

intervieweci and who provideci feedlack on the transcripts of the interviews and on the thematic 

analysis. These women are reveded through their weighty responsibilities, the effect that stress 

has on them and the coping strategies they typically employ to manage this stress. A key 

feanire of this fmt section is the description of how the women feel when they are stressed. 

The second section of this chapter presents the thematic anaiysis of the experience of 

the women as they danced and the effect participaihg in the dance activity had on theu 

emotional state over the course of a class. This analysis is based on the inteniews with the five 

dancers, supplemented by the guided journals and the responses h m  the group activity. The 

journais, originally conceived of as a rnemory tool for the dancers who wodd participate in the 

interviews, tumed out to be a valuable tool to give voice to the dancm who were not interviewed. 

They supported and flesheâ out the themes identifid in the interviews. The anonymity of the 

joumals allowed for fiee expression of negativity and 1 was able to obtain a clearer p i c m  of 

the stress that was created during the clasS. The women who were interviewe& eager to be 

helpful and please, fmsed on the positive aspects of the dance experience. As is suggested in 

the interviews, the nom for this gmup was not to "show off' or accentuate individual ability. 

'thus, the dancers who were inte~ewed preferred to focus on p u p  achievement, whereas, in 

the joiunals the women seemed more k e  to talk about feelings of selfachievemt. 

Aoalysis of the five interviews, guided journais and respoases to the group activity 

identified two major themes: 'Cncrease in Stress' and 'Decrease Ui Stress'. Two subthemes - 
"Movement and Music" and 'The Group of Women" - are located under each of these 

major Iliemes. The subdiemes, "C*ll;dngr: u F F a d *  and "Fun and Lauglitrr", which Icad ta 
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reduced stress are balanced by two themes that increax stress - "Extemal Stress" and 

"Challenge". "New Leaming and Mastery" and "Leadership" are two subthemes that are 

the keys to balancing and managing the stress present in the dance ciass. Figure 1 diagrams 

this thematic stmciure. The core pheuomenological essence of the dance experience is 

encapsulated by the phrase "A Little Bit of Weight is Taken OR', a phrase used by one of the 

dancers to desnibe her experience of the dance class. ïhis chapter concludes with a 

cornparison of how the women feel when they are stressed and how they felt at the end of the 

dancing. 

The Dancers Who Were Interviewed 

To preserve their anonymity, 1 will iàentify the dancers who took part in the uiterviews 

by their pseudonyms only. To give any M e r  demographic information would reveal their 

identities to any of the members of the dance gmup who chose to read this study. Following 

the final dance class Amanda, Ruth, Aieisha, Gwyneth and Della selflessly gave about one hour 

of theu busy t h e  to be inteniewed. 'These iate~ews, along with the questionnaires, joumds 

and msponses to the group activity, combined to pmduce more than a mere snapshot of what 

happened for the women during the dance ciass. 1 was given a glimpse into the lived experience 

of these women. The picture that developed was one of women weighted down by the sheer 

buden of responsibility. When presented with the question, "Could you descrii your dance 

experience", the women who were interviewed taiked about the dancing but they also tmk pgias 

to situate it within the context of theu lives, thus giving more meaoing to the experience. They 

shaRd previous and current experience with dancing along with stressors they were sûuggling 

with. They weicomed the dance class as a v i t e  h m  an otherwise busy and ofien stressful 

life. 

The responsibiiîty shouidered by my £ive htemaewees was impressive indeed. Among 

the Ove women, they were responsible for: 

i j the daytime care of a grandchiid 
2) raising a child as a single parent 
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3) carhg for a foreign student whose expectations of "service" far exceeded what we 
wouid consider the nonn, 

4) fiaancial respomibility for an adult child with a family 
5) administrative management of a large professional office 
6) a disabled spouse 
7) a spouse with health problem 
8) organizing a religious group 
9) financial support for her family, which required holding two jobs 
10) managing a household on income assistance. 

These women were not unique in their respomibility, but were a fair representation of the women 

who gathered for this dance group. Twenty-two of the twenty-five women, who completed the 

questionnaire, reported major stress in theu lives, the buk of this centring on family, work and 

finances. For a brief period of time, once a week, the women were offered an interval of mutual 

support, minimal responsibilities, enjoyable exercise and uninhibited fun. They emerged 

invigorated and revitalized, ready to face the world again. Dance offered a bnef lifting of the 

weight, with little pressure, W o m  to be chmselves, a break h m  regular daily life, feeling of 

satisfaction h m  accomplishment along with p u p  connec tion and support. 

During the interviews the dancers were asked "What is feeling stressed like for you?'and 

"How do you usually manage stress in your life?" A sumrnary of theu responses is presented in . 

the foliowing section. This chapter concludes with a cornparison of how the dancers feel when they 

are stressed and how they felt afler dancing. 

How EveryDay Stress Affats  the Dancers 

'Tense and on ongoing feeling that ., that you're underpressure" 

Where, at some points of the interviews, the five women were at a loss for words, there was 

no hesitation in responding to my query about how stress affecteci them. They described 

psychological and physical symptoms plus altered sleep patterns. Stress had an omnipresent, 

oppressive effect. Amanda summed the effect of stress up by sayhg, "It's not hin." For 

Amria stress is a "tem and an ongohg feeling that ... that you'n under pnssurr" without my 
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relief She feels agitated and wonders if thiags will get Mer.  She pis headaches and feels "low 

and sort of tired". Aleisha, who is normally a very active person, recognizes that she is stressed 

because she has a tendency toward unhealthy living patterns which exacerbate the effect of stress. 

When I'm stressed 1 kind of roll up into a bal1 and put my cover, and put my head 
under the cover and forget about the world [...] Um, 1 don7 sleep weU. I don't eat 
well. Um, 1 d& too much coffee to keep awake. And just, Ya that's when I'rn 
feeling sûessed. 1 won? go for my w a k .  Somehow I won'r be energetic. 

Aleisha also suffers from "sleepless nights, thoughts going on and on" and "second guessing 

herself'. Ruth descnbed stress for her. 

Oh God ..... ..... A feeling in the pit of my stomach that never goes away. ... .... 
And I can get distracted during the day, but at night, ihst's the part that bugs me. 
1'11 wake up at night and wony fret and stew and try and figure things out. 

Gwyneth is troubled by high blood pressure and a "flutteq chest feeling". She also gets tired. As 

well as affecthg her pbysically, stress has a social impact on Gwyneth. 

Its somehes not king able to say exactly what you want to Say. .. I'm not 
nomlly hung up for words. If I'rn feeling stressed, I don' t always know how to 
express mysel f and I want to sometimes say something thaf 1 think "Oh G wyn 
you shouldn't have said that. I i  makes me sound stupid". Or 1 won? respond at 
all. 

Della was the ody damer who gave recognition to the concept ihat stms was not necessarily 

negative. But for Della, negative stress dominates her mind and causes sleeplessness. 

Sigh ... Feeling stressed is when ... 1 don? know, I guess there's good and bad 
sûess but um ... Feeling stressed is king so anxious that that just monopolizes ail 
your thoughts. That's what feeling stressed is 1 W. So if you're able to ... um ... 
Sort of ... uh .... Find methods to sort of ... Um ... distract you from that, that's a 
good h g ,  although some stresses you know never go away. You'U have to realiy 
just deal with them but um, .... feeüng stressed is um ... where you can't sleep c a w  
you're womed about your problems ... (Della) 

Aow the Dancen Cope 

 UT^ he@ tu rase the stress" 

No strangers to stress, d of the women intervieweci were able to share the means they used 

for managing it. Four of the women used physical activity to cope with stress. They descnbed 

walking as a way to manage the physical side affects of stress and a way to provide Mie to think 

One of the women also "orked out" in a gym, preferably with music as this enhances the stress- 
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reducing property of exercise for her. The women also provide themselves with respite - hot b a h  

and candlelight - and distract themselves by such activities as reading, dohg needlework and being 

with other people, al1 of which are coping smtegies that would be identifid as emotion focused 

Ruth and Gwyneth both descnbed coping strategies that would be describeci as problem- 

focused ( F o h  & Lazanis, 199 1). 

Ttying to figure out solutions, try to get to the bottom of what is it that's stressing 
me [...] and and even talking about it with other people who are uninvolved, it does 
help. ... Um ... But uh ya and often b e s  it heips ... belps too to develop some 
solutions, to give some another thing to try to help to ease the stress (Ruth). 

And, sometimes talking. .. Like if there's something that's redly, really, really 
bothering you. Like you cm only pussy foot around it for so long. Sometimes you 
just have to take the bull by the homs and.. stir it up and talk about it.. Ya 
(Gwyneth). 

As mentioned earlier, neither emotion- or problem-focused coping are inherently superior. The use 

of emotion-focused strategies for coping assists these women with "managing emotions and 

maintahhg selfesteem and a positive outlook, especially in the face of inemediable situations" 

(Lazanis & Folkman, 199 1, p.205). Many of the burdens these women shoulder, for example 

single parenthcud, a disabled spouse or coping with two jobs in order to support the family, cannot 

be alleviated by problem-fofused coping. They are situations with which the women must l e m  to . 

Limitations for Use of Dancing as A Coping Strategy 

A11 of the dancers expressed satisfaction with their experience of the dance classes. I was 

particularly heartened to hear this frnn Amanda, who alone ammg the intewiewees said she bad 

never daaced before. This suggests that prior experience with dance is not necessary to experience 

the pleasure and stress-relief properties of daocing. Both Ruth and Gwyneth danced as children. 

Two of the womm who were interviewed, Aleisha and Ruth, were regular members in other dance 

groups. Deiia, who stated that she has "always liked music and movement," pointed out that diis 

class was an opportunity. Dancing is not an aetivity h t  is readiiy availabie For matute wumen in 
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Prince George and they are M e r  limited by the interests of their spouses. Aleisha asked the 

question, "Today, in Rince George whem can I just go - because I'm feeling stressed - to go 

dance?" For two of these dancers the class was auother chance to involve themselves in an activity 

that they enjoyed as children. 

"He con 't donce" 

Women of this age group cm pdcularly be restricted from social dance by king married 

to men who do not dance. Two of the women who were interviewai cornmented that theu husbands 

did not dance and one expressed regret at the loss of oppomuiity for dancing because of this. 

The ody t b g  I that have found really interesthg is that nobody else in my family dances. 
So I'm one of these closet dancers. Like ..when there's parties we don't go or we sit . My 
husbewl does not dance. Um ..... like in courting days we never went dancing and that was 
the one thing that I always wodd have üLed to have doue. (Gwyneth) 

She added, "So when ihis oppornuiity carne up 1 thought, well why not, ... I'm not as young as 1 

used to be". 

"Dame h a  alwqys k e n  a happy rime" 

These same two women shared their mernories of dancing as children. These were 

memones of happy, enjoyable times and for ther women it was a special opportunity to be able to 

participate in this very positive activity firom their youth. 

1 haven't been dancing for years and then ... to corne back and do this it was a real ... really 
neat experience. 1 enjoyed it very much. And to find that I could do it without too much 
trouble. That was a plus ... So 1 danced as a child but you how I haven't really done much 
since. (Ruth) 

For Gwyneth, dancîng bmught back recollections of dancing with her graudfather. At one t h e  

dancing filled her Me. 

i've loved dancing since 1 was very young. 1 basically learned to dance before I leamed to 
walk with my grandp... so it's something I've always really, reaily enjoyed. It was an 
excellent reliever before I knew that thm was stress. ... I used to do dl types of dancing. I 
used to teach dancing. 

In my upbringing and that, like dance has aiways been a happy tirne. When I was @te a bit 
younger, we used to, 1 used to well, 1 .. danced. ifthere was dancing 1 did it.. My 
grandparents put me in tap iessons. 1 was in sqm dancing. i was in tiny khd of,f~.ing 
that there codd be tbat we couid afford .. 1 was in. I dancd .. with my grandfather. He 
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wouid cany me ... and when I was able to stand up 1 would stand up on his feet and dance. 
Like it was just something that 1 always associated with happy times. 

For Ruth, to corne back to dancing aAer rnany years was a "really neat experience" and she 

comrnented, "I've sort of fowd someihing again that I used to enjoy so much and ... Um, 1 haven't 

done it for a long t h e  and I've found it agah and now I don't think I'd like to leave it". This 

theme was picked up in the journals by another participant whose enjoyment of a lesson was 

enhanceci by the famiüarity with the flow and step combinations h m  childhood. 

Shply rehuning to a pleasurable activity h m  their childhood may have contributed to the 

stress reducing pmperties of dancing. Guided imageiy, used for stress reduction, begios with 

phrases such as "Go in your mind to a special place that you love, a place where you have felt 

relaxed or know you would feel reiaxing" (Domar, 1996, p.67) to transport people to safe, happy 

places. Clearly a retum to these happy times of âancing would enhance the women's feelings of 

peace. 

Wbat Happened During tbe Dancing? 

wondetflùl cxpcn'ence just to kndo l&l me up! " 

The overwhelming image produceci by the dancers who were interviewai was one of women 

burdened by stress. The core phenomenon, or essence, of the dance experience seemed to be 

encapsulateci by Amanda's phrase, "A littk bit of weight is taken off'. The notion of lightening or 

lifting was repeated throughout the data. in presenting the synthesis of my data information 1 will 

describe the core themes that led to this sensation of lightening the load. Two complimentary 

themes - 'increase in Stress' and 'Decrease in Stress - provide the core for the thematic analysis of 

the data. A series of sub-themes range under üme main themes. 

During rny analysis of the data, four subthemes - The Gmup of Women, Change of 

Focus, Movement and Music, Fun and Laughter, - seemed to march directiy towarâ reduction of 

stress. But I could not ignore the handfiil of other themes - Stress Created by the Dancing; Social 

Stress; Extemal Stress and Challenge - which also begged for attention. The themes danced in 

my head as I sought some meaniogîùl order. Like the c h d  at the beginning of a dance 

commanding attention, my moment of insight came as 1 saw the seemingly opposite sub-themes 
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walk hand in hand onto the floor in the same fornation as a Scoiiish Country Dance Set. Four 

pairs of subthemes positioned themselves adjacent to each other in two parallel lines. Figure 1 

diagrams this formation. Like dancea across the set, the seemingly opposites face each other and 

reeling together created the total dance experience. In reality they are not opposites but 

complementary sides of the same dance c d .  The social setting both contributes to increased stress 

due to working with unfamiliar people and reduces stms thmugh social support and the group 

activity. Likewise, dance, exercise and music lead to both increases and decreased in stress. While 

the dance situation allows a brief mpite and change of focus for the dancers, some extemal 

stressors continue to impinge on the experience. nie stress of challenge is balanced by fun and 

laughter. Two other themes "New Learning and Mastery" and "Leadership provide" the keys for 

balancing the stress in the dance situation and contributhg to the ''lifting of the weight" fiom the 

shoulders of the dancers. 

Introduction to the Themes 

"Somdnies 1 felt more stressed dwring a dance session and sometimes I f c t  quite relaxedm 

This section presents the subthemes under the headings of "lncrease in Stress" and 

"Decrease in Stress" as the complimentary pairs that they are: 

"Increase in Stress" - "Decrease in Stress" 

"Social Stress" -- "The Group of Women" 
"Extemal Stress" - "Change of Focus" 

"Stress from the Dancing" - "Movement and Music" 
"Challenge" - "Fun and Laughter." 

Each pair will be presented beginnuig with the factors that contributed to i n d  stress. This wiU 

be followed by the factors that contributed to stress reduction. The important role 'New Learning 

and Mastery" and "Leadership" play in managing the stress is aiso âiscussed. Al1 of the dancers 

repoaed experiencing a change in emotional state durhg the weekiy classes. This chapter 

concludes with a cornpison of how the dancers reporteci fwline after the dance classes with how 

they describe feeling when they under stress. 
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Social Stress - The Groun of Women 

lncrease in Stress - Social Stress 

At the beginning of the dance classes, the dancers were coafronted with the uncerbhty of 

meeting new people anci, as Ruth pointed out, " To l e m  with people I did not know very well, in a 

situation when al1 your mistakes are on view, can be daunting." Gwyneth summed up the initial 

axperience, the uncertahty and the aloneness. 

And that was the fmt week and 1 thUik a lot of that was just, not sure what you're 
getting into, what it's going to be like, mayk not wanting anybody to know that 
youTre feeling a little stressed. But actually just , 1 didn' t know anybody. 
(Gwyneth) 

As the women got to know each other they could relax and not feel quite so self-conscious; 

however, even though most dancers stated that the dancing consurned their attention, they had t h e  

to watch each other and make cornparisons. For some, like Aleisha, comparing herself to othea led 

to a feeling of self-satisfaction. 

You know some of the dances which 1 codd master uh, even m e  of the new 
dances that I've never done before 1 kiad of had an idea and when 1 would see other 
people smiggling with something whicb was quite simple in my eyes and yet I could 
master it I felt, okay, 1, you know, I'm really dways bard on myself. Its not that bad, 
look at how better you did h m  everybody else. 

Othea smiggled with feelings of inadequacy. in the guideâ joumals the dancers were asked to 

record the things that stood out for them that day. For one dancer, the most outstanding thing one 

day was, 'hot berating [her] self so much when [she] goofled] up" . She wrote, "1 felt I was very 

c h s y  and upset the whole group" (Journal Entry). Another dancer wmte in her journal about 

her stniggle with balancing her "insecurities against others". She described the diffculty of 

"building others up w/out degrading myself overly much" and added, "I fmd this a struggle in 

real Life as weU. Even when I manage to tind the mturity to not compare myself with others, I feel 

others are stiîi doing it". 

Many Scottish Country Dances begin with the head couple dancing doue. Graduaily alî the 

other dancers joh the dance. Much Ure a dance, the women came alone then became piut of the 
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Decrease in Stress - The gr ou^ of Women 

found that t h q  wm so supportive" 

The enjoyrnent of movhg rhyihmically in synchrony with othea helps to create a seose of 

cornmunity. An important feature of the dance expenence, for ail of the dancers who were 

inteniewed, was the element of king in a group. This theme was also found throughout the 

journals. Not just any group, however, but a supportive, non-judgemental group of women working 

together for joint accomplishment. Dancers who were experiencing difficulty received assistance 

and acceptance h m  the others. Even though some dancers appeared more experienced and 

capable than others, diq. did not use this fact to try to build themselves up by looking better. 

Gwyneth commenteci, 

1 really found it was a really good group and the women were ... you know, very 
supportive. Very fnendly. Nobody had any airs of king any better than anybody 
else. Like 1 know some of the ladies that are there have been doing this for a while 
but it didn't matter. Like we're d l  on the same level. There wasn't anyone who was, 
you how, sort of one upping anybody. 

Aleisha too noted that no one was showing off and everyone seemed to be of even ability learning 

together. She also comrnented on the cooperative spirit of tbis gmup. 

1 feit that we were al1 on the same level w there was no competition or anythmg iike 
that no showing of'f, or anything, because I h d  sometimes with a group of women, 
there will be that sort of competition and tbat linle bit sbowing off that I am better 
than you are type of thing or whatever. But there was no showing off or anythuig. 
Everybody was on the same level. 

Ruth stated a nom for this group of not tqing to rnake yourself look too good when she 

commented on her difficulties leaming Montgomeries Rant, a Sconish Country Dance taught in 

another class. [It] sort of set me back on my heels. ..... Um 1 think maybe 1 was gettîng a bit 

cocky, thinking uh ... oh boy you're pretty good here Ruth and then 1 got taken down a peg or two 

and that was good." 

Even though dancers who weie l e s  able could mate sîress, the group was not critical of 

othen ifthey could not catch on quiekly. There was an acceptance of what individuals were able to 

manage. As Deila commented, 

Well there's reaily not rnuch iaugh. 1 was pmhbiy one of those tPat were making 
mistalces. Leaming requires practice so we couldn't do much if the group didn't 
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'get it'. Just more practice was needed or more clarification was needed. ... But uh 
it was ub it was just h d  of interesting to see, you know, that you weren't the only 
one perhaps having problems. What was your thing? Right of lefi or you know 
How many steps back, so, I mean it was it wasn't a problem for me. 1 . . you just 
sort of accept that there would be some problerns uh you know uh ... catching on. 

There was good camaraderie and support. As Ruth comment& " We didn't pull each other apart 

you Imow. It was good. Yeah." Like dancers dong the side of a set, the dancers reached out to 

support each other. This form of dancing encourages social support in a number of ways. Rules 

of social etiquette encourage good mamea, anticipation and awareness of other dancers, and 

courteous use of hands. An important feature of progressive dances is the egalitarian philosophy 

that each couple has a t u .  at the top. 

"Enjoyed the way the group caught on togetherH 

Joint Effort. Another key feature of the group was the fact that the dancea were working 

cwperatively toward a joint goal. It was fÙn for the women to see if they could "get it d l  together 

and maLe it work" (Deiia). Team work is an essential component of both Scottish Country and 

Irish Set Dancing. No rnatter how good the individual technique and knowledge of the dancers 

they can fail to create the dance if they do not have a sense of teamwork. Another dancer remarked, 

I üked the idea chat everybody worked together aad we aü sort of relieci on each other .. 
as opposed to other types of dancing where you're your own sole pair and you do your 
thing. It was very open and was ... really good (Gwyneth) 

Numemus journal entries commented on the rewarûs of joint accomplishment. The following are 

"The group seemed much more together tonight than they wen last week. I'm glad 
1 came" 

"Sense of accomplishment when group 'gets it' " 

"1 liked our f o u ~ m e  today - we worked weii together. After todays [sic] session 1 
was thinking I'd like to fmd out more about joining the Celtic dancing group" 

The cooperative effort on the part of the dancers to mate a unifieci movement, rather than 

cornpethg with other, contributed to minmiiïnig sûess. 
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"1 redy e~joy fhb and I almost think Ir wouùi k o shame to ruin it with men! " 

Women only . Gwyneth was attracteâ to the group because it was for women only. 

1 enjoy dancing and the idea that it was al1 women really appealed to me because 1 
felt ... nght now to get out and to go dancing and to do it with a bunch ofwomen 
who were basically in the same age group gohg through the same .. Urn changes 
that 1 am that it could end up king somechùig that was good, and it was very good. 
Sometimes people aren't as cornfortable in a mixed group. 

Later in the interview she commentai 

1 think, um, one of the things that was mentioned is, if we continue dancing some 
people wanted their husbands or spouses or men to corne and ... 1 very much enjoy 
that type of dancing too but 1 think, just my thoughts, diat if there were men 
involveâ, a lot of us wouldn't have felt as ~elaxed and as comfortable and as able to 
have the fun You know sometimes 1 think what happens is um ... we're al1 not 
shaped the same. Were not al1 ... and not everybody feels cornfortable with that 
always. 1 think we have to go ... there's still a lot to be done for women to feel 
comfortable with who they are, whether they've got an extra roll or an extra tire or 
whether they're, they're twiggy thin. And 1 just think that this group was so good 
for that, because we had al1 different shapes and sizes and we were able to just, dl 
just relax and it just didn't matter. 

The fact that this was a 'îwomen only" group freed the dancers, who might othenvise have felt self- 

conscious, to act in an unresewed and unselfconscious manner. Released for a period fiom the 

constraints of socially prescribed behaviour, the women felt comfortable to laugh and giggle and be 

uninhibited. During the group activity during the final class this idea was voiced and discussed. in 

her interview, Aleshia cornmented on this discussion. 

And 1 think something that some of the ladies mentioned when we were there was 
that ... as a group of women together, we have so much, you know we open up, 
we're ouiselves we let ourselves be ourselves. We'll giggle and laugh and be silly, 
but yet when we're with a group of men we kind of hold ourselves stiff and we 
won't let ourselves be who we are. ... So that was really interesting. To me that 
really sticks out in my mind ... That comment really sticks out in my mbd. 

This theme was taken up in the joumals too with commeats such as, 'The women in general are 

uninhibited as they have no men to make them feel shy or dummy." The fact that the group was 

women only allowed the dancers tc feel freer to relax and enjoy themseks. They were less self- 

conscious of their bodies and behaviour tbaa they would have been if men were present. The 

homogeneity or sameness was an additional factor that appeareâ to conaibute to reduced stress. 
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"And the camarrrdnie w M  al( the otllier wumen" 

Social. The sociability of dancing cornes frMn meeting new fiends as you progress d o m  

a set or around the rmm. The group became more than just a group of women getting together to 

dance. It kcame a chance to make new fiiends who cared about each other and had meaningful 

conversations. Regular contact with the same people led to a feeling of group solidarity and the 

dancers looked forward to their times together. As Aleisha put it, 

meeting with other people, laughmg with hem, ub, and 1 ihuik on a weekly bais 
when, when I'm coming with a group of people on a weekly bais you kin&f build 
up some sort of rapport with each other. Say "Gee you seemed a iittle hunied 
today. Are you okay? Or "How is your week?" or bbYou look stressed" or this or 
that. Or the sarne thing that I'm interacting with other people, noticing where 
they're coming h m ,  ihings like that . It sort of gave me tbat rappon over the eight 
weeks that I was going CO see this group of people for eight weeks and we were al1 
together al1 sort of United. 

For women in diis age group, the ease of making fiiends and becorning involved in activities 

through joint intetest in children has disappeared. In their busy lives of work and home, it becomes 

more difficult to meet fiiends. The transient nature of this community also makes developing 

fnendships challenging. Gwyneth commented ou tbis difficulty. 

1 need to meet more people. 1 tùid tbat I've been hem for about 3 112 years. 1 know 
my imrnediate neighbours. 1 don't belong to any othei clubs, groups or 
organizations. And I used to. üh, Before 1 moved hem I was very involved in many 
things. As the kids grew, up of course, you're not so involved any more. And I was 
starting to feel, Iike 1 need sometîling ... so 1 was hoping to get some of that, and it 
did. 

Journal entries also commented on makîng "contact with farniliar faces" and "conversations that 

carne h m  the heart - beyond the how do you do and the weathei' This entry added, "this was 

vexy affllming and made me feel positive again". 

Meno~ause. A featiue of this class was its connection with the Women's Mid-Life 

hject. Infomation h m  the pmject, particularly regarding menopause, was distriiuted to the 

gmup. The women shared and discussed this information before class and during breaks. 

Gwyneth was the only participant who comment& about menopause to me. For Gwyneth the 
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opportunity to bring menopause into the open and sbaring the experience was important. The fact 

that these women discussed an intimated topic such as this indicates the level of the fiiendships the 

established. 

It's the whole idea 1 chink of um the women going through the different changes. 
We don't undentand it. We don't know a lot about it. Lt's been hidden for so long. 
Not hidden, as in just, not really brougbt out in the open. At lest not in the open. 
You know its k e n  one of those "hot flashes" snicker ,you how, kind thing. You 
know, the memory lapses. Boy do they happen, short terni memory lapses laugh 
and it's it's, it was comforting to go thugh ihis to find that there were so many 
oîher women ... in the same boat. Like I'm really not losing it. So I ihink even that 
in itself was was good. (Gwyneth) 

This sharing led to stress reduction as the women found they shared the same experience as othea 

and were not done. 

External Stress - Cbanne of Focus 

Increase in Stress - External Stressors 

"Go, go, go all day ' 
Many of the stressors that were affecthg the dancea duruig the classes were due to 

Muences extemal to the dance situation. Women reported arriving fatiped and low on energy as 

a result of such factors as an exhausting &y or lack of food. Fatigue and generally feeling low 

were also attributed to the lack of üght, characteristic of oui winter months. Journal entries 

mentioned the lack of sunlight. "The lack of mnlight 1 think is really effecting me feeling 

depressed. I realized this tonight. I think I'U get some lights." Reduced energy compromised the 

dancers ability to l e m  the patterns, do the steps and enjoy the experience. Journal entries also 

commenteci on fatigue. 

"felt a little off the kat as I was tired" 
"1 wish 1 weren't so tired as I would have had more fua and enjoyed myself' 
"somehow I couldn't get the hompipe step and didn't have the mental energy to 

really try it" 

Women also arriveci with physical problems, such as col& sore feet and pulled muscles that added 

to the stress of the dance situation. At least one damer was coping with hot flashes, common to 
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menopausal women, as weU as other menopad symptoms. This was exacerbateci by the wannth 

to the hall we were using. Gwyneth described her stniggle with the symptoms tbat were negatively 

impacting her enjoyment of the dancing. 

There was the oàd time. There was one night, one or two nights that um ... 1 reaily 
felt hstrated but that wasn't the dancing. That was just bad weeks or bad days. 
One of the things, I don? know if you need to know, or if it will corne up is I'm on 
oestrogen replacement and I've gone to injections as opposed to a daily dosage so I 
get hem once a month or whenever 1 need them, and it was the span where I needed 
my injection. My body was telling me you need it and you need it yesterday and 1 
couldn't get in to see my doctor for over a week. So ... hhgs felt a little bit more 
disproportionate than they normally would have. ... I had a harder time 
concentrating. 1 felt like 1 was al1 lefl feet. 1 thoughi , 'This is crazy. Why am 1 
doing this? Doo't be so stupid, Your enjoying it. Do it." Um I wos so hot that I 
was sure that when 1 moved there'd be a little puddle on the floor behind me, like it 
was just an incredible feeling, just incredible. But on the whole 1 just noticed every 
&y, .. except for the &y that I felt a little mistrateci, even when 1 was feeling 
hstrated, 1 enjoyed it. So every one of hem there was always something good. 

The dancers reported that dancing pmvided a nice relief fiom the stressors in their workplaces and 

at home but, while the dancing allowed a break h m  the stresses of the &y, it could not eradicate al1 

intense feelings. Emotions about people h m  outside of the dance class sometimes remained - the 

grief over the death of a teenager, concem about a daughter driving out of town on winter rads. 

rage over the unfair treatment a child received at xhool. These things lingered in the backs of the 

dancers' minds. 

#The u ~ ~ m i n g  toflthe dance evmt was ~ n r s ~ f u l !  ?" 

For some of the women who joined the dance p u p Y  maintaining the coMNhnent to 

coming was chailenguig. Competing priorities created stress. Dancers struggled with family 

discorâ over their attendance. Ow woman had to bring her four children in order to fidfill her 

cornmitment to attend. Visiting relatives also pmvided a conflic~g priority. The classes were heId 

during the season pnor to Christmas, typicaily a busy time. Dancers reporteci their struggles to 

meet this cornmitment. 

1 did better and enjoyed myself 1 almost weni Christmas shopping Mead as this is 
my night out of the house a week when most stores are open. I'm glad I dida't - or 
I wouid have aiways struggd with a deCatd f i h g .  1 fkd ttiumphant - or at kast 
slightîy overcoming rather than ovenome (Journal Entiy). 
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1 reaUy enjoyed the p u p  thing that we did at the end And, uh, that was a &y that 1 
was not going to make it and 1 told myself "No, this was a cornmitment that 1 had 
made um 1 need to stick to this9'(Aleisha). 

Due to school midtem 1 felt pushed for time but 1 made the decision to come and 
make the most of the tirne before and after the class. 1 also had arranged for 
someone to give me a ride - pick me up - 1 was lodung forward to this opportunity 
to comect and get to know this pemn. So came. Making a cornmitment to myself 
and maintainhg that is a challenge for me (Journal Entry) . 
1 have enjoyed the dancing for the last few weeks but felt stressed many times and 
alrnost didn't come - but 1 had made a cornmitment (Journal Entry). 

The women also struggled with nishing to get to the class afier work or afier rachg chiidren io their 

activities. AU reported they were glad they maintaineci the cornmitment and mme, who could not, 

rnentioned they were sorry if they had to miss. Absent dances, who were not as committed, also 

created stress in those who were there. ûne dancer wmte in her journal, "1 find myself feeling a 

liale mistrateci with those 1 work with that missed last week, and don? know what they are doing." 

Decrease in Stress - Cban~e of Focus 

"Get so cunceutruîtd hete you fogcr dl other concerns 

Successful dancing requires total concentration. Whethrr dancing or waiting to join the 

dance, each dancer must obsewe ail that is happening and anticipate what is about to take place. 

W e  dancing, the dancers requin an awanmss of their position in relation to the othen and in 

relation to the music. In response to the question ''Describe how the dance sessions affected your 

stress levels" during the gmup activity, many of the women nsponded by refeMig to the focus 

dancing required. Fausing on the dancing pmvided respite h m  the stresses of eveiyday Me. ï h e  

foilowing response h m  one participant is characteristic: 

Once we started the classldancing, 1 forgot about everything else for the length of 
the class. I seemed to come to tenns with my e x t e d  womes and nght now, at 
Ieast, 1 feel less anxious about hem. (Group Feedback) 

AU five of the dancers who participateci in the intmiews described dancing as offering a break 

h m  everyday Life by providing a change of focus. For Aleisha, "Listening to music helps ber] to 
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shut down everythmg else down". Della found it fua to spend "a little bit of time away h m  uh 

so called problems that uh you encounter durllig the day or what you might have in your minci". 

Ruth commented that she beiieved dancing conmbuted to stress reduction because "at the tirne 

when we're dancing ... you don't have t h e  to think about anyihrng else." She continued. 

1 was focused, 1 was really focused in the dancing where 1 didn't think of anyihiag 
else because some of, a lot of the dances were new and 1 wanted to get hem right 
and so 1 1 concentrated on what we were doing. And um ... and uh 1 felt that 1, you 
how, was using my body and feeling that 1 was getting some exercise and uh ... 
that made me feel good and um ..... But, as 1 said 1 was really conceatrating on what 
we were doing and ... the dance was eveiythuig. 

Gwyneth also appreciated the break the dancing provided. She commented, 

Al1 the &ys 1 was feling nally (puse), ke 1 was nady to pull somebody's hair 
out. ... I think ... it gives me something e l r  to focus. Lüce when you're there and 
you're dancingT it doesn't matter what type of dance you'n dohg, 5 to me anyway, 
daocing.You feel the music, you're into the steps, into the mood of it. It just gives 
you something to focus on and when you're then and you'n dancing, ... that's al1 
there is. It doesn't matter that so and so ... Koned something crooked, or it doesn't 
matter that the phones wouldn't stop ringhg ail &y and it doesn't matter that 
rnaybe that report you were looking for wasn't done. It doesn't. lust, what we have 
now is what we have and ... that's good 

This important theme was also found throughout the joumals. The following are 

representative samples ûom three dancers: 

Tompletely pment - not thinking about anything else besides king here with 
these people" 

"There's no time to feel insecure or womed because I'm focusing on the music 
and my body" 

"It helped me to focus on the dance and not the tunnoil I was feeling today" 

For some women, the sootbiiig distraction provided by dancing also helped to change the way ihey 

felt about problems. One group activity ~spoase r a d ,  "Being exposed to something else, it just 

talces away h m  how I fetl, or felt, about an issue earlier". DeNa t w  commented on this 

phenornenon. 

1 guess when you go into .. Um .. This situation, you .. Have recently just le& you 
know, whatever you have to deal wiih during the day and so you might feel anxious 
or whatever about the &YS experience and then, so, &er the dance, um 1 guess? it 
really wasn't that big a deal ..... king exposed to something else, it just takes away 
h m  how 1 hl, or kit, about an issue eariier. 
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Stress lrom the Dancing - Movement and Music 

Iacrease in Stress - Stress Corn the Dancing 

uOne of the things with the dancing wm thete was a certain amount of stress in not 
knnving what yon uere doing* 

There are many stressors irnplicit in the dance situation itself, particularly if 

individuais are at the intmductory level of learning. Participants periodically expressed that 

the dancing was confusing but this was not surprishg and not necessarily distresshg to 

them. As Amanda said, "Of course it would be confiising because 1 wasn't used to the 

dancing". At times the conhision added to the hilarity. At other times the confusion did 

create negative feelings but these were evenhially ovemorne. 

The dancers were challengeci with leamiog new dances with unfamiiiar patterns, 

unaccustomed f ~ o r k  and with unfamiliar people. For one damer, the hard work and the 

concentration at the beginning compromiseâ the enjoyment of the activity. Her journal 

entry reaà, "One has to work very hard & concentrate & at the beginning it takes away the 

pieasure". 

A few dancers, periodically, became discowaged and fiustrated by their own 

inability to dance as well as they would have B e  to. Their journal entries reporteci on the 

discontentment these women were expenencing. 

''1 can do the dance step - but not dwing the dance - Its [sic] so Fnistrating!" 

"1 felt bad that 1 didn't get the last dance" 

"A littie sad - I find 1 have two lefi feet, and feel sorry for my partners" 

"When 1 didn't pick up the dancing steps, my anxiety ievels went up" 

Some dancers found the challenge of dancing in the lead (man's) position or switching 

back and forth h m  male to female positions difficult The folIowing journal mûy said it aII: 

"conhwd about the gender d e  not used to dancing as a man - didn't know what to do, where to 

move, what to hold." 

Dancing with partners also contributed to stress. %me individuals found it uncomfomble 

to dance in contact with people they did not know and expmsed a preference for personal space. 
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As weU dancing in contact with another was restrictive for some of the dancers. 

With the Irish dance, when it was the individual dancing it was okay but when 1, 
when 1 was dancing in the waltz hold with a partner. 1 found that a little stressful 
because then 1 had to redy ... because 1 was the leader 1 had to be really a w m  of 
how 1 was .. ieading my partner and so 1 found that a üttie stressful because even in 
the best of thes, even when I'm just doing social dance I prefer, mybe dancing 
with a parnier, but not hand in hand [...]. So, that type of dancing is always 1 feel is 
restricting for me and so the Irish dance ... That to me was a little more stressful. 
( Aieisha). 

It was not uncornmon for dancers to cope with partnets who were having difficulty. Ruth described 

this expenence aptiy. " Lt's sort of like moving a tank around.". This created stress, not only for 

the better damer but aiso for the person who was having problems. On the day that Ruth grappled 

with the challenge of leading a paitner who was struggling, her partner wrote in her journal, 

My partner was more experienced and our personalities didn't jive, even at my 
attempts to do my best. 1 found that 1 was uncornfortable for part of the dancing 
hying not to fnistrate my partner. 

The women who were having difficulty not oniy affécted their parzners, they also provided a 

challenge to whole sets. 

It wasn't difficdt to know what the step was to be, but it was difficult not to ru into 
the couple in front of you - especiaily in our p u p  as they were always two beats 
behind on changing position. When we needed to move to that spot - tbey were 
occupying it. -Made us ail bal1 up - tyhg up the couple behind us. (Joumal Eatry) 

For many of the women, dancing was a lot more physicai exenion than they were used io in . 

theu daily life and they found themselves having difficulty keeping up and feeling hot and 

Um .. 1 fond the INh ones a Little bit .. um .. as you said in the beginning, a linle 
bit more involved Lmcgh a linle bit more upbeat, more energy was needed in there 
lough. It was nice to go back to the Scottish just to sort of calm down and thioking 
"Oh 1 must be getting old" Iaugh. iaugh. laugh. And you know uh the energy 
level was really mt there @ella). 

gettiag in step al1 the thne for me was quite dificuit as 1 need to get in shape and 
move faster (Journal Entry) 

Many dancers reported dimness h m  both the Scottish ceilidh dances and the Irish Set Dances. 

For some women this was experienced as giddiness and othen were chdeoged by it 

The Irish was quite âizzying. lough Some other people found that too. But 1 
enjoyd it aii. ... Even ihough it made me diruy (hiinda) 
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challenge to be more grounded - stay on rny heels. When 1 did I was less dizzy and 
had more control (less likely to collide) (Journal Enny) 

But, for the few women who suffered h m  vertigo, this took away h m  the enjoyment of the 

dancing and made the experience more stressfiil. 

Some of the dancers found the lrish music less enjoyable than the Scottish and this affected 

their enjoyment of the dancing. One journal entry commented "The Irish music was way too fast 

and I didn' t enjoy dancing to it." The type of music also affected how easily the dancers did or did 

not leam the dances. Another journal recording read, "The type of musichat really makes a 

difference as to how 1 catch on - tonight 1 didn't!!". 

Decrease in Stress - Movement and Music 

"1 enjcy the rhythm und the a m i s e  involied in da~cing" 

In spite of al1 the stress of coping with a new experience and unfaMliar people, with the 

exception of the women who suffered h m  vertigo, the dancers reportai they had an enjoyable 

dance experience and used descriptors such as great, fun, wondemil, exhilarating, positive, 

GOOD. As mentioned in the literature review, dance combines thtee important elements, dance, 

music and exercise, al1 of which have been shown to have stress-reducing properties. How 

movement and music interact has not been studied, but it is possible that the combination of 

movement and music is more! effdve  than either one by itselt 

u04n~e ... just mtùes me frcl g w l m  

Movemeit - Esercise and Dance. in spite of feeling hot and exhausted at the conclusion 

of the dance sessions, most dancers reprted feeling kaa, more awake, reîaxed and invigorated, 

d e r  getting some exercise. The dancers appreeiated dancing as a fom of exercise in an enjoyable 

mode and within their ability. Journal entries commented "good exercise", "a good workout", 

"notice legs seem to be a lot stroager", "my legs seem to be 'building up' ". During the group 

Feedback one h c e r ,  in responoing to the question about how dancing dktd hr stress Irvzls, 
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The muscles in my legs & feet have become much stronger which has made my 
posture better & impmved the difficulties I've had with my feet. This is physical, 
but over ail it has made me a happier person, making me feel more confident ... So 
because of the physical beaefits tny stress level bas become less. 1 have also had 
more energy . 

The dancers who were interviewed also commented on the exercise benefits of dancing. Ruth 

cornmented, 4 felt that I was using my body and feeling that 1 was getting some exercise and that 

made me feel good". At another point in her interview she said, 

And i thought uh 1 thought it would make me fitter and um ... 1 felt it did and I think 
I've achieved that. Its son of made me want to keep moving so I've siarted walking 
more in between and uh ..... And uh ... like the feeling that my body is responding ... 
You feel better. 

Gwyneth, too, particularly enjoyed dance as an enjoyable form of exercise. 

One of the top things is 1 need to get out and get exercise. ..... I really enjoyed the 
physical aspect of it. I haven't tumeci into a body beautiful ovemight but I'm getthg 
out, I'm doing something. It's an exercise 1 cm do. I'm not one for aerobics. I 
don't like NRNng. But dance has always been a fua sort of exercise. 

The benefits of dancing extended beyond simply providing a pleasant form of exercise. One 

dancer, in her journal, reflected on her "desire to learn acaial dances - not simply exercise". Dance 

was valued as an opportunity for the dancers to express themselves in an artistic manner. Aleisha 

described the "Freedom of movement" as a 4'wondemil expenence". She stated 

I've been able to express myself ... I'm not an artist aod I'm I'm not creative. To 
me 1 feel I'm not creative as far as bandiaah and cooking and things like that. 
Movement, W o m  of movement bas always been something for me. So after 
dance 1 realiy fecl that I've been able to let go of myself emotiodly and its ohy. 
And 1 always feel better after any dance. 

The dancers enjoyed the "elegance" and "stateliness" of the Scottish Country Dancing. Many 

found it easier, and iherefor, more relaxing, than the Irish Set, Sliabh Luachra. But many dancers 

also enjoyed the challenge and vigour if îhe Sfiabh Luuchra Set. Most enjoyed both f m s  of 

dance. in her journal, one dancer described the experience of accomplishing a dance as "magically 

beautifùi". Dance was particularly enjoyable if the women had a partner who "caught on 

quickly". Dancers also commented that they enjoyed the "mental stimulation" of the dancing and 

the "ciose contact with peopiez' dance offemi. Dancing for some aiso providrd an "exciiiug" 
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way for m e  women to c o ~ e c t  with their heritage. 

music is really relaximg and nrukes me feei hqm" 

Music. Cornments on the music suggested the ability of the music to affect motion. 

Dancers described it as "happy", "soothiag", "comfy" and "meloâic". One dancer commented 

in her journal ihat "The music is so fast & lively, you can't help but feel energetic listening to it". 

Another dancer recordai 

The second the music starteci playing my spirits were lified. 1 knew they would be & 
as 1 walked in tonight a woman h m  the parking loi asked how I was. 1 nplied, 
"I've seen better nights." But al1 the intellectml taik does not go as deep as the 
music does when 1 hear it. 

Aleisha contnbuted the notion that she p r e f e d  going '?O an aerobic class rather than just do 

[her) individual workout because music itself is a stress reducer for ber]. She added 

So ya, 1'11 come home. If I'm very stressed then 1'11 take my walkman and put some 
really, um, I've got some different types of music that 1'11 play. If I'm really really 
weepy, 1'11 play some sort of music that wiii mice me weep Laugh so I'U weep it 
out or 1'11 put some music that is reaily hyper which d l  kind of soit of dance me 
out and get me going so that 1 fmd mhices my stress. 

Music not only contributed to emotio~l state, as mentioned earlier it also augmented the leaming of 

the dances. nie following journal enûies record the ability of the music to enhance the leaming: 

"1 was allowing myself to feel like I was a buden on my partner and then 1 decided 
to 'let go' of that and listen to the beat of the music - get out of the way of myself & 
enjoy ." 
'The strathspey [a step used in Scottish Country dancing] took a long tirne to come 
back to me but once the music started it fell into place." 

Challenge - - Fun and Launhter 

Increase in Stress - Challenne 

"I want to k t  that one now. I don't wont it to beat me" 

Participahg in a dance class was a stress that the dancers could cope with successiùlly. 

The women expresseci determination to master the dances and expressed feelings of satisfaction 

and achievement wnen diey did. Ruth had difncuity wiih oar diince and was deieiu*l to 
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conquer it. 

Weii as 1 mentioned before to you, 1 did have trouble [...] when we had that one 
dance that 1 (Laugh) 1 got completely ... fiiddled ... with tbat one. But 1 wouid ~ a l l y  
W<e to try that one again to see if, if uh, if I've got it through my head now. If 1 
would have as much trouble. 

Gwyueth was attracted to the Irish dancing because of the potential for leamhg more intricate 

footwork. 

I liked the Irish with the idea of the more intricate footwork and where you cm get 
more intncate with it. You cm be vexy plain or we noticed h m  the videos that srne 
of the footwork that you cm get quite, quite fancier andhat's something that 1 think 
1 would like to do but I wouldn't lüce to do just that. 

Dancers expressed their enjoyrnent of challenge in the joumals too. 

- challenging patterns were nice, good to try diffemt partnets and change groups 

- was quite challenging but entertaining & enjoyable dl the same 

- Wish we had more time to master some of these dances and do them a little more 
frequentl y. 

The body of researcb into the e f f m  of exercise, music and dance has focused solely on the 

reduction of stress. in doing so it has failed to recognize the important role that positive stress, as 

Selye coined it - eustress, plays in relief h m  bo~dom and in chailenging individuals to stretch 

their capabilities. For most of the dancers the stress created by challenge encouraged hem to strive 

for accomplishrnent. Tais positive stress led to the satisfaction of accomplishrnent and mastery. 

Decrease in Stress - Fun and Laupbter 

UEvrrpne seemed r ha= fun" 

Ali of the women who were intemiewed talked about fiui. Without a doubt, one of the most 

frequently used words, repeated throughout the interviews and joumals was the word "fun'. And 

fun was denved nMn various factors. For some the fûn came h m  making demands on themselves 

physicdy and mentally. For others fun was derived h m  king and doing new thhgs together 

with other women. For yet others, hm was denved h m  extending themselves physically. Fun 

also came h m  leaming and doing the âances together. For one womao fun was "spending a Little 

bit of thne away h m  uh so cailed problems that uh you encounter during the &y or what you 
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might bave in your mind" (Della). 

ULa~gked iodqy like Ipmhbly haven 't laughed in years" 

Along with the fun came laughter. Laughter served an important purpose of relieving some 

of the stressors created by the new leaming situation. The women laughed together as they were 

challenged to master the pattems and broke into hysterin when they got tangled up. 

So anythuig that is um ... As I saià, uh causes you to release those endorphins, uh 
you know, physical exercise, laughter um that helps to reduce stress. ... There were 
... times when we could just couidn't get it together* We were just laughing, you 
Imow, everybody was just giggling and laughing and just wondering and uh As 1 
say, Just made you stop. You Kaow, You couidn't about anythmg else except, 
you know "How did we get into U s  thing?" (Della). 

inadvertent body contact too resulted in giggling. The women laughed with enjoyment as they 

danced, and clapped enthusiasticdly with the successfûl completion of a dance. Women made such 

comments in theu joumals as: 

"It was a mat group of women. We were d l  able to laugh at our mistakes, and 
just have a great the." 

"It was hard not to giggle as we al1 fiunbled through the steps. 1 feel GOOD!" 

'Tm leaming to laugh and smile more" 

"Last week we went home in hysterics! Thanks." 

We cannot underestimate the rejuvenating power of gaiety and laughter. Della pointed out that 

often we do not have fun and laughter in our lives and become run d o m  for ih is  lack. 

Ya, to have fun and to laugh. 1 think that uh today's lives are tw serious, you know 
with al1 the problems it bkgs  and, you know, and 1 uh as 1 said. ... Not that 1 Ne 
dance to be viewed as a distraction, You know, but there are, It is important that you 
b d  things that you enjoy doing and 1 ihuik that helps you um .... your outlook on 
how distress is affecting you and other people. .. if you .. you know continue to 
deal uh with your stresses and there's no hope of uh, you know, having some fun 
out of it 1 think you get wom down Ue. 

New Learning and Mastem 

"Once d a while you get used îu too many ... f a m i k  things and its nice to do something 
& f l in tD  

None of the dancers who were intervieweci joined the class for stress miuction or ïeimtiioo, 
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although Aleisha did say that she knew "innately that dance is a g d  expenence for reducing 

stress". Amanda wanted to dance because she enjoys learning and doing something different. 

Aleisha was curious to know how she would score when her stress level was measwed. She also 

came for the 'Wuill of movement" she experiences when dancing. Ruth had joined one of the 

existing Celtic dance groups earlier out of curiosity. The experience was rewarding enough for her 

to decide to join another one. She thought, dancing twice a week would be more exercise and [she 

could] help with an educational thesis. Ruth also relished the personal chailenge. Gwyneth joined 

for fun, exercise and an oppommity to meet new people. Della came for a "linle break" fiom what 

she normally did. These women might al1 be described as "stress seekers". Stress is a pan of any 

new situation and these dancers were seeking novelty, stimulation and exercise. 

"I think we d wanted ... to leam soniething " 
AU of the dancers who were inte~ewed expressed the pleasure and satisfaction which they 

derived h m  leamhg the new slàlls. They lookeû foward each week to leamuig new steps and 

dances. For Aleisha, this leamhg was crucial. 

1 th& the biggest thing here was .. it was women, we were together, we were doing 
something. We were not just sitting in a ckle  with a cup of coffee "lets have a taik 
session". This was not a taik session. If we exchanged a liitle bit of talk here and 
there, it was aîi right but this was not a talk session. This was something we were 
learning together and 1 think that was where the fun came .. was we could put the 
other gossip, gossip laugh behind because we were leaming somethhg together. 

Gwyneth has done a significant amount of dancing throughout her youth and iaught dancing as an 

adult. She looked fofward to the situation where she couid be a learner again, instead of a teacher. 

in al my years of dancing, I've never done this type. .. I've never done tbis type of 
dancing so it was a chance for me to be somewhere ... learning as opposed to 
instnicting . Lately when I've been in any sort of dance p u p  I've been helping or 
teaching - so to be an absolute beginner was something tbat interesteci me and 1 
reaily enjoyed it. 

For Delia, it was heartening to know that she can still leam. 

Dancing was an activity where I was leamhg & processing new info. It was 
something new [...] its nice when you lmow when a p u p  can get together and, you 
lmow leam, something and do i t  Laugh so that's encouraghg bt, you still can 
kam, h g h  . You how hey wy mmehtxi iIiat old dogs cm' t l e m  nea- nich but 
augh WeU you h o w  its just your attitude towards lots of things, you know, I thinic 
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we al1 wanted ... to learn something, you know, new and uh this was a fun way of 
doing it. 

Throughout the journals, the dancers expressed their enjoyment of learning in phrases such as 

"enjoyed leaming the new dances", "felt good to learn new steps", "it was great! Learned a nice 

dance using the strathspey" (a Scottish Country dance step). 

"Gouâ, nice to corne bac& to carlier dances we learned - relaxing " 

The women relished the challenge of new leamiag and thrill of mastery, but they also 

appreciated and were relaxed and calmed by the familiar. Aleisha is a very competent Scottish 

country dancer already and expressed her enjoyment of the Scottish dancing because she " knew 

where [she] was comlng hom". One dancer expresse& in her journal, particular enjoyment of a 

lesson where "most of the flow & step combinations are ones [she has] been familiar with since 

childhd'.  As the classes pmgressed, what seemed overwhelming at fust seemed to become 

easy. 

At first the Scottish seemed like, "Oh my god we'l never leam al1 this!" and then 
afler we'd done it for a couple of weeks when we moved into the Irish, Scottish 
seemed so much simpler. (Gwyneth) 

Della expressed relief at the r e m  to famiiiar Scottish dancing afler a challenging fmt class of Irish 

Set Dancing. 

1 found the lrish ones a little bit .. um .. as you said in the beginning* a M e  bit more 
involved Luugh a Little bit more upbeat, more energy was needed in there laugh. It 
was nice to go back to the Scottish just to sort of calm dom. 

J o u d  entries too expressed enjoyment of the familiar. 

"Felt more cornfortable w i l  steps I am more familiar" 

"Its starting to feel more familiar as we get in to more patterns." 

"Dance was more vigorous than previous nights - I enjoyed that, but also enjoy 
retuming to the old familüu, more nlaxing dances we've leamed - the variety is 
aice." 

"1 have an easier time to pick up the aew steps, 1 enjoyed especidly the last dance. 
(The dance we learned h m  before!)" 
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Ul have accomp1iShed P Iot t*! 

Ruth summed up the feeling of satisfaction the dancers derived h m  mastering the dances. 

Oh uh. ..... 1 feel I've accomplished something. 1 feel that I've Uh ... uh 1 enjoy 
dancing, 1 enjoy moving and its, its a really exhilarathg experience to have 
accomplished this. And usually after we've done a dance and we've done it well ... 
uh with out too many mistakes its uh ... it feels ... Uh ... You get a sense of 
accomplishment. 

Feelings ofaccomplishment also dominated the joumals with entries such as the following: 

"more challenging but happy I pariicipated proud 1 got the bang of the somewhat 
dificult dances" 

"worked through some real slow periods and many of us not getting the jist of the 
dance. Fnistmting at times, but stuck with it - was grateful questions were answered 
and worked through the group where 1 fecl we mastered it - not perfkct and not 
exactly perfection - but a smooth rhythmic c~pera t ive  working together." 

"1 was fnistrated when I didn't get a step and we went on to the next - 1 thought 1 
wouldn't get it in sequence if 1 rnissed one - but 1 trusted the process and the teacher 
is very g d  at hearhg us al1 out and repeating the steps over and over untilI was 
very satisfted - actually Joyful!!!" 

"What stands out for me today - Accomplishment" 

"pleased I caught on so well. It felt great to accomplish the steps when at first it felt 
ovenvhelming" 

"1 am feeling very proud of myself and very contented & quite at the top of the 
world" 

"tired but proud 1 got the hang of a difficult dance" 

The women experienced the self-satsfaction of achievement as they learned the dances. As well. 

familiarîty with the dances and with each other resuited in a reduction of stress. 

Leadership 

Only a few dancers commented on the role of the insmictor, but those who did indicated a 

recognition of the importance of the role this individual plays. The leader of the dance class is 

charged with "choreographing" the exmence - organizing the p u p  process so that the women 

have a positive social experience and creating a atmosphere imwhich people feel îree to relax and 

have fuo. It is up to the instmctor to monitor the abilities of the dancers to rise to the challenge of 

any particular dance and make adjustments when necessary. The ability of the dancers to l e m  
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depends on the presence of an instnictor who can teach. That this is a taken for granted role is 

evident in Della's statement, "And, of course, you could cl@ uh laugh if you saw us fluRmg 

dong or, you know ... So you would stop and you know advise us". This is as it should be. 

Group confidence in the instructor contributes to a mon relaxing atmosphere. Some women did 

take t h e  in iheir journals and during the group activity to comment on the teaching with statements 

such as the following: 

"Just how very good an instructor you are. You explain so well!" 

"Thankyou Carol. You are an excellent teacher - very non-judgrnental." 

"The teacher is vexy good at hearing us all out and repeating the steps over and over until 1 
was very satisfieb' 

"No pressure to "do it right" - it's just fun" 

These comments also allude to the d e  the insmictor plays in creating the non-judgementd, non- 

threatening atmosphere. Both the group environment and the movement and music have potential to 

contribute to as well as to reduce stress and the instmctor plays a key role in creating an atmosphere 

w h e ~  an optimum stress level - one that motivates without discouraging - is present. It is also up 

to the instnictor to develop a program that challenges and encowages achievement in a setting that 

allows the stress created by ihis challenge to be dissipated by hin and enjoyment. 

For a bnef t h e  the women were fRed from tûeir responsibilities. This also conaibuted to 

reduced stress. Ruth talked about ihis &dom from respsibility and described it "leaving a trail 

of debns and not having to clean up d e r  yourself'. The women were happy to leave 

responsibility - for remembering, for organizing, for caretaking - in the han& of the leader while 

they nolicked and played like c a r e h  children. 

Change in Emotional State 

"YOU fccl a 1 .  bar" 

AU of the dancers who participatecl in the interviews reporteci a change in feeling state h m  

the beginning of the class to the end. Some emergd h m  the class feeling more relaxed. Othea 

reported feeling energized. As Amanda put it . 'lou feel a lot better. .... A little bit of weight is 
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taken off" She also reported "1 feel the stress come off of me". Aleisha spoke about 

particularly stressfil life circumstances happening in her life duriog the same time pend as the 

dance classes. Dancing helped to relieve the stress. 

Especially in those seven or eight weeks that we did our dance that specific set of 
dances for those eight weeks I found my stress level was coming up, way, this hi& 
really high then somehow by the end of the evening my stress had really gone 
dom even though 1 was realiy ticed some days. ..... 1 remember that first time we 
did the um we did the test [Speilberger's STAI], there was some really stressful 
ihlligs that were happening at home and um it was just everythg sort of there and it 
was quite interesthg to see that - wow! - it [stress level] really dropped in that one 
hour or that oneand-a-half-hours tint we danced and when we took the test again 
after the dance it kinda, looking at it ihiaking -wow- did it ever &op! 

Aleisha added, "1 always feel better afler aay dance." Ruth found the experience "really 

exhilarating", whereas Della found it "rellaxug". This theme of change of emotional state was 

also fouod in the joumals. 

Very sad inside because of the loss ihis week of a nineteen year old fnend of my 
son. [Dancing] helped me relax for a few seconds now and then, also 1 was able to 
think about ways to see the loss in a less fuiile perspective." 

"Somethes (iike last week especially) 1 was realiy tired before 1 came out, but felt 
very energised afler dancing" 

"When 1 came here 1 was rather tense - trying day at work ... A h  king able to 
relax and dance 1 feel much better. Looking forward to next week." 

" I came out of the experience more relaxed der  a hectic &y; with grandhuater 
getting tired and cmky" 

The overwhelmiag impression of how the wornen felt after the dance class was "the Lifting 

off of a Weight", the core phenornenon . Women used phrases such as "A little bit of weight is 

taken off', "1 feel stress come off of me", " just a wonderful experience just to kind a I don't 

know lift me up", "I feel like I'rn a littie lightet', "Whenever I come here my king is uplified!". 

The dancers also reported feeling "hot", ''tired" and "sweaty" and "out of breaWbut "good". 

Some also described a "peaceful, inner calm" using words ke bhiellow", "calm", "intemal", 

'peace", c4centred", "whole" and "contented". Other dancers reported feeling "exhilarated", 

"energiseà" and "invigorateâ", "ready to move on to someihing else". Some felt "happy", 

"sunny", "cheerful" and "like laughing and taiking". Othen were more "reiaxed" and 

"lwse". Many dancers expressed a desire for more either as wishing dance class was longer, 
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wanting to leam the next dance or continue with the dance we finished with, wanting the dance 

classes to continue beyond the seven week session or wanting to dance in the future. One dancer 

wrote in her journal bbdon't want to stop, f e l I  could dance ail aight". As mentioned previously 

the dancers also expressed feeling of accomplishment and pride. Figure 2 summatizes how the 

women reported feeling &er dancing and how they reporteci feeling when they aie stressed As 

this figure illustrates demonstrates the feehgs at the end of class are the opposite of what the 

women experience when they are feeling stressed. 

The next section of this paper, Chapter Five, presents the quantitative results obtained fiom 

the completion of Speilberger's State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. These results are discussed in terms 

of the interviews and the fml group activity. Also in this chapter, a co~ection is dniwn between 

tbe thernes identified From the interviews and key factors in remiced levels of stress, as identified 

during the fuial group activity. 
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C W T E R  FIVE: QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

In troductioa 

Analysis of the data obtained fiom the administration of Speilberger's State-Trait Anxiety 

hventory (STAI) - Form Y (Speilberger, 1983) support the supposition that participation in Celtic 

Folk Dance has a relationship with reductions in stress as measured by reductions in state and trait 

anxiety. As mentioned previously, anxiety is a common measure of stress in research involving 

stress and exercise. State amiety is transitory and varies with environmental factors. Trait anxiety 

is considered to be a stable part of the personafity. This chapter piesents a su- (Figures 3 to 

10) of the pre- and pst-  class STAI scores. These scores demonstrate a trend for orduced anxiety 

scores fiom the beginning of the dance classes to the end and an increase in the number of dancers 

whose scores fa11 below the 50th peicent.de of the population (as assessed against noms 

established by Speilberger) afler dancing. Pre- and pst-class test results for STAi were subjected 

to paired -tests. The resulting 1 scores demonstrate a statistically significant link b e ~ n  

participation in dancing and changes in stress levels. As part of this research, the dancers 

participated in a goup activity centred mund the group results and individual redts on STAI. 

This chapter will conclude with a discussion of the fmdings in light of the gmup feedback. 

Spcilbegcr Stat-Tnit Anxiety Inventory 

Speilberger State-Trait Anxiety hventory (STAI) - Fonn Y (Speilberger, 1983) was used to 

measure the stress level of the dancers pnor to and afler the class on two separate occasions -the 

h t  class and the sixth, or second last, class. As was mentioned earlier STAi is the most common 

instrument used to measure stress levels in reseaich on exaise and stress (Rostad & Long, 1996). 

The resuits of this testhg is reponed for two different groupings: the group as a whole @=25 for 

the first testing and 0=16 for the second) and the women who would be identified as rnid-lüé, that is 

ages 45-65 @=18 for the f h t  testing and -13 for the second). For STAI, a score of 20 is the 

base score, representing no anxiety. As anxiety increases, the scores increase to a maximum of 80. 

Figures 3 to 10 summarize the state and trait anxiety scores recorded by the dancers for boh 
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I 0 Pre-Ciass Scores 
Post-Ctass Scores I 

25 to 29 35 to 39 45 to 49 55 to 59 

Sbte Anxiety Score Range 

Fime 3. State Anxiety Scores PreRost - Class 1 - Entire Class (N=25) 

l 0 Pre-Class Scores 
Post-Class %ores I 

State Anxiety Score Range 

Fimne 4. State Anxiety Scores PrePost - Class I - Ages 45 - 65 (n=18) 
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Post-Class Scores 

Trait Anxiety Score Range 

Figure 5. Trait Anxiety Scores M o s t  - Class 1 - Entire Class (N=25) 

I 0 Pie-Class Scores 
Post-Ctass Scores I 

i 20 t~ 24 30 t~ 34 40 to 44 50 t~ 54 
25 to 29 35 ta 39 45 to 49 55 to 59 

Trait Anxiety Scare Range 

F i p  6. Trait Anxiety Scores M o s t  - Class 1 - Ages 45 - 65 (1148) 
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l O Pre-Class Scores 
Pest Class Scores I 

20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40  to 44 45 to 49 

State Anxiety Score Range 

Figure 7. State Anxiety Scores M o s t  - Class 6 - Entire Class (n=L6) 

I O Pte-Class Scores 
Post Ciass Scores I 

20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 

St-ate Anxiety S m  Range 

Fimm 8. State Anxiety Scores M o s t  - Class 6 - Ages 45 - 65 (n=13) 
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I O Pre-Class Scores 
Post Cfass Scores I 

20 ta 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 4 0  to 44 45 to 49 

Trait Anxiety Smte Range 

Fiwe 9. Trait Anxiety Scores PrdPost - Class 6 - Entire Class (n=16) 

Post Class Scores 

1 
20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 

Trait .9nxiety Smre Range 

Fimire IO. Trait Anxiety Scores PreRost - Class 6 - Ages 45 - 65 (n=13) 
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testing occasions. nie bar graphs iadicate a general trend for both state and trait arYUety scores to 

be reduced nom the beginniag of each class to the end. Speilberger (1983) provides the nomis for 

state and trait scores for women of this age group. The fiftieth percentile for ali age groups fds 

within the 30 io 34 range of scores. Using the top of this range (34) as a cut off point, we cm 

discem how many dancers scored above and below the 50th perceutile before and fier ciass on 

each occasion. The trend toward reduced state and trait scores is clearly uidicated on Table 4 which 

shows the number of dancers who scored below the Sûth percentile pre- and pst- class for both 

class 1 and class 6. 

Table 3 
Nwnber of Dancers Who Scored Below the Fiftieth Percentile Pre and Post Class 

Nurnber Who Scored Number Who Scored 
below the 50th below the 50th 
Percen tile- Percentile- 

Pre Class Post Class 

Al1 Dancers(N=25) State I t 20 

Trait 7 11 

Dancers 45-65 (n= 1 8) State I l  

Trait 6 

Class 6 

AU Dancers(H6) State 9 

Trait 4 
- -  - - 

Dancers 45-65 (n= 13) State 7 

Trait 3 
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SPSS program was used to perform pciired w s t s  to compare the pre- and pst-class STAl 

means to determine if the apparent trend toward Leduced state and trait anxiety scores was 

significant. Table 5 summarizes these resdts for both groups, the class as a whole and dancers in 

the 45-65 year age group. Using an alpha level of .OS, the results from aii STAi testing - with the 

exception of the fint state testing for the 45-65 age group - were statistically significant: u24) = 

4 . 2 4 , ~  =.OOO; g24) = 4.38, e=.OOO; y17) = 3.91, e =.ûOl; a17) = 2, p =.062*; H15) = 2.52, p 

=.024; l5)=S. 13, @lOû; j(12) = 2.48, e =.029; 12) = 5.05, p =.000). From this I can couclude 

ihat these result. reflect a real relationship between participation in the dance classes and decreases 

in ovedl stress, as measured by STAI, and aie not due to c h c e  factors. Furthemore, reductions 

in trait anxiety for ail gmupings are sigaificant at lest to the .O1 level. 

The first state anxiety testing for the 45 to 65 year old group did not reach significance 

(t(17) = 2, g=.062). The fact that six of the eighteen women in ihis age group had pre-class state 

scores of less than 30 could have impacted this resuit. As one damer commented, "1 probably 

really threw off the results, as my life is so stress free myway. There wasn't much rwm to lower 

the stress any further." lncreases in the scores of women who had very low pre-test scores could 

have been due to regression toward the meaa. Another factor to be considered is the repeated 

administration of the same instrument on the sarne day to the same individuals. This could have 

resulted in mialler variations in means for this group. 

1 believe this is a modest statement of significance for a number of reasons. Hi@ stress 

levels were not a cntmon for inclusion in the saidy, so the mdts include women who 

demonstrateci low levels of stress to kgin with. Given that the repeat testing was done ninety 

minutes der the initial testing, one w d d  not expect signifcant changes, puticularly in trait anxiety 

which is supposed to be relatively stable. 

As the topic of this research was known by the participants to be Celtic folk dance and 

stress rnanagememt, there may have been a tendency on the part of the participants to provide 

answers that would assist the researcher to find that dancing reduced stress. Reduced stress may 

bave been seen to be the socially desinible result. However, it is hpo<tant to note that the women 
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who took pas in this study knew that they would receive copies of their results. These results 

would be meaningless to hem if they were not honest in their answers. Scoruig sheets were 

identified only by code names to hide the identity of the respondents tom the researcher and thus 

encourage them to give accurate respooses to the questions. 

Table 4 

Results of Paired- t Tests for Pre- and Post- Class Redts  

PreClass PostClass p value - d f 2-Tailed 
Meansl Means/ Sigai ficance 
SD SD (El 

Class 1 

Al1 State 34.U 27.61 4.24 24 .O00 
Dancers 9.60 7.76 
(N=2S) 

Trait 401 36.521 4.38 24 .O00 
9.22 10.06 

Dancers State 3 1.331 26.501 2.00 17 .O62 
ages 45-65 8.70 7.20 
(n= 1 8) 

Trait 38.221 34.221 3.91 17 .O01 
8.03 7.95 

Class 6 

All State 3 1.381 26.25/ 2.52 15 .O24 
Dancers 8.67 5.52 
(n= 1 6) 

Tnit 36.19 32.381 5.13 15 .O00 
9.22 t 0.06 

Dancers State 3 1.38. 25.541 2.48 12 .O29 
ages 45-65 8.84 5.33 
(n= 1 3) 

Trait 35.W 3 1,691 5.05 12 .O00 
6.30 7.02 
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Table 5 

Results of Paired- t Testine. Showine Reduction in Trait Anxiety - Re-Class 1 to Re-Class 6 

PreCIass 1 PreClass 6 value df 2-Tailed 
Mead Meansl S ignificance 
SD SD (ell 

AU Trait 37.38 36.19 1.16 15 ,265 
Dancers 7.56 6.65 
(n= 1 6) 

Dancers Trait 36.54/ 35.841 .59 12 ,566 
ages 4565 8.70 7.20 
(n= 1 3 )  

Table 6 

Results of Paired- t Testing Showina Reduction in Trait Anxietv -- Post-Class 1 to Post-Class 6 

f ostClass 1 PostClass 6 p value - df 2-Tailed 
Mead Means/ Signi ficance 
SD SD @1 

Al1 Trait 33.671 32.271 1 .O9 14 .292 
Dancers 7.14 796 
(n= 1 5 )  

Dancers Trait 32.80/ 3 1 SOI .98 1 1  .348 
ages 45-65 7.38 7.29 
(n= 1 2) 

Note. ûne dancer did not complete the trait-dety portion of STAI der  the f h t  testing, thus 
there is a discrepaucy between pre- and psi-  class numbers. 

Paired -tests were used to measure the reductioas in trait anxiety only over the course of the 

program, h m  Class 1 to Class 6. State anxiety is situation specific, thus ihis change was oot 

measured for state anxiety results. The results include women who were present for boih testing 

occasions (4 dancers, n = 16; ages 45 - 65, a = 13). While the resdts from these tests (Tables 6 

and 7) show a reduction in trait aaxiety for aü groups h m  week 1 to week 6, this reduction is too 
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srnail to be considered statistically significant: 15) = 1.16, g = .165;.N 12) = .59, p = S66; 14) = 

1.09, p = .292; N11) = .98, E = ,348. However, there is a consistent reduction in both gmupiags 

and the direction does suggest that over a longer pend of tirne or with more fnquent opporiunity 

to dance, there may be potential for reduction in trait anxiety thugh  participation in dance classes 

of this sort. 

in spite of the fact that the results point to a relationship between the Celtic foU< dancing and 

stress reduction we can not assume a causal relationship between dance and stress reduction as 

rnany factors an at play in the dance class situation. Many researchers examining the e ffects of 

exercise and dance on stress bave corne to the point of discovering a relationship, then suggest other 

factors in the situation might also account for the results. This study took the additional step of 

presenting the results to the dancers and asking them how they would account for the redwed leveb 

of stress. 

How the Dancers Viewed the Results 

As part of a p u p  activity dancers (n=17) were asked to identie what they each thought 

was the major factor contributing to reduced stress in the dance class. Table 8 presents the 

compilation of their answers to this question clustered into related groups. Alongside these clusten . 

of factors are the sub-themes identified durhg the interviews as the experience of dance. The sub- 

themes identified - "Movement and Music", "Change of Focus", "Fun and Laughter", "The 

Group of Women" - and the factors identified by the women as contributing to stms reduction 

coincide. Iudging from the number of responses match4 with each subtheme, the women place 

an equai emphasis on aii four factors. 

When the dancers were also asked to ideatiQ al1 other factors that they believed contnbuted 

to stress reduction, the subthernes identîfied h m  the inte~ews and journals were repeated over 

and over. The foilowing aie a s d  sampling: 

Fun and Laughter - "the fun and "silliness' we enjoyed as a group", "laughing", 
"haviog tùn", "nc pressure to 'do it right' - ifs just Fun", '"wu~g 
instructed to srnile'' 
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Table 7 
gr ou^ Feedback to Question "What Would You Identifv as the Major Factor Contributine. to 
Reduced Stress?" 

- - 

Responses to the Question Themes Identified During the interviews 

The joy of dance 
Exercise 
The physicai exenion & resulting 
increase flow of oxygen 
Physical exercise 
Exercise - physical activity 
Creative outiet 

Movement and Music 

Diversion 
Complete absorption in the class 
You cadi worry about the cares of 

the day when you are trying to 
remember the steps of the dance. 
Change of focus 

Change of Focus 

Laughter 
Doing fun things 
Being able to have fun & laugh 
at yourself 
Laughter 

Fun and Laughter 

Group participation 
We were aii equals no one as more 

expenenced or less experienced no The Group of Women 
cornpetition or reprimand 
Interacting while exercising 
ie.Accomplishrnentlfua with others 
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Movement and Music-%e pleasure gaioed From joy of dancing with others", "physical 
activity that is not work", '%igomus activity is exhilarating", 
"musical stimulation of the brain with Happy Music", "the music is 
really nice - d e s  me feel close to my Irish-Scottish mots!!" 

The Group of Women-"a whole group of people working together to create one enjoyable 
experience", "fiiendly atmosphere", "people continued to return to 
class", "human touch and camaraderie", "getting help from others", 
"interaction with others" 

Change of Focus- "focusing on remembering dance steps takes your mind off stressors 
bothering you - it gives your worry a break", "getting out of the 
usual environment that, although wonderful, is still the major source of 
stress in my life", "focusing on something other than responsibilities & 
problems", "leaving stressfûl situations behind" 

in the listing of al l  factors contnbuting to stress reduction, more themes h m  the interviews 

were also repeated. These include "leaming something new", "challenge" and " feeling of 

accomplishment". One person identified " 'revisiting" something 1 did a lot of in earlier yearsy' 

as a factor in stress reduction. 

The dancers were also asked to give feedback regarding their own STAi results. In 

pariicular, they were asked to comment on how well the results ~flected cheu own expenence. 

Their responses are idonnative and insightfùl and suggest that the anxiety levels measured by 

STN provide a good, but not perfect measure of stress levels. For the women whose test results 

indicated reductions in state anxiety, the general feeling was that these results were an accurate 

reflection of their state at the tirne. The women rrported feeling more "relaxeci", "satisfied" and 

"positive" at the end of an evening of dancing. They attributed their own results to the same 

factors that they identified as the major factors contributhg to the overail gmup reçults: "rnind 

[occupied] with fun things like dancing", "any type of physical and especially social physical 

activity, b ~ g s  stress dom", "people were frieadly so m felt better at the end", and "doing 

something new, different and excithg9'. One dancer comrnented, "Even if the lesson was 

challenging and '1 didn't get it', 1 still felt physicaiiy r~laxed". Some surprise was enprsssed at the 

small reductions in state anxiety compareci to how much stress reduction they experienced. One 

dancers commented, "1 am surprised by how s d  the drop in group mean is between pre- and 

pst- compared to how 1 felt before and &er. 
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Surprise was also expressed by some of the Qncers whose results indicated increases in 

state or trait anxiety. The following is a selection of their comments: 

"1 can't explain the slight increase on the h t  session as 1 had a wondemil, 
relaxing time." 

"Probably 1 was somewhat anxious because of lack of dance experience but 1 did 
feel more relaxed at the end of the night." 

"1 can not really explain how it is my results went up, if a higher score p s t  test 
indicates your stress is up but I felt like my stress was gone!" 

The interview with Amanda may give an explmation for th&. Although she declareâ that she 

always felt relaxed at the end of classes, on the &y of the fmt testing she wrote that she felt 

somewhat confused in her journal. Confusion was an item that would incrpase the score on STAi. 

ûthers, whose scores registered increases, felt the results were consistent as they were feeling more 

stressed at the end of the class for reasons such as "expectations of self: "thinking about 

problems" and "being tired after a week or so of peri-menopausal difficulties". 

A few dancers began the class with very low scores. These women's pst-class scores 

stayed the same, or tegistered very srnail increases or decreases. These women ali felt that STAl 

did not reflect their state of relaxation aAer the class. During the discussion after the group activity, 

some commented that, for women with vexy low scores to begin with, there was no provision to 

register their more nlaxed state. 

Trait anxiety is considered to be a personality characteristic, and, as such, would be expected 

to remain constant. Yet the STAi results indicated the most significant change for trait anxiety. For 

two of the dancers who were Uiterviewed, theu trait anxiety scores decreased even as their state 

anxiety scores went up. The women suggested a number of possible explmations for reductions in 

trait ûne damer suggested that the mults may be dw to the euphoria of the moment. A 

nurnber suggested that reduced trait anxiety might be due to a more positive and confident outlook 

due to betia feelings about ihemselves. S e v d  also thought that  the^ was a possibility that the 

trait score actuaiiy reflected the pexsonon's state &ety. It was also posited that having had a break 

h m  problems by parh'cipating in a reiaxhg activity might change the way one views them. Oae 

dmcer even commented, insightfiüly, "People might guess that the study was hoping to show 
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decreased anxiety and so might tend to answer in that way as women tend to W<e to be polite and 

helpful". 

Tbe group mean scores for al1 age groups in this study were higher than the 50th percentile 

nom for STAI. One dancer reflected on this and wondered if this might be due to seasonal or 

geographical factors. These classes were held during the time of year when winter is approaching 

and the days are shortening. As was noted previously, dancers did comment in their joumals about 

the effects of lack of swilight. Perhaps a more important factor in the difference between the mean 

for this group and the n o m  established for STAi is the fact that the noms were established in 

1983. Because of increasing expectations for women to assume d e s  as wage earnea as well as 

homemakers and rnothen of well rouadcd children, women are under considerably more stress to 

tope with an increasing nmber roles and 1983 n o m  may no longer reflect women's actual stress 

levels. Gwyneth and Della, both cornmenteci on increasing d e  expectations. Gwyneth believes 

that, "if it was changed and ... 1 couid be al1 of a sudden a r e m  at home m o n  even though 1 have 

adult children, 1 think that you wouid [find] rny stress levels would be way down". Della reflected, 

I'm thinking ... I know, like it seems like when you think back to days gone by like 
even to your mother and pndmother, 1 mean ... Their lives were busy too, 
physically, you know really busy. Not that ours aren't physically. We seem, you 
know, to have a job too. ... And there's always children and that always keeps us 
busy too. So, ya, I how. Its a a lot of d e s  that females have to take on now. 
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION 

I undertodc this research to explore the expnience of women during and immediately d e r  

participation in Celtic folk dance classes and to conuect that experience with the concept of stress. 

My thesis was that this type of dancing is a panicuiarly appropriate activity to provide stress relief 

for women in mid-Me. in order to conduct the research I taught a series of seven Celtic folk dance 

classes during a p e n d  of xven weeks. Over this tirne I was afTorded the opporhuiity to employ 

different rrsearch methods to obtain and analyze a variety of &ta: 

1) administration of a quantiîative testing instrument - Speilberger's (1983) State Trait 

Anxiety Inventory - FomY (STAI) - pnor to and following two different classes, 

2) a group activity designed to obtain feedback on STAi results, 

3) phenomerological analysis of three sources of &ta 

a) five interviews 

b) guided joumals completed by d l  dancers imrnediateiy following every class 

c) the above mentioned group activity 

The results of STAi testing provide evidence that, over dl, participation in the dance class multed in 

significant short term reduction in anxiety levels - a coauwnly used measure of stress. As well as 

a clear trend toward increased numbers of women scoring below the 50th percentiie (a measure of . 
decreased anxiety), the resuits of pund ptests, with the exception of the fmt state testing for the 

age 45 to 65 group, reached siguificame at alpha .05. The nsults of the first state testing for the 

women ages 45 to 65 may be explained by the pmportionately sipificaat number of women in this 

group who had low preîlass measures of stress. The results h m  this study are consistent with 

the body of literature that indicates participation in most physical activities results in temporary 

reduction in stress. However, while one cm say tbat participation in dance leads to stress reduction, 

this unidimemional view tells us nothing about the phenornenon of stress as it is experienced 

miluig dancing or any physical exexcise. The mults of quantitative testhg are too shplistic to give 

a me understanding of stress as it exists during the dance experience. 

Phenornenologid d y s i s  provided a deeper and ciearet mrlr:rstanriing of th3 J-SS 
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experience tbroughout the dance classes. This analysis suggests tbat a midimensional view of the 

interaction between physical activity and stress is inadequate to explain the dance/exercise - stress 

relationship as there are many factors irnplicit in the dance situation tbat contribute to increases in 

stress - h t h  positive and negative. Common sense suggests that this would be hue of other 

physical activities, such as swimming and jogging. While the overall eEect of  exercise and dance 

on stress is generally reduction, we are remiss if we do not acknowledge the positive ability of 

stress to motivate individuals, ihus contributhg to personal growth through achievement. For the 

wornen in this research, feelings of satisfaction derived h m  accomplishment and feelings of 

rejuvenation h m  renewed energy were as much a part of the experience of stress as were feelings 

of relaxation. 

Durhg the interviews, the women were askeâ to descnbe how they feel when they are 

stressed. They recounted physical symptoms such as "fluttery faeiing in chest", headaches a 

feeling "in the pit of the stomach", and lack of energy. They also described psychological 

symptoms such as sleepless nights, wonying, fntting, stewing, feeling anxious. under pressure and 

agitated. While under stress they wanted to hide h m  the world and wondered if things would get 

better. These descriptions of how women feel while stressed are in direct contrast to their 

description of how they feel after dancing - lifted up, g d ,  peaceN and relax& wanting more. 

The dancers d e m i  a change over the coluse of each dance class; arriving tired, tense and 

stressed then emerging rejuvemted and felt mdy to face the world again. 

With the body of literatwe supporthg the physical activity-stress reduction relationship it 

IS tempting to suggest a causai relationship but, as reseac~h«s point out the d e r  tune, there are 

too many coexisthg factors implicit in the exercise situations. Thn,ughout my review of the 

literatm researchers posited alternative reasom for stress reduction and several gave reasons when 

physical activity failed to reduce stress. But nom of the researchers in the snidies 1 located asked 

their participants - the people who should know - to wbat they would attribute theu reduced levels 

of stress or lack of change in theù stress levels. 1 presented the results of the STAi testing to the 

dancers in this study for their fèeâback as to the factors they wodd idcntiîy as resposible for 
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reduction in overail stress levels over the course of the two testing situations. Theu feedback 

suggests they give equal weigbt to four variables: Exercise, Diversion, Fun and Laughter and Group 

Participation. This group feedback b t l y  links the STAI testing to the phenomenological results 

as the factors identified duriog the group activity cluster mund themes thai are identical to the 

essences earlier identified as contributing to stress reduction: "Movement and Music", "Change 

of Focus", "Fun and Laughter" and 'The Group of Women". 

Im~lications for Researchers 

The existing body of ~search on the interaction of dance/exercise with stress focuses on the 

stress reduction pmperiies of physical activity. Positive results are measured only by reduced 

stress. As is common with the majority of studies in the area of exercise, the measure of 

psychological health is mûicted to absence of negative affect (Lox & Rudolph, 1994). This focus 

on pathology cornes h m  the clinical disciplines, such as medicine and psychology . and spills 

over into recreational activities (Jackson, 2000). nie State-Trait Anxiety inventory (Speilberger, 

1983) used in this research is, in fact, not a unidimensional scale. STAi uses a combined score of 

anxiety derived h m  adding anxiety present (negative afféct) and anxiety absent (positive affect) 

items to yield a combined score. Incrase in low scores are not necessarily negative but could be 

seen to indicate arousal or movement in the direction of what Selye (1974) described as an ophum 

stress level . Nevertheless, STAi focuses oniy on absence or pnsence of aflxiety, a negative 

psychological -te. 

The dancers reported feeiings at the end of dancing - "exhilarated", "energized", 

"invigorated", "like taking and laughing", "cheemil", "pride" - that are more a reflection of 

increase in positive mood than they are of reduced STAI is the most cornrnody used 

instrument for psychological assessrnent in exercise and stress research and its use is 

recommended to facilitate cross-study cornparisons (Rostad & Long, 1996); however, two other 

testing instruments bear consideration for use as they meanin both positive and negative mood 

=tes and may give a more comprenensive picm of p~yçhi)ti)gîr:al WU-king. The Proflc of 
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Mood States (POMS) (McNair, Lon & Dmppleman, 197 1), which is utiiized by, among others, 

Berger and associates (Berger & Owen, 1992; Berger & Owen, 1988; Berger & Owen, 1986; 

Mclaman & Berger, 1993), contains bobi positive and negative subscales: tension~sulxiety, 

depression/dejection, angerhostility, vigourlactivity, fatiguelinertia and confusion/bewildemient. 

Use of this scale would facilitate cornparisons with stuàies done by these researchers. in an effort 

to provide a more multidimensional appnwch to the exercisewell-king relationship, McAuley and 

Comeya (in Lox Br Rudolph, 1994) have developed the Subjective Exercise Experiences Scale 

(SEES) which measures positive well being, psychological distress and feelings of fatigue. Use of 

tbis scale is still limiteci, howevw, Lox and Rudolph (1994) suggest that this exercise specific 

instrument "appears to provide a more comprehensive measure of subjective exercise experience 

than most ernployed in the exercise 1iteraRire in that it takes into account physical (e.g., fatigue), 

cognitive (e.g., dixowaged), and affective states (e.g., great) generated by physical activity 

participation" (p. 838). 

The discussion of the multidimensiooality of stress does not negate the very real potential 

ihat participation in fok dance, or other physical activities, has to couateract and modiS, the impact 

of negative s tms  h m  daily life. As an alternative to testing the mood benefits of an infinite 

number of physical activities, Berger and Owen (1988) proposed a typology to predict the stress 

reducing benefits of varying physical activities. According to the suggested iypology, in addition to 

king enjoyable, the physicai activity must be 1) aerobic, 2) nonîompetitive, 3) predictable, and 

4) rhythmical. The latter two items wouid enable to hine out the environment, engage in 

free association and encourage introspection, allowing the rnind to wander. Research does not 

support either the aerobic component (Berger & Owen, 1992; Owen & Berger, 1988; Rostad & 

Long, 1996) or the non-competitive (Rudolph & Kim, 1996) component of this typology. My 

study suggests that an activity that reqWres total foeus wouid conû i i e  more to stress reduction 

diao an activity that allows the mind to wander or to engage in k e  association. 

The resuits of this mdy hint tbat the context of the physical activity is as important as the 

characteristics of the activity itseif in determinïng the capacity of ihe activiiy Lu rduct s t r 8 ~ .  1 
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suggest that my k l y  chosen physical activity that is of an intensity and complexity within the 

abüity of the indivimial to enjoy will contnbue to reduced levels of stress, assuming moderate to 

high levels of stress exist The fact that Berger and Owen's typology bas not been supported by 

research does not negate the usefulaess of a typoiogy to predict the stress reducing pmperties of 

various physical activities. 1 would like to propose an alternative typology, based on the thematic 

structure denved from this study, which includes the characteristics and context of phy sical 

activities that will coninbute to stress reûuction. The physical activity 

1) should take place in a supportive gmup, preferably one working toward 

commoa goal. The group members should bave sirnilar abilities. Same sex or age 

groupings may also facilitate stress reduction. 

2) will require focus that will disûact participants h m  outside sources of 

stress. 

3) should include enough challenge to maintain motivation balanced by hin. The 

challenge should be within the ability of the participants to master and lead to new 

Ieaming and feelings of achievement. 

4) must be engaged in coniinuously for 20 to 30 minutes. 

Prior research supports this proposed typology. Hughs, Casal and Leon (in Long Br 

Hamy, 1988a) found that subjects exercising alone reportad minimal changes in psychological 

fùnctioauig. Al1 research demonstrating decrease in stress with physical activity bas been done in 

gmup situations. The stress reducing properties of recreational soccer (Rudolph & Kim, 1996) 

could be attriiuted to the cooperative group effort necessary in a soccer game or, altedvely, could 

be due to fun. Characteristics of the leader, uitensity and complexity of the activity, or challenge not 

balanced by fun couid explain negative resuits for activities such as swimming and body 

conditioning (Berger & Owen, 1988; Berger & Owen, 1986). The issue of fwus has not been 

addressed in pnor research. The mearcher shouid e~sure that the participants are acaially engaged 

in the activity king researched for the minimal amount of 20 to 30 minutes. Disconfhing results 

for activities such as fencing (Berger 8 Owen, 19 88) and t d s  (Rudoiph & &, 1996) may be 
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more a rpflection of actuai participation than of the characteristics of the activity. One c a ~ o t  

assume continuous participation in these activities over the duration of a university class session. 

As has been demonstrated in this mearch, physical activities have the potential to incnase 

as well as decrease stress. Another feature, essential to this typology, is the involvement of a leader 

to manage and balance the above factors dong with the stress impiicit in a daacdexercise 

environment. While the participants in this study made few mentions regaràing the role of the 

instructor, it is Unportant not to underestimate the eRi t  of the leadership on any group. The 

instructor must be able to mate a program that is challenging enough to maintain interest but within 

the ability of the participants to enjoy and master and be able to teach in an organked and sequential 

manner. The leader establishes the group atmospk, whether it be supportive and fun or 

cornpetitive and oppressive. Berger and Owen's (1988) study attests to the effect of an instructor's 

"ngorous approach to exercise" (p. 22 156) which resulted in high drop out rates and no positive 

mood changes. 1 believe my own philosophy, which stresses muruality, cooperation and sociability, 

as weli as my personai investment in dancing ad the research contributed to the positive results of 

this study. 

The majority of the research conducted in the area of exetcise-psychological benefits has 

involved University students taking part in University physical activity prognuns. An exception to 

this are snidies done by Long and Haney (1988a; 1988b) which examined effect of jogging on 

stms with stresseci working women. These physical activities that have been investigated are not 

necessarily those that would be of interest or avdable to women pnor to or durhg mid-life. In the 

14 month follow-up done by Long and Haney (1988b), 1 1 of the 12 women who continued with a 

regular exercise regime chose activities 0 t h  than jogging (walkhg, swirmNng and aerobic class). 

With increasing interest king paid to the physical and mental wellbeing of women in mid-life it wii l  

be important to include the voices of the women in deteminhg activities to be investigated 

The review of the literature for this thesis revealed the dearth of research on the 

psychologicsrl benefits of any form of dance. Several d i e s  involving Dance/Movement Therapy 

were located, however, "much of what is cailed dance therapy Qes not appear to *k what we 



usually cal1 dance" (Hanna, 1988, p. 149). One study involving modem dance (Lesté & Rust, 

1990) was unearthed. Silver's ( 198 1) study was the only one discovered that involved any fom of 

social or foik dance. Silver's resemh demonstrated the potentiai for participation in folk dancing 

to enhance body concept and self concept. A qualitative component of her research revealed that 

participants in folk dance classes derived the additional benefits of fun, diversion, tension release 

and positive social contact - key themes idenaad as contributing stress reduction by the women 

involved in my research. This present study suggests that dong with the benefits identified by 

Silver, folk dancing cm be part of a multidimensional strategy for stress management. Fok dance 

can provide relief h m ,  and counteract, the damaging effm of negative stress. Dance c m  also 

provided the additional benefits feelings of njuvenation dong with self-enhancement and personai 

p w t h  through challenge, achievement and mastery. Given the potential of dance for enhancuig 

psychological well being, it behooves the research cornmunity to pay more attention to this very 

neglecîed but potentially life enhancing activity. 

Recommendations lot Future Research: 

Based on this discussion and the results of this research 1 make the following 

recornmendations for tiinire research: 

1) Many fom of dance that would be considered social - foik , lhe, square, ballmom, swing - are 

popular recreational activities with potential for lifelong participation. The psychological benefits of 

participating in these many dance h s  should be nsearched and documented. In the efforts to 

document the mood enhancing benefits of physical activity, dance should not be a poor cousin of 

sport and exercise. 

2) Phenomenological investigation of the stress experienced during dance has provided insight into 

the stress-exercise relationship that has been previously ignored by quantitative researchers. 

Fiurher phenomenological siudy of other physical activities could be equally t'niitfiil. 

3) An important feature of my research design was the use of mixed methods and a variety of data 

sources. This allowed the development of a more cornpiete p i c m  of stress during mil after 
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dancing ihat use of any single method or data source would have. Data h m  the guided joumals 

were particdarly usefùl, because of theù anonymity, for supplementing the &ta h m  the interviews 

as this data pmvided disconfirming evidence, thus forcing the developrnent of a more 

comprehensive thematic stnicture. 

4) Further research directed toward stress management - physical activity - mid-life women 

should ask the wornen which activities might best fit their interests and the context of their lives. 

5) Use of multidimensional instruments that include both positive and negative xales, such as 

Rofde of Mood States (POMS) and the Subjective Exercise Experiences Scale (SEES), in research 

on the psychological benefits of physical activity may afford a more comprehensive picture. 

6) Developrnent of a typology to prwiict the stress reducing potential of various physical activities 

and contexts could be a worthwhile enterprise. As two items of the typology pioposed by Berger 

and Owen (1 988) have ken rehited by research and 1 question the usefulness of the other two, 1 

offer a new typology for scnniny, critique and revision of future researchers. 

Im~llcations and Recommendrtions for Counsellors 

This ihesis was completed wibiin the context of the requirements for a Mastea Degree in 

Education (Counselling) and a number of implications for counsellors arise nom this research. 

These centre mund three anas: assumptions about women in mid-life and the source(s) of their 

problems, prescription of exercise as a stress management activity, and promotion of lifestyle 

change. As was stated earlier in this paper, this research was undertaken fiom a feminist 

philosophical base. Some feminist counsellors seek to effect change for theù clients through 

education and advocacy in communities (Laidlaw & Malmo, 199 1 ; L e m  & Porter, 1990). The 

results of this study also suggest the necessity for social change to ensure equal access to physical 

activities for ail groups of society. 

The women who took part in this shidy raise questions about the stereotypical view of 

women in mid-life. A review of the litetanire would lead one to believe that women at this stage of 

Iûe would be riddled with insecurities as a resuit of low self-m, poor body image and social 
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p n s m s  to remain youdiful. in fact, very few women in this study identüi~ed any of these issues 

as stressful. The medical community would have us believe that mid-We is about menopause and 

deteriorathg health. An interesthg aspect of this study was the faci that women did not idennfy 

problems due to menopause as stressois. This is consistent with research findings that suggest 

anxiety and depression in middle-age have their source in life circvmstances rather than hormones 

(Bromberger & Matthews, 1996; Dennerstein, Smiih & Morse, 1994). Many of our ideas about 

menopausai women are uiformed by the health and psychology community which tends to focus on 

the negative. As Jackson (2000) notes, "Historically the health disciplines have focused on 

problems and pathology rather than wellwss and prevention' (p. 136). The sample of women who 

took part in this research may not be repteseatative of al1 women in nud-life. Women who might 

see dancing as a threatening activity would not have volunteered. Additiody, diose who 

volunteered were clearly hdividuals who could and would take some time for selfeare. 

Nevertheless, the picture of women in mid-life that emerges h m  this research is one of strong, 

comptent women, weighted d o m  with responsibüities; but, at ihe same time, vibrant and alive 

women seehg new and unique activities and leaming. 

The existing body of research on exercise and stress reduction indicates that exercise is as 

effective as progressive relaxation and stress inoculation in a variety of populations (Berger, 1994). 

This research mggests that participation in Celtic folk dancing is yet another physical activity that 

can k recommended as an important part of a program for stress management and ow is 

particularly suitable for women in mid-üfe. An initiai proposition of this research was that Celtic 

folk dance was an activity that would be @cularly attractive to women between the ages of 45 and 

65. Examination of retention rates for this class suggest that this rnay so. While only 64% of the 

total gmup (0=25) of dancers continued thughout the course of the classes, 72% of the women 

who were between the ages of 45 and 65 @=la) danceci to the end. In spite of the fact that dance 

and other exercise fomis provide an effective means of stress reduction dong with other potential 

heallh benefits, couasellors should exercise caution in insishg that middle-aged women should 

pumie stress relief through physical activity. Many women, having d e r e d  through physical 
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education classes focused on cornpetitive sport, associate sport and exercise with humiliation and 

pain (Veitinsky, 1998, p.88). Prescribed participation in activities that have previously causeci hem 

grief may do aothing but cause more psychological distress. Davis and Thaut (1989) found that 

preference for music led to stress reduction. Likewise, preference for physical activity is important. 

It is important to note that, for some women, dance has the potential to be an alternative healthiùl 

physical activity that does not have the connotation of sport. An additioaal consideration for 

recommending regular participation in dance as a stress management activity is the lived reality of 

women's lives and the lack of available opportunity. As Aleisha so succinctly put it, "Today, in 

Prince George where can 1 just go - because I'm feeling stressed - to go dance?' 

Monat and Lazarus (199 1) caiegorized physical activity as an "Envuonmentl Lifestyie" 

fom of stress management intervention. The words of the women in this research suggest that 

cowixllors should acknowledge the difficulties faced by women when attempting to undertake a 

lifestyle change. The women in this study, echoed the literature in the field of women and leisure 

(Green & Hebron, 1988; Henderson. Bialeschlti, Shaw & Freysinger, 1989; 1999; Woodward & 

Green, 1988) which wggests that knowledge and provision of opportunities may not be sufficient to 

enable wornen to make pmactive choices to participate in leisure activities that wiii enhance their 

personal well-being. They voiced how difficult it was for them to make "choices" and "lifestyle 

changes". For many of the dancers cornmitment to one night of dancing created significant stress 

and some were unable to continue this weekly cornmitment. A multitude of conflicting pnonties 

and respoasibilities - al1 of which have clallns on women's h e  - limit the ability of women to rnake 

lifestyle changes. F d y ,  home, work, traditions, study - aii conspire to impact possibiiities for 

"choice". The women in this study enumerated numemus constraints including the foilowing: 

husbands objecting to t h e  out of the bouse, having to arrange for cbildcare or b h g  kids dancing, 

husbands' work, visiting relatives. housebold respomibilities, their own work and business travel 

and preparations for Christmas. Rior to this thesis research, a woman, who currently dames with 

one of the local groups, confidecl that she would love to take part in the study and dance twice a 

week but she could not because going out more would cause too much "stress" between herself 
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and her husband. Economic coasidemtions impacted on the abiiity of participants to continue 

dancing following the conclusion of the research. For the women in this study who were on 

income assistance, the fact that the dance classes were free was an important consideration. The 

Celtic folk dance classes resumed in February, afler the conclusion of the research, but none of the 

women who were on incorne assistance returned to the class. One of these wornan planned to 

continue but elected not to when she discovered there would be a fee involved. Another dancer with 

low income obtained employment, thus securing the cesources she needed to continue dancing. 

Atter paying the fees to dance, she discoved that, with her increased responsibility, she did not 

have tirne. 

Along with giving recognition to the difficdties that women face when making lifestyle 

changes, counsellors need to encourage women to make self-care a priority and to ensm that self- 

care is a priority for thernselves. As weli, counsellors cm influence other famiy members to 

"alow" women t h e  for selfcare. Counsellors also neeâ to beware of perpeniating limiting social 

and culanal assurnptions that detemine womea's activities and that continue to circumscnhe and 

limit women's access to and participation in health promothg leisure activities. 

The interests identified by the Qocers in this research dong with the factors constraining 

wumen's access to leisure activities point to a number of considerations for planning prograins for 

women of this age gmup. These women sought a novel expaience that involved new leaming, 

challenge and a social experience, thus comborating Meier's (1991) suggestion that physical 

activities be promoted as challenging and stirnulating. hovative programrning is needed to provide 

a larger variety of satisfjmg physical activities for women prior to, during and after mid-We. 

Aquacise classes, once such an innovative program tbat attracts primarily women, are now a regular 

part of the pool landscape. Likewise, jazzaise and aerobic dance appeal mainly to women. A 

newcomet to the field of innovative pmgramming directeci toward women is dragon boat mchg for 

survivors of breast cancer (McKenzie, 1998). The popuiarity of this program, begun in 1996, is 

attesteci to by its rapid spread across Canada (including Prince George), the United States, Australia 

and New Zealand. A Celtic folk dance group staaed 5 years ago in Prince George with a small 
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goup of 10 individuais and has since grown to include two groups of approxhately 24 mernben 

each. If the pmgrams are offered women will corne. As the women in this research group suggest, 

women specific and age specific activities would be appealuig. 

Difficulties with long term commitrnent suggest the appropriateness of short duration 

pmgrarns or programs conducive to bbdrop-ins" to aniact women. Considerations to facilitate 

ongoing cornmitment include childcare and location in a neighbourhood centre. Public 

transportation is limited in Prince George and women are limited by the avdability of family 

vehicles. Start tirnes should be later in the evenhg aiiow women to Mfil other commitments - such 

as meal preparation and clan up, transpurtation of childien to their activities, completion of 

employment related responsibilities - and thus reduce the stress involved mund attendance. 

The fact that the research dance classes were free was an important factor to enable low 

income women to attend. This attests to the importance of low cost recreational programs for 

wornen. Where possible, if fees must be involveâ, gradua1 payment rather than lump sum fees may 

encourage more women to participate. 

Counsellors who desire involvement in social action might becorne an active participant in a 

group such as the MlR Mid-Life Pmject, thus becomiag part of innovative heaith promotion 

activities for women. Altematively, a counsellor could fom or h o m e  part of a p u p  that works 

toward public policies that provide more equitable access to opportunities for physical activities for 

people of al1 ages - policies that might include provision of low cost, accessible facilities dong with 

resource and trah.ing grants. 

The results of my research give positive support for Celtic folk dance as an activity that can 

play an important role in a plan designed to help manage the negative effects of stress. More 

imporiantly, the dancers who took part in this study have raised an awareness that stress is not a 

unidimensional concept. Increase in stress - both "eustress" and "distress" - is as much a part 

of dancing as is its decrease, even though the overall e f f ~  can be a reduction in stress. Increases in 

positive stress can pmvide the motivation for achievement that conmbute to feelings of weU-king. 
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These women have contributed vaiuable insights into the experience of stress during and afler the 

dance situation and into what they identify as the factors responsible for stress reduction. From the 

experieace, as they demibe it, 1 bave identified a number of implications both for researchers 

engaged in the areas of exerciddance and sûess management in general and dance in paaicular 

and for couaseliocs dealing with mid-life women a d  their issues. 

It is my hope t h t  through this study 1 have been able to shed some light into the 

complicated relationship between physicai activity and stress. It is aiso my sincere desire that my 

efforts will stimulate more interest in the study of a popular mreatiooal activity that shows so much 

potential for enhancement of psychologicai welCbeing - Dance. 
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Appendix A: Advertisanent 
The advertisement (see wxt pages) were: 
- distributed to School District #57 schools, Hospice House, and members of current Celtic Dance 
Groups 
- posted on Rince George Regional Hospital and Northem Intenor Health Unit Notice Boards. 
- included in ''The Well" - Midlife Project publication 
A shorter version was placed in the Prince George Citizen and the St. Giles Newsletter. 
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Try Celtic Dancing 

... For free 

As part of the Northem interior Healih Region Women's Mid-Life project, women of al1 
ages will have the oppomuiity to participate in 7 introductory level Celtic folk dance classes. The 
program will be based on Sconish Country Dances and irish Set Dances and will emphasize 
maximum physical activity at a low to moderate intensity. The basic steps for both types of dance 
wiil be included to facilitate continuing participation in local Celtic dance groups. Class size will be 
limited to 24 participants. 

An information session will be held Thursdav, October 7,1999 at 7:00 in the St. 
Giles Church hall. Lndividuals who are interested in participating in this group must attend this 

inforniaton session. Corne to tbis meeting prepared to dance. Classes will be held ThufSdays, 
beginning October 14, 1999 in the Si. Giles Church hall and will nui h m  7:00 to 9:00 PM. This 
program is offered as part of a University of Northem British Columbia Mastee of Education 
thesis research study into the use of this type of fok dance as part of a stress management 
program. Participation will be free for women who volmteer to be an active participant in the 

research. individuals who are not interested in king part of a research study are welcome to join in 
the dancing, but will be charged a nominal $20.00 fee to help pay for the hall rend. Classes wilJ be 

conducteci by Carol Usher, BPE., BSW., M . U .  (counsellhg) candidate. Carol cunently 
coordinates, teaches, and dances with the Prince George Celtic Daacers. For M e r  information 
you can contact Caro 1 Us her at 56 1 050 1. 
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Be Part of the UNBC Research Project: Mid-life Women, Celtic Folk Dance and Stress 

Management 

Purpose: This investigation seeks to study the experience of participation in a Celtic Folk 
Dance Clau and to determine the relationship between participation in an exercise 
program based on Celtic folk dances and stress reduction. 

Investigator: Carol Usher, BPE., BSW,, M.Ed. (counseUing) studeat 

Procedure: 

As a participait you will be asked to attend 7 Celtic folk dance c!asses. 
Participants wUI be asked to fiil out a short questionnaire at the beginning and eid of the 
study as well as to complete SpeUberger9s State Trait Anxiety Inventory during the fint 
and sixth weeb. Participants must also be willing to k eontacted for an interview about 
your dance experience within the week afîer the classes finish plus a follow-up interview. 
You WU be contacted by phone about tbae interviews. 
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Appendix B 

Informed Consent Document 
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Title: Mid-life Women and Celtic Fok Dance and Stress Management, a Phenomenological Snidy 

Purpose: This investigation seeks to study the experience of participation in a Celtic Folk Dance 
Class and to determine the relationship between participation in an exercise program bas4 on 
Celtic folk dances and stress reduction. 

investigator: Carol Usher, BPE., BS W ., M.Ed. (counselling) shident 

Procedure: 
As a participant you will be asked to attend 7 Celtic folk dance classes. The program will be 

based on Scottish Country Dances and Irish Set Dances and will emphasize maximum physical 
activity at a low to moderate Uitensity. The basic steps for both types of dance will be included. 
Participants will be asked to fil1 oui a shon questionnaire at the beginning and end of the study as 
well as to complete Speilberger's State Trait Anxiety inventory during the fmt and sixth weeks. 
You will also be asked to keep a brief journal to be filled in at the end of each class. Participants 
must also be willing to be contacted for an interview about your dance experience within the week 
after the classes tuiish plus a follow-up interview. These intewiews will take h m  1 to 1 1/2 hoins. 
You will be contacteà by phone about these interviews. 

Consent: 

This is to certiQ that 1, agree to 

participate in this study on dance and stress. My participation is voluntaq and I understand that 1 

am free to withdraw my consent and terminate my participation at any the.  I also understand h t  
as part of my participation, there will be no charge for ihis activity. 

I also understand that my opinions and experïeaces will be solicited during the study but 1 

am free to refnun h m  answering any questions. 

I also understand that I may be contacted with a request to be inteniewed. The interviewer 
has my consent to tape record and take notes Mng the interview, howevetf 1 c m  stop the interview 
at any time and decide not to continue. 1 can also request that certain parts of the interview not be 
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nxorded. 1 d l  have the choice of ~viewing the ûanscripts of the interview and at that time any 
relevant idonnation can be added or changed. If 1 paiticipate in the interviews, 1 can receive, upon 
request, a copy of the final results. 

1 have been informed that masures wiii be taken to ensure contidentiality as to my 
statements and personal information that is collected as a mult of this study. Confidentiality will 

be ensured by a coding system that identifies participants by letters and number ody plus use of 
pseudonyms in the tuial thesis document. AU materials wiU k kept by the researcher in a locked 
place and will be accessed only by the mearcher and her supnvisor. Audiotaped in t e~ews  will be 
erased d e r  transcription is completed. Written data, including tianscribed inte~ews, d l  be 

secured in a locked container under the control of the researcher for five years d e r  the shidy is 
completed, then desa~yed. 

The information gained fiom this research will be used by Carol Usher for her thesis report, 
publications or presentations. 1 understand that evgr effort wül k made to protect my identity but 
that particulan of some incidents may appear familiar to individuais who know me. 

I have had the oppomuiity to ask any questions and clarim any concems 1 have about this 

shdy, par&icularly in tnms of any physical limitations I may have andor my ability to participate. 1 
understand that 1 may ask questions any time duhg the study, and rnay contact the student's thesis 
supervisor, Dr. Barbara Herringer, at W C  250 960 6643 

1 also acknowledge that participation in any physical activity bas inherent risks and 1 am not 
aware of any pre-existhg physical condition that would preclude me h m  participation. 

Date Participant's Signature 

Researcher' s Signature 
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Questionnaire I 

Code m e :  Phone Number: 

Age: (as of October 1, 1999) 

Occupations: (Please iaclude homernaker if it applies. if you are hvolved in two or more 
occupations, such as teacher and homemaker, please üst them al1 in order of theu stress demands) 

Number of hours employed for a wage per week: 

Marital Status: 

Do you have children? Please give their ages: 
Number of children living at home: 

Are you caring for anyone outside your nuclear family? 
If so, who? 

Please mark the point on the following seales where you would rate yomelf 

Not at Ail Very Much 

Stress is a problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
in my life 

1 betieve that dancing 1 2 3 4 5 6 
is a heficial activity 

71 

for stress rnauagement 

Please identify the stresses that you would identify as playing a role in your life. 

Major: 
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Are you coacemed with the effect of 
stress on your health? 
menopause on your health? 

Piease describe any physieal activity yu are reguiarly hvolved in (include ikquency and duration). 

Please descnbe any stress management programs that you participatehave participateci in. 

Have you danced before? When? What type? 
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Questionnaire LI 

Code name: 

Please rate the point on the following scales where you would rate yourself 

Nat at Al1 Very Much 

Stressisaproblem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 believe ihat dancing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
is a beueficial activity 
for stress management 

Dancing is an activity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I would like to 
continue. 

Any comments on this exercise program as a stress management activity or on the research 
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Appendix D . 
Guided Journal 
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Appendix D: Guided Journal 

Guided Journal 

How l am feeling 
1) right now 

2) about the dance experience today 

Date: 

What stands out for me today 
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Appendix E . 
Interview Guide 
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Appendix E: Interview Guide 
Interview Gui& 

The purpose of this research is to study the experience of Celtic folk dance pdcularly as it applies 
to stress management 

Phenomenological question: 
How would you describe your dance expience? 
(Joumai entries wili be available for use to assist in rernembecing) 
(Empathetic statements, clarification, summarization, probes will be used to encouraged the 
individual to explore her experience) 

Other Questions: 
What did you hop  to achieve by joining a dance class? Were your expectations met? 
Could you comment on your STAI results? Are they consistent with your expenence? 
What is feeling stressed Like for you? 
How do you feel after dance? 
Do you believe that dance contributes to stress reduction? Can you give me some examples fkom 
your experience? 
How do you wually manage stress in your life? 
Could you describe your personal supports? 

Final questions: 
Do you want to review/ comment on your transcript before our second meeting? 
Can you comment on your experience of the research process? 
1s there mything else you would Wre to add? 

These questions will also be provided in writing on car& to the participants. 
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Appendix F 
Schedule of Activities 
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Information Session, Survey - 
Questio~aire 1 

Steps: waik, advance and retire, shuffle, 
skip 
Dance(s): Stnp the Willow, Waves of 
Tory 

- 

STN, guided journal, Scottish Country Steps: advance and retire, skip change of 
Dance step, cios$ swing, cast 

Dace@): Highland Welcome, Barley 
Bree 

guided j o d ,  Scottish Country Dance Steps: figure 8, four hanch across, setthg 
step, reel of three 
Dance(s): Dashing White Sergeants, Reel 
of the 5 1 st Division 

guided joumal, Scottish Country Dance Steps: right han& cross, reel of three in 
tandem 
Dance(s): Butterscotch and Honey, Gay 
Gordons / guided journal, Irish Set Dance Steps: House, Body, Ladies Cross 
Dance@): Sliabh Lauchra Set 

/ guided journal, lrish Set Dance Steps: Square the House, Hompipe 
Dance(s): Sliabh Lauchra Set 

STAI, Questionnaire U, m e y ,  guidai Steps: 
journal, Irish Set Dance, Post request sheet Dance(s): Siiabh Lauchra Set 
for next weeks dances 

1 Distribution of Results. Gmup Activity ( Review of Requested Dances 
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Appendix G 

Handouts: 

Healthy Dancing 

What to Wear 

Cehic Fok Dance 
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Healthy Dancing 

Copyright 6 1994 by Michael Hanson. 

Scottish Country Dancing is not only great fun; it is also good exercise. It promotes pleasant social 
interaction and aembic activity, both important parts of good mental and physical health. As with 
any exercise, it is important to dance properly to maximize enjoyment and p m n t  injury. Dancing 
hcludes wamiing up before dancing and cooling dom afterwards; it is also important to stay in 
good condition. Most dance injuries corne h m  ovenise of certain muscles, especially when 
combined with underguse at other times. 

Cardiovascular fitness : regular aembic exercise, for example: brisk walking, aerobics, bicycling, 
cross country skiing, swimrning, dancing. Your hem rate should be elevated for 15-20 minutes of 
continuous exercise (30 minutes including warmup and cool clown), 3 times a week. It is better to 
exercise on alternate days (e.g., Saturday, Monday, Thursday); this ailows the body time between 
sessions to strengthen and rebuild. Don't smoke. 

Before dancing, wami up with light activity and stretchg. Wmups increase blood and oxygen 
supply to the muscles, raise body temperature, relax muscles, increase coordination and prepare you 
to move. 

1 .Joint rotation facilitates motion by spmding synovial fluid to lubncate joints. Rotate toes, ankles, 
knees, legs, Wwaist, neck, shoulden, elbows, wrists, tuigers and knuckles. 
2.Walk or move to raise muscle temperature and increase blood circulation before trying to stretch. 
If the weather is very col& or if you are feeling very stiff, take extra care to wamup before you 
stretch. 
3 . h  slow, gede stretches (no bouncing). Tense and relax muscles, then stretch agah. Be sure to 
k lude  arches9 calves, and thighs in your stretching. Also stretch your tom, amis and han& Work 
the tension out of your shouiders. Stretch gently and hold for 15-20 seconds; if it hurts, back off a 
little. While stretcbing, take slow, relaxed breaths h m  the abdomen, this impmves circulation and 
helps relax your muscles and your mind. 

4.End warmups with Mme gentie skip change and pas&-basque to get your feet, legs and mind 
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hto the swing of dancing. Gently move to the rhythm of the music, without m g  for great 
extension or flight. 

Dance Prowrly 

Good dancing habits go a long way towad preventing injuries. Make the following suggestions an 
automatic part of yout dancing: 

Maintain control of your body. Keep your center of mass over your f f e ~  especially when huning or 
circling. Shouldas over hips, hips over knees, over ankles will help maintain balance, which not 
oaly prevents injuries and falls, but is also less fatiguuig and presents a better fom to the viewer. 
Maintain good posture 
Avoid rigid muscles. Use your arches, bent biee and leg muscles to land gentiy and absorb impact - 
especially for pasde-basque. 
Use gcnxi handing. When tuming by one hami, point elbow down and maintain fm muscles. 
Floppy arms c m  result in injury to the shoulder/arm. If you 10% your balance, good arms can help 
keep you from falling. Avoid "thmb" injuries by not grasping your partnets hand with your 
thumb. Cup your hand and "glue" your thumb to the inside edge of your hand. 
Tum out h m  the hip, not h m  the knee, to p m t  knee pmblems. 
Don't dance if you know you are tired. 
Do not atternpt movements beyond your ability. Sûive to impmve technique, but be aware of your 
body's limitations - if it hurts, back offa bit. Dancing involves movements and muscles that you 
rnay not have used much, so work into it gradually. If you can't do a 90' tumout, senle for 80. If 
yow feet won't take a full pas-de-basque, cut down on the height, while maintahhg the rhythm. 

Never skip "step practice." This is y m  chance to develop and &tain the technique that wiU keep 
you going. 
Be sure your shoes fit snugly, but not tight. Wear cushioned insoles to help absorb the impact 
when landing. If your shoes are too slippery, spray the soles with nonskid, apply rosin, or mughen 
the sole by scraping it with a M e  or mbbing it aga& a mugh d a c e ,  such as cernent. 
Moistening the sole with a damp towel cm also temporacily keep you h m  süpphg. 
Avoid wearing rings when dancing, especiaily oaes with mu& Stones that can dig into yow hand or 
scratch people you dance with. 
Keep your toe and finger nails ûimmed. 
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Cool Dow 

M e r  dancing, cool down. Light exexise duces  tightwss, cramping and soreness of fatigued 
muscles and may make you feel better. The cooldown is similar to the second part of the wamup, 
but in reverse. 

1 .Gentle dance-type movements. Like the 1st part of the wmups, do gentle skip-change, 
or walk for 5 to 10 minutes dter dancing. 

2.Relaxed stretcbg, as in the wmups. Süetch each body part, giving special attention to 

ones used in dancing. Assume a position and hold it with another part of the body for 
15-20 seconds. 

If you are still sore the next day, doing some light exercise and stretching may help. 

Treatina Minor Discomfort and iniuries 

Even if you stay in shape and dance properly, you may occasio~lly expenence discomfort. For 
minor discomfort, the following rnay help: 

Crarnps are usually caused by reduced blood flow to a muscle, and build up of lactic acid. This may 
indicate insufficient wamup or cool down. Massage, carehil sûetçhiag, calcium (e.g., rdk, or 2 
Rolaids or Tums), or potassium (eat omges or banaaas) rnay help relieve cramps. 

For acute pain, cold often helps. Soiik feeflegs in cool water af?er dancing or mb sore muscles with 
ice. 

First aid for minor acute injuries, member the word W E :  

Rest the injureci body part. 

Immobiiize the area by wrapping with an elastic ban&ge. 
Cold or ice for 20 to 30 minutes several times a day for two or three &YS. Wrap ice in a towel to 

proteet skin or move ice "popsicle" over i n j d  am. 
Elevate the injured part above the level of the hart as ofien as possible. 

Staa Mmediote!y, !Q k t  swelling and fiuther damage. For major injuries, consult a phvsician. 
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The most common injury dancers sustain is damage to the cartilage in the knee and hip joints. 
Ankles are also vuinerable. Damage is less likely if the muscles around these joints are strong. 
These exercises can be w d  to strengthen them: 

Knees : Tighten muscles in the front ofthe thigh (move kneecap), repeating ten or more thes 
several times a day. 
Hips, knees and abdomen : Sideways leg lifts. Regular leg lih. Repeat ten times each. 
Ankles : Sit on one chair and face another. With heels on the floor, push out with the feet against 
the inside of the legs of the second chair. 
Arches and back of legs : Put a catalogue or 2 inch thick phone book on the flmr against the sink. 
Stand barefwt with your toes and the balis of your feet on the phone book and your heels tumed 
out, extending over the edge, touching the floor. Lift your heels up as high as possible, coming up 

ont0 tiptoe on tie book, and then bring your heels slowly back down to the floor again. Use your 
han& for balance only, if you can, or for support if you have to. Move your heels toward each 
other a littie and repeat. 

Reûieved July, 1999 h m  the Wodd Wide Web: http://www.tm.infonnatik.uni- 
frankfuit.delstrathspey/other/healthyhtml 
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What to Wear 

Clothing: 
Wear cornfortable and non-binding clothing. 
As you will become w m e r  as the dancing progresses, you may be most cornfortable with a 
sleeveless or short sleeved shirt under a long sleeved shin that you cm take OR 
Many people prefer dancing in jumpers or loose s b .  

Footwear: 
I t  i s  essential that you have footwear for safety (no socks or b a n  feet). 

We will be beginning with Scottish Country Dances which are typically danced witb a soft-soled 
shoe. If you do not have sofi-soled shoes, light mers  or street shoes will do. If you have foot 
problems, please Wear something supportive. 

Duiing the fifh class, we will begin lrish Set Dancing, which are typically done in hard-soled shoes 

or cornfortable dance shoes. Again, if your feet rquire it, Wear shoes that are supportive. 

Please Wear shoes that are non-marking. 
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Ce1 tic 

In the present day, the term "Celtic" has become synonymous with ireland although the 
inauence of Celtic culture can be found thmughout Britaia, Ireland, Mao, Wales, Cornwall, Brittany 
in France, and Nova Scotia in Canada. For over five hundred years, befon the spread of the Roman 
Empire, the Celts (known to the Romans as Galli and the Greeks as Keltoi] were a major cultural 
presence thmughout Europe. The Celts spread h m  Gemiany and Eastern Europe southward 
thugh the balkans and Italy, westward into France and iberia and noitb through Bntain (England 
and Scotland) conquering and dominating the local peoples. They even went so far as to sack 

Rome in 390 BC and Delphi in 297 BC. Celtic domination was tenninated by Roman conquest, 
however, evidence suggests that ireland remained untouched by the Romans and retained a Celtic 
identity well into the 5 th cenniry AD when Christianity spread into Ireland. in spite of exposure to 
and accepiance of the Christian faith much of dus Celtic identity remah to this &y.The Celts 
generated some of the ancient world's most beautifhl pieces of decorative ari with its characteristic 
animds, plants and spiral patterns. 

The terni Celtic also refers to a language group in the indo-Empean family. The Celtic 
family of languages is divided into two branches - insular Celtic languages and Continental Celtic 
languages. The latter was spoken throughout continental Europe, however, there are no living native 
speakers today. Celtic innilar languages are spoken thughout Britain, Ireland, Isle of Man and 
Bnttany. While the last native speakers of Comish and Manx have dieci, there are many native 
speakers of both Irish and Scottish Gaelic in Ireland, Scotland and Nova Scotia and Breton is 
spoken in Brittany. 

Celtic Folk Dance 
According to Silver (198 1) the hction of a dance identifies it as folk dance. Folk dance 

differs h m  theaûe or art dance in that the ''participants of folk dance [are] physically involved in a 
communai activity" (p.4). Hanna concurs that foik dance includes communat expression. Active 
physical involvement as a pan of a group is the key aspect of folk dance but not the oaly aspect: 
There is also a suggestion of ethnicity, or W g e  to the soeiocultural tradition of a group with a 

sease of identity based on ongin. 
Typicaiiy folk dances are done in various fonaatioos, such as open circles, closed ckles, 

squares, lims, ûios and pairs. Participants hold han&, have arms around each others waists, link 
shoulders, or link elbows. Dancers learn to hold theû actions together with the rest of the group to 
mate a unified whole. There are many opportunities for social interaction and &ces fkquently 
included chging pmers. 

The term, Celtic folk dance, hcludes but is not limited to, the ceiü and country dances of the 
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Irish and Scottish people. Ceiü (ceilidh) dances are simple popular dances comonly danced at 
parties and may be couple dances, round dances, line dances and progressive üw dances. They are 
simple to leam and thus encourage participation by all. 

Country dances include Scottish Country Dancing and irish Set Dancing. Both share a 
cornmon heritage in the country Qnees that were universally popular throughout Europe during the 

18th century. These dances were danced in a characteristic double-line formation. In both 
countries the dances developed distinctive characteristics adapted to the local music. Scottish 
country dancing added reels of three and four. Reels, said to be of Celtic origin, are the oldest 
suMvUig Scottish Social dances and can be traced back to the 16th cenhy. After the Napoleonic 
wars elements of French quadrilles and cotillions were uicorporated into the country dances. This 
infiuence cm be seen in modem day square sets. 

Country dancing declined during the 1% century except in Scotland where it continued to 
flourish thanks to the tradition of dancing in Scottish regiments and the support of the nobility and 
gentry. In 1923 the Royal Scottish Country Dance Society was established to practice and preseive 
c o r n  dances as they were danced in Scotland. By the outbreak of wodd War 1 there was a 200 
year old unbroken history of Sconish country dancing. Scottish Country Dancing is a living, 
growing tradition including both dances recorded in early manuscripts and modem &y mations. 
Today there are over 7000 different dances catalogued, of which 1ûûû are of lasting non-local 
importance. Most dances are done in sets of four couples azfanged in parallel lines although there 
are some dances that involve square sets and round the m m  dances. Dances are done to reel, jig 
and strathspey steps Dances are done with poise and erect body carriage. The steps are precise 
and toes are pointed at ail times The French influence is seen in the ballet fwt positions. 

Less than twenty years ago very few irish country set dances were danced or even heard of 
outside theù own locality. The piesent day revival of interest in Irish Set Dancing is riding on the 

wave of renewed interest in Irish music and ail things irish. ïhe Gaelic Leagw, was founded in 

1893, with the expresseci purpose of creating a separate Irish culture. Their aims were admirable, 
but in theu atternpt to rid the country of ail English influences, they banned ail old SUViMng, 
traditional dances including round and country dances, quadrilles, and reels that were much Wre the 
Scoitish dances of the tirne. By 1929, the Gaeiic league Dance Commission was established in 
attempt to resunat some of the h c e s  Again, iu 1935, the Pubtic Dance hall Act attempted to 
stamp them out. In spite of this ban, some of the set dances Sunnved in pivts of the country that 
held strongest to tradition. The Ullfortunate result of suppression is the fact that, of nearly 150 ceili 
and set daces danced today, only four have a record of king continuously used as a fonn of social 
daacing for the pst cenhuy. Irish Set Dances are generally danced by four couples amuiged on 
the sides of a square st Thr Jaaccs are cliviW hto s e v d  Sgum and perfomcd to jigs, x d s  

and hompipes. Footwork is flat fmted but M a t e  and exact, avoidiag the pointed toes and leaphg 
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movements of cefi dancing. 
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Appendix H 

Celtic Dance Resemh Results - Sample 
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JA16J0 - Celtic Dance Researcb Results 
Speilberger's State Trait Aariety Inventory (STAI), has ban recomrnended by researchers as 
a good assessment of an individual's phenomenological ercperience of stress and is the most 
comonly used instment used for psychological assessment in exercise and stress research. 
STAI consists of 40 items (20 measurhg state anxiety and 20 measuring trait anxiety. 
State anxiety (S) is transitmy and fluctuates over time accordhg to personal and situational 
circumstances. Trait anxiety (T) is a 'klatively stable and acquired behaviorai disposition, oflen 
depicted as a personality hait" (Anshell, 1994, p.66). Research results consistently show a 
reduction in slate anxiety accompanying exercise, however, there is disagreement as to whether or 

not exercise influences trait anxiety. 

Results: 

State: 

Trait: 

Percenale Rank - Normal Adult Women (Spcilberger, 1983) 

U Post test Pretest U Post test 1 

% Age 19-39 Age 40-49 Age 50-69 

State Trait State Trait Sîate Trait 

25 27 28 28 26.5 24 24 

50 33.5 34 33 33 31 3 1 

75 42 42 43 39.5 38 37 

1 la0 67 

I 
Personal 1 

22 

Mean Mean 1 Mean 

40 36.52 34 31 36.19 

U 
Group 
Mean 
32.38 

Personal 

27 




